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ABSTRACT 

This (iissertarion conibiiu's recviir thforetical uui(iels from the neuroseieiut' eomniii-

iiity with recent advancements in piu^allel computing to implement a large simulation 

that emulates the motion pathway of a mannnalian visual system. The simulation ran 

in real time, and Wcus usetl to perform real work! obstacle detection and avoidance with 

an autonomous, ruuhile rtibot. Data is shown from experimental trials of the robot 

navigating an obstacle course in which the robot had both strategic wavpoint hnding 

goals and obstacle avoidance tac-tical goals that were successfully integrated into a single 

navigational behavior. 

The simulator is distinguishtxl from many previous robotics efforts due to its size 

and faithfulness to neuroscienie. It employs population coded representations of motion 

energy (similar ft) brain area \T ) and vekicity (similar to I)rain area MT). In addition, 

it impk>ments new features engineered to close the c-cnirrol loop between a mannnars 

early visit)n .system and a mol)ile robot. Several problems routinely encountered in 

robt)tics experiments are disc-u.ssed. Novel .solutions to these problems are proposed 

that take specific- advantage of the population coded representations of visual features, 

and implemented in tht> sinnilator. 

These rt'suhs are applicable to future engineering efforts to buikl special purpose 

circuits, analog or digital, for the purpose of enuilating biological information jirocessing 

algorithms for robotics and image understanding t;usks. 



1.') 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

Many engineers duriiis rhe Uusr few decades have designed and iinpleniented methods 

for macfiine vision and robotics that resembled natural biological systems with varying 

degrees of accuracy. The objectives of this type of work usually include solutions to 

real world problems and or the pursuit of new scientific understanding of biologv and 

neural systems. This l)ranch of computer science and engineering is one of the oklest. 

yet remains one of rhe most poorly understood relative to younger, yet more suc-cessful. 

engineering fiekls. 

The performance, from an infcjrmation proc-essing point of view, of {jeople and ani

mals behaving in rhe real world greatl\- surpasses the abilities of even our most .sophi.s-

ticated engineered .systems for seemingly simple trusks. These include biusic navigation 

and obstacle a\'oidance tasks. The smallest of rodents can find food, escape capture, and 

explore its habitat with vision much better than any artificial circuit ha.s demonstrated 

to date. The remarkid)le [)erformance of a rodent in such a small, power efficient, self 

suffic-ieiit packiige is ranralizing evidence that an artificial machine could share those 

features, under the control of an engineer, to the benefit of mankind. .A.itificial ma

chines do not have to fiuiction like a biological system to be useful, but there is obvious 

evidence that biologically insf)ired .systems actually work better for many engineering 

problems that we wanr to .solve. Moreover, there is a complete lack of evidence that 

these kinds of tasks can be [)ertormed in an\" other way. 



Alrlmuiih the bcut'tirs of hiiildinsi iiifoniiarioii proi-fssing iiiachiiu's modflt'd after 

siu li l)iol()<j;ical systems are clear, the technical details of how to complete siuh a tjusk 

are not. This held depends on the couveruience of uetiroscieiK-e and euniueerins- Neii-

roscience is the Held concerned with the way hiologicid systems process information. 

Electrical and computer enu;ineerin'j, is concerned with the im{)lementation of informa

tion processiuu, .systems. There are two major problems with creating artificial .systems 

that hehave like natural ones. First, neuroscienrists do not yet understand in any detail 

how nuussive networks of neurons process information in such a way that gives rise to 

sensory imdersrandiug. navigation, loconujtion. cuid cognition. At lecust ptU"tial solutions 

to these hard problems are required to engineer artificial systems. The hust one. cog

nition. ap{)ears to be un.solvable in the near term. Secondly, engineers have developed 

many methofls for processing information, including mechanical, optical, and electronic 

systems. However, none of those methods resemble the neural substrate within which 

biological systems work. The most glaring ileficiency in our engineered .systems rela

tive to a brain is the lack of nuussive. three dimensional intercoimects. Furthermore, 

biological interc-oimects transfer information in a discrete amplitude, continuous time, 

impulsive format that is foreign to all of our engineered systems, save primitive, special 

purpose analog circuits specifically designed to emulate neural "wetware". 

The emulation of biological .systems could be argued to be the most cumputationally 

demanding prol>lem ever tu i)e presented to an engineer. The amount of raw compu

tation required to sinmlate partially even primitive neural systems tJLxes our largest 

supercomputers. This is likely to remain true for the near futiuv. but it will be shown 

here that we can IK)W simulate portions of a neural system at a suitable level of ab.strac-

tion for rudimentary image understanding and real time robot navigation. 
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This flisscrtatioii ivprt'senrs aiiotlu-r stt'[) in rhe (iiicsr to cnsineer artiticial systfiiis 

rhar share cIcsiraMe propcrrics with naturally occ-urriim ones. The la.st two decades have 

provided us with much new data and theoretical moilels in the realm of neuroscience. 

alonn with greatly increased computational f)ower in tlie form of digital computers. The 

rate of progress is likely to coutiiuie increasing in both arecus for tlie foreseeable future. 

This dissertation will demonstrate tlie achievement of a modern digital iniplemen-

tatioii of contemporary neuroscience models fussociated with the mauimalian vision 

.-system. The networks that have been impk'mented are still much smaller tiian their 

natural counterparts. However, it is shown that even with a small network, rudimentary 

image understanding, in the form ot motion biused obstacle detection, can i)e performed 

in real time. The relationship) between the engineered implementation and natural .sys

tems is carefully de.scribed. The relationsiiii) is actUcdly much closer than many other 

research areius witli names that sound more biologically inspired tlian they actually are. 

for instance", .so called "neural networks" and "genetic algorithms". 

.A [)articular feature of real neural .sy.stems. population coding, is u.sed tlirough-

t)Ut this di.s.sertation. Population coding is infreciuently encountered in iiio-st engineer

ing efforts becau.se it rec|uires more computation cuid interconnections than alternative 

nu'thods. Xonetheless. this di.ssertation will show that i)opulation coding offers unique 

advantages for aci'uracy in image understanding. 

The network's results, obstacle detection, will furthermore be used with a ground 

btused robot [)larform to perform real time obstacle avoidance. The simulation tus-so-

ciaterl with this clis.sertation is the hr.st known exani[)le of a closed loop autonomous 

robot configuration that uses biologically insi)ired vision to avoid obstacles and luus its 

network size tus large the one developi'cl here while maintaining faithfulness to a real 

neural system. For man\' [)arts of a CIOSCHI loop robot controller, c-urrent iieuro.scieiice 
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h;i> iu)thins yet ro otfer in the way of inspiration. B;isiailly. this is a consecinence of 

the fait tliat nohoiiy understands ytn in detail liow a real brain works. In portions of 

the (h'scribed system, new inethods were engineered to be conipatiMe with the known 

nenroscience. bnt no elaini is made that they accnrately model any real biological sys

tem. The distinction between biologically inspired and pnrely engineering .sohitions is 

always maile cle;ir in the ilissertation. 

The final result of this di.ssertation is a robot platform successfully navigating a real 

world obstacle course using vision. Xo previous work luis shown a similar result associ-

aterl with a biologicalh" inspired vision algorithm in a closed robot control loop. Data 

is shown at every computational step including image acquisition, motion computation, 

oli.-^tacle detection, and motor control. Portions of the system were built on prior art. 

but there are many novel components to the solution ius well. An additional contri

bution of this work is the integration of the prior art and novel contributions into a 

complete .-;ysteni. implementing an autonomous robot that operates in the real workl. 

1.1 Robotics Review 

The general field of robotics is both old and broad. Some applications have used 

robots successfully for many years, yet (nher applications have yet to materialize. In 

general, this is becau.se some robotic applications are e^i^ier to build than (jthers. This 

dissertation deals with (arguably) the hardest and most flexible cUuss of robots: visually 

guided, autonomous, and mobile. 

1.1.1 Robot Taxonomy 

Robots can be fixed or mobile. Fixed robotic technology- is already widely u.sed in 

industrial a[)[)lications. These robots, in general, do one specific trusk very well. Usually. 
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th(\se roliuts consisT (if an arm or some kind of manipulator mounted to some tixed 

platform. They may or niav not work in tandem with some kind of sensor. The i huss of 

robots studied here, on the other hand, are tnoitih. A mul)ile robot may still be built for 

.some .special purpose, but the applic-ation may re([uire rhe robot to move around .some 

environment to perform the tcusk. A mobile rol)<)t hcU-; many extra coueerns in addition 

to its primary function. Major issues inc lude knowing where tt) ^o. recognizing when it 

luus reached a location, and avoiding obstacles along the way. This di.ssertatiou concerns 

the avoidance of obstacles. An obstacle avoiding robot is a general purpose platform. 

up(jn which specific applications may be built. The af)plication will determine where 

the robot wants to go ami what it does when it gets there. 

Robots can operate with various degrees of integration with a human controller. 

T< hopt rntfd robots have long been deployed successfully in real apiplications such rus 

hazardous environment cleanup and space exploration. These robots are bcusically re

mote control vehicles .sending video or other information to a distant lunuan operator, 

who then decides what the machine should do lu'xt and .sends back commands for the 

robot to execute. On the other hand, aiifonoinou.-^ robots opjerate exclusively under 

the control of their own algorithms; there is no human in the control loop. Outside of 

.science Hction. there htu^ been very little succe.ss building mobile autonomous robots, 

despite decades of effort and Vcust a{)plication potential. 

.•\ UK)l)ile. autonomous rol>ot designer luus many options for detecting environmental 

features like obstacles. These inc-lude .sonar 1.2 . huser range-finding •]!. bump sensing, 

radar, speciiil purpctsc- enviromuental signatures of various types '3K infrared 1,. and 

vision. In the realm of obstacle detection, sonar luus met with the most succe.ss to date. 

Soiuu" is a mature, accurate technology with moderate data {jroce.ssing requirements. 
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Evt'ii sdiiu' hiulc)'j;it-al sysreiiis. such ius a hat. ii.st' sonar for obstacle' and target dftoc-

tion. Dt'spitp tlie limited suct-fss of sonar applied to ri)t)otics. visual h;\>ed processius 

is potentially uuidi more useful. X'ision carries more tactieal information than ID tecli-

noloffies like sonar because it has a hiiili bandwidth, two dimensional format. Sonar, 

radar, and Uuser range-tindinu, are essentiidly one dinieusional technologies luiless one 

applies additional enhancements such its scanning tecluiiciues cjr detector arrays. Those 

techiiolctgies also radiate power, resulting in fundamental limitations cm sen.sor range 

and vehicle [xnver requirements. \'ision. (ni the cjther hand, is p^ussive. Range is limited 

oul\' by the sc-ene and environmental factors, and power reciuirements are limited only 

i)v the information [)rocessing technolog\'. Bump sen.sors are of dubious utility in most 

applications. ;LS they operate by detecting physic-al contact, which is exactly counter to 

the obstacle avoidance tiusk.' Special signatures include light tracking ;3i and various 

line-following technicjues KuLsed (jii electromagnetic, c-heinical. or visual aids present in 

an envinjinnent that luus Ijeen treated specially for robot navigation. Infrared is similar 

to vision, but it u.ses a different portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. L'nlike vision, 

it also works at iiigiit. but can only see obstacles that radiate heat. \'ision is a su])(>rior 

strategy rus it does not suffer from any of the above problems. Unfcjrtvmately. vision 

rec|uires large* amounts of data f)r(x-essing. and engineers have not yet di.sc-overed how to 

e.xtract adequate information for robot navigaticju. irregardless of computaticjual limi

tations. However, the majority of biological systems have evolved to handle the data 

Ijroce.ssing rec|uirements with tremendous succt\ss. Casual observation of humans or 

alincjst any animal will show that vision enables sophisticated, hust behavior. Clearly, 

it is po.ssible to extract and apply that visual information to behavior. X'ision is the 

untapped "holy grail" of robotic navigation. 

' Of courM'. niiiiiy vvliLskcr-cciiiippi'ii aiiiinal.-i have found i)UIII[) scii.-'ors to l)c a iwfiil sciusatioii in 
(•(•rlain I'liviroiiinciit.-. (•sp<'<-ially dark or cranipod uiics. 
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Auruiiomoiis robot coiitnjl systciuj; often have some kind of meniorv. Different types 

of nieniorv lead to flifferent control strategies. Deliberative control schemes, strongly 

^ussociated with traditional ;irtihcial intelligence t AI). u.^e pernuinent or long term mem

ory to predict the ouTcuines of c-onsidered actions. This memory often takes the form 

of a world model, npon which the whole control .scheme is very sensitivt>. Stt)red infor

mation is nsnally .-symbolic. Computation tends to be complex, fragile, and slow. The 

other e.xtreme is a reactive controller. Reactive controllers live in the moment, storing 

acquired information only i)rietly before it ages and becomes out of date. Reactive .sy.s-

tenis tend to have simpler computatitms. although there may be a lot of them. These 

rotiots are fcust. and tend to avoid many tricky representational and semantic issues a.ss(> 

ciated with their fleliberative relatives. Reactive systems directly couple perception and 

action without an intelligeiu coordinator. Both navigation strategies, deliberative and 

reactive, are highly deveicjped in people and animals. W'e can perfcjrni deliberativi* trusks 

suc h ;LS finding an office acro.ss campus, while reactively dealing with obstacles along the 

way. This di.s.sertation de.scribes a reactive oijstacle avoidance l)ehavi(jr. Goals would 

be determined by th(> robotic application and would probably happen in a deliberative 

way. In this di.ssertation. a .set of arbitrary waypoints .serve ;us simple deliberative goals. 

This di.s.sertation is "•biologically inspired". This descriptor means that the informa

tion processing How is modeled after biological systems. This approach is guaranteed 

to have a r(jl)ust. high performance solution becau.se we know our (jwu brains w(jrk this 

wa\". and we routinel\- perf(jrm trusks that are beyond the state of the art in robotic s. L'n-

lortunately. we do not yet have good understanding (jf the information processing that 

happens in our own brains, and we may not for some time. Even if we did miderstand 

everything aboiu the l)rain. then we .still might nor be able to .synthesize an artificial 

(jue becau.se our current favorite implementation technology, integrated semiconductor 
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circuits, may not ho suitahU' for tho tiisk. In the iiu'autimo. however, wo would hko 

to 1)0 ahlo to U.SO tho iiioa^or knowloduio that wo do have, with roatlily available into-

Sratod circuit ttxhnolojry. to enhaiico tlio perforuiaiico of our artificial rohot.^. Froui 

an en,u;inooring penspoctivo. it does not matter if tho robot is biologically inspired (jr 

not. ;us long ius it performs some t;usk better than other approaches. This introductory 

review, therefore, will c(jnsitlor both biologically inspired and conventional approaches 

t(j robotic navigation. 

1.1.2 Popular Biological Sources 

few real biological vision systems are particularly well studied and applicable to 

robotic systems. Three popular .systems include the visual systems of locu.sts. honey-

bees. and Hies. 

Locust "Looming" Detectors 

Locusts have a neuron called the "lobula giant motion detector"' (LG.MD) that is 

sen.sitive t(j a[)proaching objects. ^4; Robots detecting obstacles with looming detectors 

have been proposed with explicit LGMD moflels -"jl and conventional geometric models 

•G. 7:. 

Flow Balancing in Honeybees 

.M. \ . .SriniviLsan IULS boon a [)riniary ( (jntributer to understanding how honeybees u.se 

balanced optic flow to stay in the mitldle (jf corridors in addition to other navigational 

b<'ha\'i(jrs. 8 Many corrirlijr ffjllowing rtjbots have been fle.scribed based on a variety rjf 

similar optical How comijutations. 9. 10. II. 12. l.'}' 
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Fly Motion Pathway 

The fly's visual systtnu has hcoii sttulifii 14 ami rcsulrs applieii rn rDbot iiaviiiatioii. 

;io. IG: 

1.1.3 Common Problems in Robotics Navigation 

Many of rhe visually guided robots reviewed here had to ileal with similar prohlematic 

issues suiuiuarized in this section. Maiiv of these issues were not discussed in the ori^iiial 

ref(<n>uces. hut should have been a concern nonetheless. This di.ssertation encounter.'; 

and addresses all of these issties. These descriptions ini-lude citations of the pajiers 

that explicitly addres.sed the importance of each of them. The labels u.sed to identify 

the i.ssues are mostly new with this dissertation; the original sources described the 

problems but did not name them. It will be convenient in this dis.sertation to use 

the.se labels in many diffennit contexts. They are briefly sununarized here for the first 

time for background information and to provide some ore;mizatioruil structure for the 

following literature review. This list will be collectively addressed ai;uin in Chapter G. 

in relationshif) to the new results of this di.ssertation. 

Diffuse Regions 

.\ll visual algorithms .somehow operate on the coutnust of an image. Many real 

world enviromnents have regions with k)w ct)ntnust due to nonideal lighting effects, or 

naturally lack texture by nature. Thes(> [)henomena I'ffectively blind a robot in that 

region of the scene. The most coimnon example is a wall painted a uniform color. In 

g(>neral. robotic imagers do not have the dynamic range to st'e the small bmnjjs and 

globs of paint that humans can see. .so the wall sirnjjly appears blank, and no motion or 

ilistance estimates can l)e made there. In this situation, a wall is indistinguishable from 



op(>u space, rnfortunarely. ditfuse walls are just ;l< ilaiisennis to a navigatinu; rDbor 

hrighrly colored ones. Ways to c ()iii])eusare ft)r the blindness cansed by diffuse regions 

include some kind of momentuni information carried over from some previous moment 

when there was texture 12 or eciuipping the robot with some heuristic that recognizes 

the situation and acts m a spec-ial way IDi. 

Aperture Problem 

The aperture problem, described in Section 2 . 2 . 2 .  is arguably the most signiHc-ant 

problem in mac hine vision and robotics, including this dis.sertarion. Brietiy. the aperture 

problem is a geometrical phenomenon that introduces potentially large errors in visually 

derived motion estimates. Tlu^se errors can cau.se havoc in a robot controllcT. Ways to 

handle the problem include di.scarding 9.7 or constraining 12 su.spicious (jptic How 

vectors using .-iome heuristic, treating them tb; cjbstacles .7]. or computing .sparse optic-

flow only at those dynamic loc-ations inunune to the aperture i)rc)blem 17 . 

Motion Bandwidth 

Optic flow algorithms recjuire .scjme kind of time history to compute motion. This 

history must liavt' .some rcvusonable. unali^Lsed. tempcjral struc-ture for these algorithms 

tt) function properly. Robots can cfusily induce motion too ftust for these algorithms by 

moving forward rapidlv. However. i)roblenis usually occ-ur bec-au.se the robot turns too 

fiust. introducing large rotational flows. Most optic How algorithms break if the objects 

in the .scene an> moving more than l.o-2 pixel frame. The ea.siest way to deal with this 

prol)lem is to slow the robcjt. espec-ially in turns. Other methods include performing 

.sc)nu> coarse to fine sc-ale pyramid processing scheme. IS 



Rotational Flow 

Optic How idt'ally is a result of mliot translation. proviiiiii<i csomotioii and obstacle 

iufonuatioii tu the inachiiie. Unfortunately, when the robot turns it induces a laru;e 

rotiitional How that can eiLsily .-wanip the smaller translational flow that contains ol)-

stacle information. This problem hiu< been addressed l)y turuius very quickly relative 

to frame rate 1(1 . only turning when the robot is stopped rotatins the imager 

on some kind of "neck" iLs the robot turns (giize stabilization I 19.21) . estimating the 

rorati(jnal flow and subtracting it frcim the whole flow 17'. camera placement 12i. or 

just disabling obstacle detection during rotations . The gaze stabilization strategy-

usually involves two types of motion. There are slow camera rotations that counter 

the cluissis rotation, and fiust sacaddic returns to a neutral position when the neck htus 

turned too far. Coombs ft (il. called this strategy- nt/stiupnus. 20 

Symmetric Flow Anomaly 

The corridor following robots reviewetl here work by ec(ualizing optic flow on the right 

and left visual peripheries similar to honeybees. This heuristic works in corridors, but 

unfortunately cannot di.sringuish the intended situation from headings straight towards 

walls, or straight into corners. 9.10' 

Parallax Blind Spot 

Optic flow of f)urely translational motion is zero at the focus of expansion by def

inition. This creates a blind si)ot for optic flow biused algorithms in the region. Un

fortunately for navigation algorithms, this lilind spot is directly in front of the robot. 

Literature that explicitly considers this failure mode does .so by never actually heading 

directly towards a target 3.19.17 or by not considering the region at all 7'. 
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Sensory and Behavior Integration 

Any systfui that multiple sensed feature types to contnjl a single iu^havior must 

integrate those features in some wa.y. Likewise, litisic behaviors must be integrated 

in some way for complex t)ehavior to emerge. 21.7' Poor control integration schemes 

lead to t)sc-illati(jns ;us the rolKJt keeps changing its mind about which behavior should 

dominate at any given moment. .Another problem occurs when the robot tries to satisfy 

two mutually exclusive behaviors sinmllaneously. heading in .some averaged direction 

that breaks both behaviors. 

Bumpy Ride 

•A. camera mounted on a moving robot inevitably reccjrds every iniuip and and sway 

the robot experiences ius a rapid global shift of the .scene. .31 This noi.se is usually 

adflres.sed by tem[)oral filtering. 

Body Clipping 

Robot imagers have limited fields of view, and real robotic [)latforms consume some 

finite amount of floor space. .A. connnon problem is a corner of the platform collifling 

with an obstacle after the (jbstacle hfus left the camera's field of view and is no longer 

generating flow patterns. 20.7.221 

Computational Latency 

Related to limited frequency ri'spon.se in control .sy.stems. computational algorithms 

in rob(jts take .s(jme finite time to compute. Depending on hardware or software architec

ture. behavi(jr is b;L>^ed on environmental input that is out of date to some degree. This 

latency contributes to a slow control loop. i2(Ji. This problem is particularly acute in 



rhis (lisst'rration. l)efause rho aiiioiim of computarioii is higher rhan in any other robot 

in rhis review. In order to u;et high throughpnt. computation is done in a pipehned Cush

ion which has the unfortunate conseciuence of increasing the hitencv to several frames. 

It will also be shown that the computation proposed in this dissertation contained extra 

problematic latencies related to temporal filtering that had to be addressed. 

Remote Control 

Many robt)t clui^^ses reported to date cannot support the weight or power reciuire-

nients of the computer recpiired for information processing. Exceptions are neuro-

niorphic etft)rts ami large robots. In typical cases, however, the computer luus to sit 

somewhere el.se and the robot is tethered to it using either a real umbilical wire, or 

sime kind of radio transmi.ssion. 3. IGl This is not an interesting research i.ssue. but is 

a conunon practical feature. 

Location Estimation 

When (experimenting with navigating robots, it is convenient to know where the 

robot is at any given instant. For cjuantitative experiments, this is a critical issue. 

There are several approaches described in this literature review. The eiisiest is just to 

accept that you don't know where the robot is. and just report (lualitative data. [201 

Slightly iu'tter information is rec(jrded by videotaping the performance and manually 

tran.scribing the experiment later. ,IOi Better methods include the use of some kind of 

dead reckoning .scheme l)y me;usuring odoinetric information : 12.20.171. or Ijy integrating 

optic How 2.3 . These last two methods automatically generate cjuantitative data, but 

tend to accmnulate large errcjrs ius the robot operates due to wheel slippage or other 

mechanical nonidealities dissociated witli ociometry. In many instances it luus been found 



that rlie l)t'st way ro aiitDiiiarically i-olltHt accurate data is with an overhead camera. -5 

The main clrawbac-k of this method is that the robot cannot move beyond the overliead 

camera's held of view without ecjrrnptins the acxjuired chita. Tliis dissertation used 

a overhead camera. Global Positioning Systtnn (GPSI receiver could potentially 

provide information similar to an overhead camera without the coverage problem, but 

unfortunately it does not have enough spatial resolution for indoor robotics t>xperimenrs. 

One researcher in this n>view attached a pen to his (smallI robot so it drcnv its path 

on a sheet of paper which Wiu-^ later scanned into a computer for analysis. 24i \et 

another approach uses magnetic Held tcxhniques to accurately locate the robot and its 

orientation in all six degrees of freedom. The drawback of this teclmicjue is that the 

device, .-^ohi by the Polliemus company, is ex{:)ensive and its range is limited, even more 

than a typical overhead camera setup. 

1.1.4 Robotics Literature Review Summary 

Evc>n in the subcla.ss of visually guided, uioliile aiuonomovis robots, there are almost 

as many approaches rus researchers. The literature reviewed here only includes work 

related clcjsely enough to be considered competitive, precursor, cjr complimentary in 

some way. In general. roi)ots perform some very limited set of behaviors tliat happen 

to correspond to something known from biological sources. There is no existing robot 

that does vision biu-^ed obstacle avoidancv in real world environments with any .sort of 

generality. 

.\Iucli existing literature only considers siunilated environments; hence it is not con

sidered here. Although .synthetic stimuli are u.secl in this dissertation for debugging and 

theoretical insight, real visual input is the only stinmlus that adequately demonstrates 

the robustness of a techuiciue. 25i Most of the luirdest issues in obstacle avcjidance are 
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const'qiH'iKt's of real world nouiilealitit's like noise, jirter. liniired aperture, and low con-

rnust. Con.seciiiently. it is aetually e:isier to just u.se real imagery than try to svnthesize 

a visual world realistic enough for u.seful performance ineiusurements. 

Some work that may he considen>d competitive to tlie results of this dis.sertation 

for a limited subset of pcjtential applications include those teclmiciues that require some 

internal representation of the robot's environment. 1.2; This may include anything from 

ex{)licit maps provided by st)me external .source, like a human operator who nie;usureil 

out the room by hand, to .some kind of learned representation using genetic algorithms 

or neural networks t<j tune an environmental model. All of the.se techniques are limited 

to environments that are either known in advance, or can be learned in .some kind of 

"training" phase Ijefore the robot actually starts performing a useful tcusk. .Although 

this limitation is acc»'ptahle in .some situations, these strategies are not u.seful for the 

nujre general chuss of compk'tely unknown environments, or known environnieuts with 

dynamic obstacles. Th<>se techni(|ues are mentioned here becau.se tliev show deceptively 

g(jod [)erformance. but are inarlequate for general applications in a fundamental way. 

In general, it is difficult to compare quantitatively the performance between different 

approaches and research efforts. There is a sensitive tradeoff between any perfcjrmance 

metric and prior information fed to the robot. Comparison is therefore made difficult 

ijecau.-^e it is hard t(j ({uantify the pricjr information in a useful way: for example, how 

much is an explicit world map worth? 'li The prior information generally results in suc

cess or failure (A the algorithm, and makes the technique completely unu.sable in harder 

ur imknown environments. Computer or analog processing power is al.s(j highl>' variable 

in the literature. .Any useful quantitative comparison between two published results 

must account for varying amounts of computational resources that might result from 

(•(juiputer vintage, architecture, or developer skill and time invested. Mobile platforms 
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rht'iiiM'lves are varial)le. witli luaiiv CDiifouiulins fihvsical characreristics like iiiininiuui 

and iiULximuiu spt'etl. runiiiii; radius, drivo niediaiiism. ami so dii. Rohors wirh thesf 

real wurld limitations are described non-holonortuc. \'et another factor contrilnit-

inti tu the bick of fit)od comparisons is the lack of standard navigational and obstacle 

a\-oidance benchmark tiusks. Every researcher seems to have a unique hgure of merit 

convenient f(»r them, and many (jf them are purely qualitative. For instance, simply 

moving around the lab without hitting anything may be considered a success. Simi

lar problems arise due to unrepeatable experiments, such lus those reciuiriug a human 

to hold and move a target. lUt These types of experiments can hardly be considered 

([Uantitative. In light of these consicleral)le obstacles to real quantitative comparisons, 

a researcher is generally limited to i|ualitative compari.sons with other work. 

1.1.5 Traditional AI Based Robots 

Traditional AI b;Lsed approaches to robotics are bcused on the .sense-model-plan-act 

paradigm. This is a serial processing stream (jf environmental sensing, modeling (jf the 

world biised on the sensor data, plan a course of action biLsed on the world model, and 

finally perform some action. Many current researchers have rejected this idea because it 

results in slow, fragile' robots that often do not work at all. However, some re.searchers 

still report succ-ess using these methods. Only one robot is reviewed here, becau.se there 

are not ver\' many that work well, and those that do have not strongly impacted this 

di.s.sertation. 

Wolfram Burgard et al.: University of Bonn. Carnegie Mellon University 

Burgard. f  t  al .  developed an "Interactive Mu.seum Tour-Guide Robot", il; This w^is 

a nirussive etfcjrt. with multiple research institutions involved and a very broad technical 
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scope. Tht'ir robot did obstacle avoidance, amoiisj; many other tiiiii.ss. iisinu a number 

of sensors: a kuser rane;e tinder, sonar, and active infrared. The robot had no visual 

capa!)ilities. This work is revie\v(>d here hecau.se it is the oidy instance of a {)ul)licallv 

de[)loyed system of any type, and dealt with a fully general, dynamic environment. It 

save mu.seum tours with hundreds of people milling around. There Wius lu) i)i()loe;ical 

inspiration in the robot's alsorithuis; they were based on artificial intelligence methods. 

It had a preprogrannned. adaptal)le map of the museum that it used in c-onjunction with 

sensor readings for l)oth long range navigation and obstacle avoidance. The system W;LS 

c-om[)lex. l)iu impressive because it successfully negotiated the hardest envin^nnient of 

any robot in this review, in addition to interacting with the inu.seuni visitors. Specific 

compari.sons of Burgard < t al.'s robot with the work presented in this di.ssertation are 

not {)articularly u.seful becau.se of the map reciuirements and the lack of visual input. 

However, this robot represents the state of the art of the traditional AI paradigm 

that other robotic strategies have to (outperform to be useful in the long nm. It is 

interesting to notice that as full featured and high tech ;LS this robot wtus. it had no 

visual capabilities at all. 

1.1.6 Behavior Based Robots 

Beha\'ior brused robt)rics use tight coupling between perception and action. World 

models are not u.sed. avoiding a whole host of problems. Processing is very specialized 

to perform specific tasks well. This is the largest category of existing robcns. and IULS 

demonstrated the most success from a rol)otics point (jf view. 
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Rodney Brooks: MIT AI Lab 

Rodney Brooks and his studenrs were ac tive from approximately 195<5 to I!)91 with 

their "hehavior-iuu-^ed" rohoties idejus and the implementation of their "subsumption 

arehiteeture". Before Brooks, mobile rot)ots proces.sed information iisinp; the traditional 

AI chain of perception, modeling;, planning. t;usk execution, and motor control. This 

resulted in complex processins; stages with strong interactions between the modules. 

Difficulties in path planning, for instance, w^u-^ approached bv improving an earlier stage 

like environmental perception. In addition, this strategy- W^LS vulnerable to c-atrustrophic 

failure should any of the stages break. Brcjoks propo.sed a tighter coupling between 

.-ien.sors and actuators, and removed the traditional intelligent global controller that 

integrated all inpiits and decided on action. Instead, he created much simi)ler processing 

modules rhat did s[)ecific tiusks in a hierarchy of levels. Each module operated in parallel, 

and they diil not c-omnumicate with each other. In tiie subsiunption architecture, the 

output of a low level task could be overridden, or "subsumed", by .some other ttusk. 

For example, the robot might be performing a random wander behavior. occ-tLsionally 

substnned by an obstacle avoidance behavior operating in parallel. In this ctuse. the 

"wandering" module ne\-er knew it wiuH being overridden. Brooks wtus successful in 

integrating multiple goals, achieving a form (jf robustness to partial system failure or 

erroneous input. He built several mol)ile. autonomous robots that tm' described in a 

recently published collection of papers. 21" He ncn-er used vision. 

Brooks WcL>^ the first roboticist to break away from the trciditional AI paradigm, and 

his work resulted in the first new robotic strategy. .A.s such. Brociks and his as.sociares 

influenced most (jf the ensuing robotics work, including this di.s.sertation. in inspiration 

if not the details. The notion of brusic modules operating in parallel, integrated into 

H single overall behavior is used in this dissertation. The advantages of incrementally 



expHiuliiiii and (lt'!)U'j;giii'4 a rolxit wirli small moilult's. tirsr iiiadf pt).ssil)k' l)v BroDks' 

idras. wcrr crirical in (•uiui)lfriuii this <lissertatioii in a timely maiuier. This dissertation 

ditfi'rs troni any of Bro(jks work in the details: his robots were not hioloj^ieally inspired, 

nor did they use vision. 

Liana Lorigo: MIT AI Lab 

Rodney Brtioks luis been ciuiet on the robotics front for the hust ten yt>ars or scj.  

but his student Liana Lorigo published in 1997. 22. The robot cis.sociated with this 

pai)er worked with nuilrii)le related features of static vision. ha.sed on the heuristic that 

close objects a[)pefU-ed lower in the visual frame than far objects. The bt)ttoin region of 

each frame W;LS alwaws cLSSumed to be safe. Qualitative data showed general success at 

avoiding obstacles in tested environments including a student lounge and a .IPL Mars 

simulator .sandbu.x. .Martin c-ontinued tliis idea cis described below. 2: 

Lorigo's work is closer to this di.ssertation than Brooks' earlier work. s(j broad quali

tative comparisons can be made. Similarities include vision bcused processing, the lack of 

world model, and compatibility with subsumption architecttu'es. Lorigo's robot main

tained \erv little state, .sometimes called a "•refle.>dve" iu^chitecture. unlike this disser

tation which, bcused on visual motion, retjuired short term temporal storage. Lorigo's 

robot wirLs prone to errors when the heuristic wa^^ invalid, such as in the [)res(Uice of 

floor te.xture and specularities. and shadows. In this dis.sertati(jn. the confusing ef-

lects of the.se anomalies are reduced because the motion tusscjciated with them is the 

same tus tli<' object upon which the texture or shadow is projected. Such features ac

tually enhance perlfjrmance (jf the robot in this dis.sertation. because shadows and any 

(jther contriust generators break diffu.se regions and enable better and more den.se mo 

tion estimates, .\nother advantage of this dis.sertation s result is that obstacles do not 
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iifcessarilv liave to rest on the iirouiul for at-curare (lert'ctit)ii. This romnioii situation 

inchidcs desks, chairs, and l)usht's. Lorigo also had trouble with body clipping. 

Martin Martin: Carnegie Mellon 

Martin s work e.Ktende-d Lorigo's method of .searching for obstacles by finding the 

lowest feature in vertical colunuis (jf an image. 2 The extensitin Wtus to i)erform more 

sophisticated image processing with genetically discovered programs. As in similar ge

netic progrannning work, he used a library of low le\el operations arranged in individual 

{)rograms. and evolved the programs to achieve better fitness to hand tuned, known of)-

stacle positions. This robot actually had two modes of operation. In the Hrst mode, 

used to collect training data, the cauienis collected imagery while a ring of .sonar de

tectors actually detected the obstacles. .\ext. the collected iinagery WIL^ hanti labeled 

to generate a training .set of data and known truth, and a large offline evolution Wrus 

l)erfonned to hnd the best expression to estimate the truth bcLsed on the input imagery. 

Finally, the robot navigated the same enviromnent using the camera and final evolved 

[)rogram. in the second, operatiouid. mode. 

.Martin's robot avoided unknown obstacles like chairs and people, although it had 

sensitivities to cami-ra orientation and high contrrust specularities on the Hoor. This 

problem wtus similar to that reported by Lorigo. JLS were other limitati(jns of tlie pre

vious work including the iussumption that the floor is Hat and that all obstacles rest 

direc-tly on the Hoor. The training pluuse required for Martin's robot limits the poten

tial applications. .As he discu.s.sed in the [)aper. online training is not fetLsible becau.se 

it is too slow and requires human supervision. On the other hand. ofHine training re

quires some kind of sinudated input which is also fraught with problems. The need 

to implement a i)ootstrap control scheme using sonar is a disadvantage. CLS is the need 



to have acct'ss to riu' inivironmtMir for the rraiuiuu; plui^c. Haiul laholecl iiromul truth 

i> only possihk' for small t'livininiueiirs. and rhort' is no evuienco or re;i>on to Ix^liew 

that tlu' evoivi'tl prograius art' suitt-d to any onvironment other than the one nsod for 

training. Finally, tht- evolution pluLse required heft)rc the robot can actually operate 

i> prohibitively expensive for many applieations. For instanee. in Martin's c;use the 

ev(jlution pluuse took Twenty hours. 

Other than dependence on vision. Martin s method had very little in common with 

the robot developed in this dissertation. Genetic progrannning is far removed from true 

biological inspiration, despite the subject title. This paper is revieweci here because it 

is brand new work, and clearly shows just how difficult visual obstacle detection is to 

the computer .science connnunity. even in state-of-thc^art systems. 

Andrew Duchon. William Warren, and Leslie Kaelbling: Brown University 

Duc hon. Warren, and Kaelbling's robot : lOl uscxl the outputs of an established non-

biological optic flow algcjrithm 2l )i integrated in a flow "balance strategy " similar to that 

[)rop(j.s(>d for honeybees. S; This method integrated optic flow on each side of the focus 

of exf)ansiou. and turned the robot in the direction of lesser fiow. Objc^cts cl(j.se to the 

robot generated larger flow vectors, indicating their presence for obstacle avoidance. 

Data WcLs reported from hand analysis of videotapes of the rofiot trials. Results are 

ciualitative. with one of the robots moving around a laboratory enviromnent for "25 

minutes without collision". 

Duclion i  t  III. btLsic-ally ignored the rotaticjnal How problem by performing fast "body 

saccades". in reference to the fiust large movement an eye makes called a saccacle. The 

robot moved straight f(jrward most of the time to avoid rotational How. biu when a 

conrse correction wius recjuired it performed a large notation cjuickly: ideallw in the time 
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of a siiiiilf fraiiif. This rol)or eiu-ounrtTed difficuhit's witli ditfu.se regions, sucli ;LS rlie 

darkness uiider tables and other zones of low contnLst. It w^us enabled with "Vniergencv 

reflexes", a .set ot heuristics, to recognize and hani-lle these situations. The synunetric 

flow anomaly wtus n>portefl and this problem Wius hauflled with another heuristic. 

This dis.sertation shares a similar control law that brusically integrates optic How 

estimates for obstacle avoidance. Many of the same problem issues are afldres.sefl. 

such ius diffuse regions and rotational flow. Differences abound in the details, such rus 

information coding, optic flow implement at ion. and handling of failure modes. 

Zigzagging Robots 

Sobey addressed the paralhoc blind spot problem by making his robot not head 

directly towards the target, but rather "zig-zag"" towards it. 3i The diffuse regions 

f)rof)lem was handled b\' rleliberately heading towards obstacles; if it knew where an 

obstacle was. then the robot could move with confidence at le;ust that far without hitting 

anything. Hopefully, the contr^ust situation Wcus more favt)rable from the new vantage 

p)oint. This "zigzagging" strategy- Wcus inspired by flying insec-t navigation. 

Sobey s robot ran on older com[)urer hardware, and could nut pinjcess motion in real 

rime. Sixteen frames were gathered before the robot had to stop and wait for offiine 

[jrocessing. Even then, flow WCLS only computed along a single horizontal row. Goals 

were either explicit locations found by dead rec-koning. or .searching for a light .sourc-e. 

Direction was determined by the "potential fields" method, where envin)nmental objects 

including targets e.xerted an attractive or re[)uLsive force. Lewis |19i used the .same 

"zigzag" idea, but had access to a larger computer. The main differences were the optic-

flow computation, which WCLS a \-er\- crude tempt)ral deri\'ati\'e. and the replacement 

of Sobey"s potential fields with a voting scheme. Lewis" robot computed in real time. 



Hiid rherffure liad to tle;d with rdtariotial flow. He used gaze stal)ilizaTii)ii tor this by 

rorariiig riie camera on rhe rohor wirli saccadic reruriis. 

The zigzagging ro[)ors share similarities with this dissertation in that obstacle avoid

ance is performed using optic flow estimates. The control strategies are different, how

ever. in adtlition to the optic How ct)mputation. The zigzag behavior is inspired by 

insect vision, unlike this dis.sertatioii which works more like human vision. In human 

motivated processing, the parallcL\ blind spot would be better addressed b\- using stereo

scopic disparity 27' rather than zigzagging behavior. 

David Coombs: NIST 

Davifl Coombs. MiU-tin Herman. Tsai-Hong Hong, and .Marilyn .Wushman built a 

robot that integrated vision based corridor following, obstacle avoidance, and g;ize 

stabilization liehaviors for navigation in a real office eriviroiunent. _20i The hrst version 

of this robt)r 9; did not include obstac-le avoidance, but the centering behavior Wius 

biologically- motivated l)y honeybees. The Siuue centering behavior still operated in 

the new version, but the obstac-le avoidanc-e was basted on traditional differential optic 

How 2J>I and flow dixergence 29i. Centering behavior Wcus achieved by balanc ing the 

liu-gest optic- flow c omponent in two large rec-ef)ti\-e fields: left and right of the focus of 

expansion. This is similar to. but subtly- different from the approach taken by Duclioii 

10;. and shares rhe symmetric flow anomaly-. The c-eiitering behavior leaves a large blind 

spot directly in front of the njbcjt. tluit is reduc-ed by the flow bcused obstacle avoidance 

behavior. The c-entering and obstac-le avoidanc-e behaviors reciuired different fields (jf 

\-iew. so two cusynunt'tric- camerius were used to accommodate this reciuirement. Bcjth of 

Coombs ft rol)ots u.sc>d gaze stabilization with fcLst sacaddic returns. Bec-ause gaze 

stabilization Wcu^ emijloyed. no other attempt wtus made to c-ompensate for rotiitional 



How. This caiiscci ditficultifs when the rol)()t hit humps t-ausiii'j, rorariinial traiisifiirs 

iasrtT rhaii rhc liazf sTahihzarioii c-oiikl track. Thf first rc)t)ot rc([uire(l much hiuuaii 

liaiid-holdiiiu; to avoid ohstat lcs. but the second version iiavigatetl tiie office eiiviromiieiit 

witliout colUsioii ft)r "2(1 minutes" at "30 cm second". Quantitative paths are sliown. 

hut data WCL^ collected with a corrupted dead reckoning scheme. 

This work is ftmcrionally the clo.sest robot in the existing; literature to this disser

tation. The impiementation is totally different; but both robots avoid obstacles luused 

on time to collision estimates from optic flow and use similar motor control ecjuations. 

Sii^nificant differences in the implementation include the optic flow ct)mputation. gaze 

stabilization srrates>-. and niunber of camerius. Coombs rt al. used non-biological 

computational strategies including finite state autonoma and lookup tables that helped 

ac-hie\-e real-time [)erfbrmance on a smaller computer, but their approach goes against 

the philosophy embrciced in this dissertation. Many of the same proljleuis are dealt 

with (or tolerated) in this di.ssertation. including diffu.se regions, rotational flow, coiri-

putational latency, and body clipping. 

Guilio Sandini and Jose Santos-Victor: University of Genova 

Guilio Sandini and .lose Santos-\'ictor repcjrted a robot that also u.sed an optic flow 

balancing honeybee inspired algorithm for corridor following 11' and. later, a robot 

that added obstacle avoidance and docking behtiviors 121. This robot handled diffu.se 

regions with a "sustained" behavior that cussumed the optic flow wtus the .same it wius 

befori' the contr^ust clisa{)pi'ared. The rotational fi(jw problem Wcts addre.ssed by their 

"divergent stereo" camera placement pointing sideways like a lioneybee. not forwtuxl like 

most predators. In this arrangement. rotcUional How wius minimal in the tested corridor

like en\"iroiunents. (Jbstacles were avoided in a ncjii-biological way b\- jussuming that 
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r lu '  r(>f)c) r  wvls  operating; on a Har surface, and rliat anvTliiiig nor part of that plant' \v;us 

an ohsracle. 

Similar in relationship to this dissertation and to Coouihs t f  a i .  Sauilini and Santos-

Mctor's ro[)ots avoided ol)stac les using a control stratesjA" htused on inteu,Tatins optic How 

estimates. Differences include information coding strategies, optic How computation, 

and control laws. 

Marc Ebner and Andreas Zell; Universitat Wiirzburg. Germany 

Mark Ehner and .\ndreas Zell hnilt another visually gtiided. corridor following robot 

that worked by balancing optic flow. 17: This work wa^; similar to Coombs tf al. ;2U; and 

Santos-\'ictor f t al. 12:. exce[)t that it u.sed a nonlinear foveated mapping and the optic 

How computation was sparse. Flow was ct)mputod only at special locations [)ic-ked by 

an "interest" operator which were identified tus not su.sceptible to the aperture problem. 

This interest operator wirus determined using genetic programming. The navigation 

strategy Wrus influenced b\- Sobey -i in that the robot headed towcu-ds known obstacles 

in order to avoid uncertain places. 

Ebner and Zell's work is again tlifferent from this di.ssertation in the ojjtic How com

putation and c-ontrol laws, although it shares the dependence on vision. The strategy-

of computing optic flt)w at sparse locations that move is not particularly amenable to 

hartlware implementation in silicon or wetware. .so this idea is not compatible with the 

[)hilosophy of this dissertation. 

Hartmut Neven and Gregor Schoner; Ruhr-Universitat. Bochum. Germany 

Hartmut .\even and Gregor Schoner built a rol)ot that u.sed optic How to estimate the 

time to contact for obstacle avoidance. '7' The focus of their work W;LS the integration 
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of homiiiii and ohsracle avoidanct' hehavior.s. This intt"j;rark)ii achieved throuiih rhf 

u>t' of (•t)nrrol space arrracrors. The control vecror of the robot found to he near to 

these dynamical attractors. with the attractors being able to move around an abstract 

s{)ace the environment \v;us sensed. Each l)ehavior was represented an atrractor in 

this spai-e. hite^-ation therefore consisted of hiiding the strongest attractor. Control 

oscillations were- avoided with hysteresis between the attractors. This strategy- wiis very 

(effective at handling noisy optic flow estimates. 

This robot is unique in this review in many respects. The way this W(,)rk hamlles 

uiu-elial)le flow estimates and integrates behavior appecu^s to be the most robust strategy 

in the review. 

1.1.7 Biologically Inspired Robots 

Robots described in this section are closely related to specific biological systems. 

Mark Blanchard. Claire Rind, and Paul Verschure; University of Zurick 

The robot of Blanchard. Rind, and Wnschure used a neurobiological model of a locust 

"looming" neuron to visually detect approaching obstacles, o' hi addition, information 

wtu; represeiitefl by spiking population codes in both the vision and control algoritluns. 

The '2(1x20 input phott>detector rUTay used in their rol)ot drove both excitator>" and 

inliibitory cell types tliat were integrated in the computation of the "looming" detector. 

Their artificial implementation Wcus clo.sely related to that of a locu.sf. making this work 

the closest thing to a real animal reviewed here. 

The focus of this work wfus the study of their looming detector neural model. This 

emphasis exp)osed some undesirable features from the roboticists" point of view. The 

i)iggest limitation wius that the robot is actually an infrared btused machine, with the 
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visual loomiiis tVarure holrcd on later to detect "far" oi)Stacles. leaving, the infrared 

(Unectors intact to look for "close" obstacles. The test environment. alrhou,i;li real. \viu< 

severely constrained without presenting any really hard obstacles or diffuse regions. R<.>-

tational flow Wru^ handled using latertd inhibition in their network. This implementation 

presumably hlinded the obstacle detector during rotation. The looming detector did 

not provide any bias right or left for obstacle avoidance: the robot ari)irrarily turned 

left when the detector fired. 

The work of Blanchard. Rind, and \er.schure sluuvd some irnpcjrtiuit similarities 

with this dissertation. It is the only other working robot de.scTil)ed in this review that 

u.sed biologically motivated vision algorithms to detect obstacles. Processing occurred 

in neurally inspired la\ers. with outputs of one layer integrated in the next to e.xtract 

navigationally r(>levant features. Inforination was {)russed between these layers using 

population codes. Im[)t)rtant difference's with this dissertation follow from their locust 

inspiration. Their motion detecting neurons were le'ss sophisticated than motion energ>" 

detectors, corresponding to the simplicity of in.sect versus mcunmahan vision. Their 

population codes were actually closer to real biological systems, tus they modeled the 

temporal dynamics with integrate and fire neurons. Here, information is re-presented 

as awrage'd rate codes. Their network size was considerably smaller (1800 neurons. 

tiOOO intercoimections \r.. tner oO.UOO neinx)ns used here) making that coding strategy 

more coni{)utHtionall\- tractable. Strategically, their work wtis motivated by the need to 

justify their neural model, where this di.s.sertation is more e-onc-erned with engineering 

robots, using bioktgical inspiration for {)erformance' recu^ons. E.x{)erimentally. the test 

environuK'nts were similar in that there were high coutrcu^t olistacles deliberately placed 

in front of a no-clutter background, and an overhead camera monitored the experiment 

for loc-ation estimation. 
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The Neurosciences Institute 

Krichniar. Simnk. Edehiian and Spurns built a robot to stndy pt'r(('ptit)n and 1)(>-

havior in a lariit' nt'ural niodcl. The robot Wiu^ actually jnst an application for their 

nctu^d simulator, so di'tailcd data on robotic performance was de-emph;L-^izi'd in favt)r 

of their network training algorithms and the behavior of the model elements. The net

work w;u^ not modeled after any particular or;;anisni. although it Wiu-^ very biological in 

nature. It had over nine thou.sand computational elements with almost 7()U.Ut)0 .-synap

tic connections. Each "wire" represented the rate encoded output of a set of several 

neurons. The nu)st interesting, inspect abuut this work wa^ how the robot learned, using 

[<LL-^tic-it\- and k>arning rules, a "conditioned respun.se" biused on previous experiences. 

.A.fter conditioning, the robot avoided targets tliat "tiusted" bad on previous enct)unters. 

In the example api)licatiun of a ru!)ot. "ttuste" was defined t<j be the coutluctivity of 

small blocks placed around the environment, each with a high contnu^t visual pattern 

on it. The robot moved around, trusting randomly placefl blocks, until it learned which 

one> it liked and which ones it dicl nut based on the visual patterns i)ainted on the 

blocks. 

From an obstacle avoidance perspective, this machine wa-; a routine application of 

sonar. \'ision was a large component (if this work, btit it wtus used oiih" to discriminate 

targets for tasting, not obstacle avoidance. Even within the visual target detectors, most 

visual difficulties were removed by painting the whole environment black, .so that only 

the target blocks stood out. Overlap with this dissertation is light given the different 

goals. exce[)f the neurally inspired architecture. Krichniar (t al. had results that c(juld 

contribute to future robots along the lines of this di.s.sertati(jn. if adaptaticni or learning 

were to bi- considered. 
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Damper. French, and Scutt: University of Southampton. UK 

Dainpt'r. Froiidi. and Scutt ccuistriKted a biulogitally inspired autDnoniDUS robot 

that learned to avoid obstacles bjised on the shadows they ciust. i3lj The architecture of 

the robot Wius b;used on a well motivated ntniral architecture with several spiking neuron 

types and pUustic connections. The focus of this paper was the uusupervisetl atlaptation 

of neural circuits. The robot began life with an unconditioned reHi'x to back away 

fnnn obstacles detectetl with a bump i^ensor switch luounted on the cluussis. Infrared 

.sensor neurons hred upon neariug the obstacle. Xonetheless. the robot had to learn 

the relationship between infrared neuron activity and bump "pain" sen.sors before it 

developed a conditioned response biised on the infrared detectors and avoided actually 

bumping into obstacles. .A .second order conditioned response was al.so developed based 

on the shadows ciust by obstacles. 

This work shares many similarities to Kriclunar nt al .  in purpo.se. although the 

implementation wii^; totally different. The relationship to this di.s.sertation include bi

ologically inspired networks. However. Damper ft al. modeled their neurons at a 

lower level (spiking) and concentrated on pUusticity and learning simple behaviors, hi 

contnust. this dis.sertation concentrates on more .s(jpliisticatefl behavior with hardwired 

networks. 

1.1.8 Neuromorphic Robots 

Xeuromorphic Engineering grew out of Carver .Mead s efforts at Caltech in the late 

lOSO's. [32.33i -A-lthougli .Mead himself is no longer working in the robotics field, there 

remains a worlrl wide distributed effort contiiniiug his ideas. \'irtually all of the re-

.•^earchers involved have some jussociation with The Onnputation and .\eural Systems 

Grtiup at Caltech. either ;us professors, graduates, postdocs. or students of the .same. 
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The hiUNR- tfiR'ts i)f Xeuromorpliif Eii'^iiieoriii'j; are rhat biology points the way to the 

l)est robotic algorithm.-, and that subthreshold, full custom analog \'LSI naturally im

plements biological inspired proces.ses. The first idea is a result of frustration with 

Traditional robotics having never produced anything appn)aching the performance of 

nuist interesting biologic-al .systems, and the .second with the frustration that digital 

computers are too slow, expensive, heavy, and power hungry for biologically motivated 

information processing strategies. Ironically, very few neuromorphic robots have a{> 

peared in the fifteen years sime Mead started the Held. As promised, neuromorphic 

circuits have proven to be ffust. small, and power efficient, but the design cycles are .so 

tedious and slow that must work luus been limited to special purpo.se chips with limited 

capabilities. .Many of them are vision chips 34i. although there is other work with 

audition antl motor control .'j.'jl. Only complete robots are reviewcxl here, and their 

capabilities were cjuite limited. .-Ml the vision cliips used in the robots reported in this 

review are one dimensional arrays of detectors, all of whicli would have to be generalized 

to tw(j dimensions for must realistic applications. 

Reid Harrison and Christof Koch: Caltech 

Harri.son's robot u.sed a neuromorphic visual motion sensor to control an unstable 

wheeled cluussis. l-j This work w^is e.xplicitly inspired by Hy vision. Like a housefly, his 

clutssis was unstable in an open loop configuration. Harrison forced this condition by 

using a pair of ;Lsyinmetric drive mot(jrs. Cousecjuently. the closed loop control .system 

had to iLse vision for stabilization. .-V one dimensional array of motion detectors w;us in

tegrated int(j a single output, mefusuring wide angle motion acro.ss the entire vi.sual field. 

The integration snujothed the random distribution of environmental features indicating 

rotari(jnal motic^n present when the robot was unstable. The resulting behavicjr of the 



rohor WiLs to iiiDve rohusrly straight alieacl witliout rlie tiglit iincoiitrollablt' spinning 

behavior that otcurrefi when this partic uhir chiussis ran open loop. 

Like most of the neunjniorphic literature. Harrison's work wius necessarily dominated 

by custom analog \'LSI development efforts. Real hardware such ius this always [)n)vides 

.solutions to a variety of tricky issues that arise in real world environments, aufl real 

custom circuitry. Such circuitry always comes with size and power advantages over 

software and digital implementations. L'nfortunately. hardware this specialized is not 

particidarly useful l)y itself in a general purpose robot. In Harrison's work, the hardware 

supported the course stabilization t;usk described, but not much else. It is unclear how 

these types of extremely specialized circuits can be generalized to harder t;Lsks like 

obstacle avoidance. 

The relationship (jf Harri.son's work to this di.s.sertation is limited due to the .super-

specialized behavior. It is reviewetl here becau.se similar analog circuitry is an eventual 

contender for fluster, lighter, and larger implementations of the ideas in this dissertation, 

that s(j far liave been im[)leniented only in software. 

Ralph Etienne-Cummings: Johns Hopkins University 

Etii'une-Cununings" wrjrk in general is hardware (oriented and biused upon focal plane 

information pnjcessing. His hartiware published to date [.'ioj had both analog and 

digital conipon(>nts: it bnjke slightly away from the hardcore, all analog neuromorpiiic 

(>ff(jrts. .As in this (lis.sertation. he has al.so remarked on the [)rohil)itiveIy slow pace 

cUs.sociated with the developnuMit of custom \'LSI hardware for each robotic application. 

Keeping with his hardware empluusis. however, he is currently pursuing general purpose. 

rec(jnhgiu"able analog hardware JUS a .s(jlution instead of the large computers ;us done in 

this dis.sertation. 



Etieniie-Cumniinii;.- luu< i)uhli>he(l resulrs ohrained with a real rohot that used his 

focal plane processor and could do line folluwiim; while siniultaneouslv avoiding ohsta-

i les. 35 The robot used a pair ot focal plane processors, each of which computed the 

"motion centroid" ()f its respective scene. In the alxsence of (jh.stacles. the c-entroid out

puts were integrated in an antagonistic way such that the line w^us out of both fields 

of view, and presumably in the middle, between the two. .\n obstacle Wcus detected 

by ob.ser^'ing the centroid in a "zone" of the visual field where the line slK)uld not be. 

In this situation, the robot temporarily abcmdoned the line following tcu^k and turned 

away from the oi)stac-le. after which the line was rt'-accjuired. Because tlu' focal plane 

proces.sors could only detect one centroid at a time, this strateg>- would presumably 

fail in the pre.sence of more comple.x environments in which nniltiple centroids would 

need to be detected simultaneously. This robot wirus really just a demonstration of 

Etiemie-C'ununings" current focal plane chip. It is believed that he luis plans for more 

so[)histicated robotic behavior his chip matures. 

The details of Etieime-Cummings' robot and this di.ssertation are cjuite different, al

though they share .some common high level features including vision, control by feature 

integration, and explicit biological inspiration. Strategically. Etienne-Cummings is in

terested in hardwiu^e tluit may he used in robotics, where this di.s.sertation is interested in 

robotics that may eventually be implemented in hardwiu-e. .As such. Etienne-Cummings 

luus a real hartlware system, but his lontrol strategy is bcused on a fragile, applic-ation 

specific heuristic. This di.s.sertation does more sophisticated information t)njcessing and 

can handle mori' general environments, but requires a large general purpose com{)uter. 

Other work cjf Etienne-Cummings and \ an der Spiegel of particular relevanc-e to this 

di.ssertation is a hardware implementation of a modified .Adel.son Bergen motion energy 

filter, ' i i j  



University of Zurick 

Giacoiiu) Iiuliwri ami Paul Wrschure hiiilr very simple line-following robot that 

iise'd a neuroniorphie vision front end for edge detection. [37! The brightest edge was 

detected, sampled, and then nst'il in a very simple digital control circuit. Jorg Kramer 

and Indiveri also built simple optic How based corridor follower il.'Jl. It used the 

p(jpiilar honeybee inspiretl :8j optic How balancing method. These papers wt-re light on 

details, and both robots recjuirecl special enviromnental conditions to operate properly: 

lines on the ground, or treated corridor walls. The most relevant result of these two 

r<ihots to the work presented in this tli.ssertation is the superior robustne.ss to different 

ambient light conditions of the neuroniorphic retina relative to a CCD detector. This 

desirabli' feature is characteristic of the pcjpular Delbriick and .Mead [)hotoreceptor 

c-ircuit. '.'38! 

.\Iarinus Maris built a line following robot similar to Indiveri and Wrschure. except 

that he added a neuroniorphic "attention" circuit enabling the robot to .select a direction 

when the line forks. .\t tent ion was granted to the fork that was more brightly 

illuminated, simulating a "power .source"." 

Ralf Moller built an analog implementation of in.sect navigation that guided a small 

robot. [24] The emphasis of this work w.us on long range navigation, and does not con

sider obstac-le avoidance along the way. Being a harrlware implementation, algorithms 

were uuich simpler than in this dissertation. In particular, the "retina" was really just 

a ID array of photodiodes that fed very simple edge detection c-ircuits. and the i>nviron-

ment in which the robot operatefl was also very simple. The results of this work support 

theories of in.sect navigation that do not (jverlap the goals of this di.s.sertatiou. However. 

"Tlu" chus.sir idea of a robot findiiif^ a light .soiirw goes way hack to Grey Walter's 1!).").'} •"cylxTiietics" 
work with vaiimiii tubes. lOi 
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rhe rompuration shares some similariries in that there are simple vision ein tiits. feature 

inte,i2,rati()n. and explicit l)iolo»^iccil inspiration. The navigation model of Mciller and the 

ohstai le avoidanee strategies of this dissertatitjn ilo not exclude t)ne another, but actu

ally addre.ss different types of navigation. An interesting experimental technique wiis 

u.>^ed to nuike the results ([uantitative; the robot \v;is small, anfl a pen \v;us mounted on 

it and marked its path on paper lying underneath the robot iis it moved around in its 

enviroiunent. The paper could then be scanned so the robot paths could be treated 

quantitatively. 

1.2 Neuroscience Review 

-Many researchers have looked to neuroscience to improve the performance of en

gineered machines f(jr general information processing .32!. visual processing !41l. and 

robot behavior 21.421. Roboticists have claimed "biological in.spiratioir for decades, 

always looking for those ehi.sive natural mechanisms that contribute to the superior 

performance of biological systems. The research fields of artificial intelligence, neural 

networks, neuromorphic engineering. e.\f)ert .systems, genetic algorithms, and behavior-

biu^ed robtjtics all have some relationship to neuroscience. although the link is souietiines 

remote. Clearly, claiming "Ijiological inspiration " by itself does not sufficiently describe 

the relationship of engineering work to real neurol)iology. This section reviews the 

neuroscience literature (jf typical biological systems such Fig. 1.1(a) in terms of al

gorithms. data representation, and implementation, in order to understand how those 

principles could be u.sed in engineered systems such ius Fig. l.l(bl. 

.M(jtivating the need for visually controlled behavior similar to biological systems in 

robots is etu^y. 42^ .-Ml one has to tlo is observe animals and people behaving in their 

environments to see that they routinely perform tasks that no autonomous machine has 
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ia) Biological Svstem lb) Ensineered Svstem 

Figure 1.1: Examples of natural and engineered autonomous agents. An engineered 
system may share characteristics with the biological one. but today's 
robots are crude by comparison. 

ever done. Unfortunately, implementing a robot by reverse engineering animals is made 

difficult by incomplete knowledge of how biological systems process information. What a 

rol)otics engineer would really like to have from the neuroscience community is a known 

functional decomposition (the physiology] of all the xisua! proce.ssing circuits in at least 

one interesting animal like a cat. monkey, or human. Unfortunately, experimental 

neuroscience is not likely to provide such a description any time soon, due to the 

difficulty of simultaneously measuring more than a handful of the millions of neurons 

panicipating in the computation. However, it has been possible to experimentally 

measure the response of certain t\-pes of neurons in limited numbers. This data has 

enabled the proposal of computational models for certain mammalian visual processes 

'43.44.27.45 suitable for implementation in a robotic system. 

.A. task considerably simpler than discovering the physiology- of visual processing cir

cuits is a physical description [morphology or anatomy) of the neural "wetware" that 

implements them. This is possible bec-ause we can simply look at animals to discover 
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neural conipouf'urs. and apply mure sophisticated te'chiiiciues that show in more derail 

how neurons are connected. 4G: There is an important distinction between the physi

cal and functional decompositions, however, because many neural components perform 

nmltiple types of computation, and some computations are spread over multiple com

ponents. .•\lthough the details of these processes are still open research issues, many 

experiments support theories that certain neural components are primarily responsible 

for certain computations in visual systems. ,47: In general, these theories are quite spe-

citic and quantitative for the retina itself, anrl become less so ius the visual information 

propagates into layers deep iu the brain. Components of the brain describetl in this 

chapter include are^l^ \'l (primary visual cortex or striate cortex). MT (Medial Tempo

ral Corte.x). and MST (Medial Superior Temporal Cortex). It is convenient to abu.se this 

morphology by assigning specific inf(jrniation processing fimctions to each area, because 

engineering a complex system such iis a robot requires just such a functicjiial breakclcjwn. 

Analogs presented here, therefore, represent a simplitied theory and do not account for 

man\- complexiti(\s that real neurcjscientists have discovered. On the other hand, these 

analogs do represent a much closer relationship t(j real neuroscience than other rol)otic 

methods like artihcial intelligence !48j and so called "neural networks'" [491. 

In biology, "vision" incluck^s the detection of many types of features from (jptical 

input. These features are all computed separately, and integrated to iuHueiice behavior 

in many complex ways. A functional decomposition of these modalities is slunvn in 

Fig. 1.2. !4Gi .\'o single animal luus evolved all of these mcjcies. although humans have all 

ot them except pohirization. Behavior is in general an extremely brcjad to{)ic. but in this 

di.s.sertation it speciHcally refers to obstacle avoidance. Within this larger context, the 

.scoi)e of this di.s,sertati(jn is the mention prrjcessing modality and how it can be u.sed to 

iuHuence obstacle avoidance Ix'havior in a mobile robot. However, nothing iu this work 
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precludes the iiireciratioii of these additional modalities in future robots. In particular, 

there are compatible models of stereoscopic disparity 27 that could he useil to compute 

depth and compliment the motion based depth computation used here. Such integration 

of multiple visual features could incre;use robustness of the application, and extend the 

types of environments a robot could navigate. 

Form 

Color 

Pliototran.s(hiction Motion Behavior 

Depth 

1 Polarization 

Figure 1.2: \'isual modalities evolved in natural .sy.stems. Phototransduction is the 
process of converting light to a biophysical or electrical quantity usable 
by the information processing .system. Form is the shape and location 
of objects. Color and polarization are characteristics (jf incident light. 
.Motion is objects changing spatial location with time. Depth, often iusso-
ciated with two eyes, provides a visual estimate of how distant an object 
is. 

1.2.1 Implementation Strategj' 

Data processing .systems, bcjth bioU)gical and engineered, maintain internal repre-

.sentations of the information relevant to their particular ta.sks. The.se may be short 

term (instantaneous) n>pre.sentations in the c;use (jf a reactive system, or some kind of 

longer term memory in the deliberative cuse. In animals and robots, these include envi-

njnmental features used to navigate and avoid obstacles. Becau.se the.se agents cannot 



luaintain physical repliiius of rlie world inside of rhem. some other iiiechanisni must he 

used to repre'seiit these features. There are two eompoiieuts to a representation: the 

format ami the irripU nn ntation. The distinction is important for l)iok)sically inspired 

robots because the fonuat is something enginetTs can copy fnjm neural systems, but 

the implementation is not. 

Implementation 

Neural systems implement information processing circuits biophysically. This niMi-

ral substrate, or "'wetware". operates with chemical and electrical mechanisms, and 

supports primitive computational neurons with dense intercoimections. A hu^ge part 

of neuroscience is de\oted to this interesting topic. L'nfortiuiately. engineers have no 

technology- capable of fabricating wetware. su they have to resort to purely electronic 

circuits that are crude by comparison, especially with respect to interconnect c-apabilit>-. 

In biology, a single neuron may accept input from 10.000 other neurons and send input 

to another 10.000 neurons. No engineered hardware efficiently supports such density 

and parallelism. On the other hand, individual electronic circuits can operate much 

fa.ster than their Ijicjlogical counterparts because the physical processes support higher 

bandwidth. Not all circuits are faster, however, and most are actually slower. Gen

eral purpo.se digital circuits (i.e.. microprocessors) are piu'ticuhu'ly poor for neural-like 

implementations due to their serial architecture and complex switching requirements. 

Xeuromorphic engineering (Section 1.1.S) is a response to this limitation that results 

in fiust analog circuits, although dense interconnects arc still a problem. Address Event 

Repre.sentation. a digital multiplexing scheme, afldresses this issue in the neuromorphic 

context. "JO AS di.scussed in Section 1.1.8. neuromorphic circuits are time ccnisuming 

and tedious to build, which hinders the timely i levelopment of complete robots. Another 
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approcK-h. used in rliis disserTation. is rti raikle rlie parallelism wirh multiple microprt)-

cessors. Although not ideal in terms of power, weight, and speed, they support more 

flexibility anil ftuster development cycles than custom hardware. The flexibility and 

rapid development of the robot are critical factors to this di.ssertation; the power and 

weight of the implemc>utation do not affect the results at all. 

Format 

The format of neural information describc^s the coding and cussociated semantics of 

the physical cjuantities stored in the implementation. The biophysical dcnails of real 

neural .systems, sununarized in Section 1.2.2. describe a neural implementation. This 

wetwcire implementation is not naturally implemented in available engineering technolo

gies. In this dissertation, biological c-oding methods are copied, but the implementation 

is designcHi to l)e compatible with standard engineering methods. Thus, the overall 

strategy- of this dissertation is to compute neural algorithms likt> a biological system, 

implementing the computation electronically instead of biophysically. The neuro.science 

literature important to this work therefore deals with computation: the l)iophysical lit

erature influences this work very little. 

1.2.2 Biological Information Processing 

This .section describes a general architecture of bio[)liysical vision .systems. A robcjt 

does not need to emulate a pcu^ticulcir animal in all respects: it is po.ssible to choo.se 

desirable features from many organisms and combine them into some abstrac-t artificial 

being. However, evolution IULS discovered many alternative strategics that all work well 

in certain situations, and choices have to be made designing an artificial .system. In 

this di.ssertation. inspiration is taken primarily from manunals like cats, monkeys, and 
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humans. This section shmvs rhis bi;U'. and theretore neglects other strategies consideri'd 

l)v other roboticists, like insect vision. 15 Even among cars, monkeys, and humans, 

detailed neuroscience recjuires different language becau.se the biology is ilifferenr between 

the animals. When reciuired to be specific, rhis dis.sertation u.^es language and strategies 

relevant to human hiolog>\ 

N'eural .systems are large networks of interconnected ru uron.-i .  Neurons are rhe ba

sic computational unit, or cell. There m^e many ryf)es of neurons, even within visual 

systems. .A parricuhu- neuron only luis a single logical output that is broadciusr to rhe 

many destination neurons. Biophysical meciianisnis 51; inside the neuron result in 

rhe integration of inputs to compute some value, represented at rhe output by di.screte 

electrical spik'ts. or action putrntials. that hre in some temporal pattern. Information 

[)tLssed between neurons is represented by some codf. which defines rhe semantics of 

the temporal pattern, .\eurons are organized in layers. Lciyer outputs, ccjusisting of 

many indi\'idual neuron outputs, have their own scniantic-s beyond the individual com

ponents. This section de.scriljes individual neuron corling. neural organization, and layer 

semantics called a popidatum codf.  

Rate Coding 

A ratf  codf.  illustrated in Fig. 1.3. represents a continuous (jutput value an iusyn-

chronous secjuence of spikes, hring at a rate [)roporrional to rhe encoded value. The 

dominant theory of neural computation is that all rhe information transmittefl by a 

neuron is contained in rhe tiring rate, cmd that rhe individual spike timings are random 

(Poisson distributed).' Spikes are convenient l)iophysically. but from an information 

'.-\ rcliilivi'ly recent developriiem in neiiroscieiice i.-; the idea that temporal rc'lation.'^liips between 

neuron spike trains al.so code sii^iiificant inforination. The [liienoinerion of neurons synchmniznuj tuus 

lieen shown Ixitli in tlie hiboratory 'tl anij numerical tiKjdel.s .j.'5 . The inforinatiun contained in tliis 

syiiclirony. if any. i;- still cotitroversial. Tlie implications for biologically inspiretl rof>otics. however, are 



prucessiiig point of view they nrc an iniplt'nit'Utatit)n detail. If this theory is true, then 

engineered uiachines may he implemented without actual spikes, using some other cod

ing better suited ft)r the available teclnu)logy. without losing the "umgic" of biologically 

inspired information processing. In this dissertation, the output of a neuron is rep

resented by a floating point mnnbe-r instead of a spike train. The value is logic-ally 

equivalent to a biophysical neuron output, but the iniplementatit)n is different. 

spikes 

value 

tune 

Figure 1.3: A rati  rodi represents a value its a sec[uence of Poisson distril)Uted. raiuKim 
spike timings. The average spike rate encodes the value. 

Neural Organization 

Bio{)hysiccd neurons are (jrganized in layers. An example for the visual system is 

shown in Fig. 1.4. Each disk represents a neuron. The neurons are retinotopic-ally 

organized in layers. In the hgure. the organization is highlighted by connecting lines. 

At each retinotopii- location, there is a hypt riulurriri of neurons. A hypercoliinm is 

described in Section 3. This particular e.Kample shows three hiyers with the same 

retiuoto{)ic organization, but this does not have to be the ca.se. As an exmuple in 

potentially va.si. The current work not acldres.-- .synchrony, hut only considers the traditional view 

that all the itifarination is cotitaitied in average neuron firins rates, (jr rale code.--. Sliould synchrony 

prove to l)e ini[)onaut. then a riala format more rich than a simple .scalar value will he requirefl for 

artificial tnachines. 



this dissertation, images are accniired at 100 x 100 pi.xel resolution, hut features are 

computed at lower resolution to save computational expense. 

.A.n e.xample of the connections between neurons in different layers is shown in 

Fig. 1.5. In this figure, the bottom layer c)f Fig. 1.4 is reproduced along with a sin

gle hypercoluinn of the middle layer. The connections of the i)ottom layer that feed 

to the hypercolumn are shown, a feature lacking from Fig. 1.4 to avoid clutter. The 

bottom layer neurons that connect to the hypercohunn consist of the hypercolunm's n:-

nptirt field. Notice that an adjacent middle layer hypercolumn (not shown), iissuming 

it hius the same relative interconnection topology, shares input from the lower layer. 

Information Representation and Population Coding 

•Most neurons in the visual .system operate ius feature detectors. feature c-an be a 

specific value associated with one of the visual modes shown in Fig. 1.2. or some higher 

level combination of lower level features. One of the simplest feature detector neurons 

in the form pathway is a line detector. "line" is an abstract concept, however, and 

real neurons cannot detect abstractions directly. In order to hilly specify the line, it has 

to be ;Ls.sociated with a particular retinotopic location, orientation, and polarity (light 

to dark or vice versa). It also matters if the etlge ends in the neuron's receptive field, or 

e.xi.sts ius a continuous entity. Four different lines are shown in Fig. l.G to illustrate this 

concept. The circular outlines represent the borders of a receptive field, beyond which a 

particular neuron cannot .see. Each line in the figure is different from the other lines in 

the [)arameter spaces of orientation, contnust. or length. Combined with a retinotopic 

location, the lines in Fig. l.G ari' each concrete features detectable by a neuron. .Any 

particular neuron detects only one feature of a given type, although it could detect 

nmltiple types simultaneously. If the neuron detects its cussociated feature, it will fire 



Figure 1.4: \'i.sual proci'ssiii^j; occurs in rotiuotopically orgaiiizocl layers, 
stacks rci)r('S('nt hypcrcolunins of feature detectors. 

The disk 
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Figure 1.5: Receptive fiekl topology. Xeunni-s take input from hwer iawrs. The neu-
ron.s that feed another neuron make up the destination neuron's miptirc 

Jif Id. 



n'4un)U>ly. cDrn'spuiKliiit; rt, a hi,e,h Hoatiiig point value in tiie artiHcial implementation. 

Otherwise, the l)iophysical neuron will remain siient. or tlie artiHcial one will output a 

small value. 

fSQ) 
Figure 1.6: Line features have parameters including orientation, contnust. and length. 

In traditional engineering, tlie lines of Fig. l.G could he specified t)y mecusurements 

in three parameter spaces; orientation. contrcLst. and length. This is not how hiopliys-

ical systems work. howe\'er. JLS each feature detector is sensitive to only one point in 

the parameter space. Tlie parameter space is sampled by a set of relateti feature de

tectors in Fig. 1.7. Here we have a retinotopically placed hypercolurnn. with each 

neuron in the hypercolumn sensitive, or "timed", to a different point in the orienta

tion parameter s^jace. A hypjercolumn. therefore, is a set of feature detecting neurons 

that sample some parameter spac-e. Thus, the stacks of Fig. l.-l are used onl\- becau.se 

it is hard to visualize on paper tlie 4D parameter space of (J'.ij) retinotoi)ic location, 

layer, and orientation tuning. In reality, the hyperc-olumns may span more than one 

tuning dimension, tus will he the crUse for motion processing. The collection of neu

ron outputs {/;| px \ (.V = G in this ctuse) is called a population codt. 54! .\otice 

that {/<i py\ have implicit orientation associations that down.stream information 

processing ineclianisms must already- know, because the orientations are not otherwi.se 

indicated by rlie [)opulation code. 
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Figure 1.7: The popuhitioii code {/^i pt,} represents the orientation of a hne by 
saniphns tlit" parameter space in six phices and ;ussociates feature detector 
outputs at each sample. 

The popuhition coile is an alternative ilata format to representing the line with a 

simple radian orientation me;usure. They are iu)t equivalent, however. The popula

tion code represents a cjuantized orientation me;isurement. and is more expensive to 

compute and store on traditional machines. The population code is capable of rep-

re.senting multiple features sinudtaneously. unlike the scalar mecusurement. It is well 

suited to the Inological feature detection .strategy, instead of .some other method that 

directly computes the orientation of the line. It is a natural tit for parallel computation 

strategies, and computations can sursuve the lo.ss of individual members of the code, 

or at lea.st degrade gracefully instead of the sudflen catrustrophic failure that occurs if 

a .scalar mcrusurement fails. This dis.sertation is concernefl with the implementation of 

visual proce.ssing systems using parallel computing architectures, so the high e.xpen.se 

of serially computing population codes is mitigated. Thus. p(jpulation codes are u.sed 

throughout. 
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Motion Transforms 

Feature deTt^cturs extract salient iuforniatiun from input, and ciiscanl evervtliiui:; else. 

.A. layer of neurt)u feature detectors therefore transform a rich population code input 

to a less rich, more .speciHi-. output ctule. In a particular vi.sual pathway, information 

is transformed .several times ius the salient details from the raw photodetector input 

is filtered and convertt^d to a format u.seful for influencing specific behaviors. In the 

form pathway example from Fig. 1.7. line detection could he an early step in fletecting 

more complex geometrical shapes such tus circ-les and squares, which in turn eventually 

lead to complex form recognition of items in an organism s real workl environment. In 

this dissertation. UK)tion is the visual pathway used ft)r ol)stacIe detection. This section 

tlesc ri!)es the transforms and features encountered along the motion processing pathway 

in humans. 

The l)<u^ic morphology- of the motion pathway in humans is shown in the top row 

of Fig. 1.^. The retina includes the eye. and processing that happens before infor

mation reaches the brain via the optic nerve. The components \T. MT. and .MST of 

the brain, each described below, perform vision computations that include the motion 

p)athway. among others. The.se neural components are described in this sec tion. There 

are many other components in the visual .system not mentioned here, becau.se they tu-e 

not modeled in this tli.s.sertation. 

Retina 

The retina is the part (jf the eye (jn whii h images are projected from the lens. In addition 

to phot otransd net ion. cells in the retina also process visual information both spatially 

and temporally before sending it to the f)rain via the (jptic nerve. In this dis.sertation. 

the first ((nnputational neurons (\T simple cells) are modeled by a linear integration 
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Figure 1.8: Tlu- tt)p row shows the nior[)holog>- of the mammalian early vision mo
tion {)athway. The bottom row shows the analogous engineering fimctit)n 
performed in the artificial implementation. 

of [)hotoreceptor t)utputs. Bi'cause the cortical model used in tiiis dissertation t)perates 

directly on the photodetector outputs, the biop)hysics of the retina does not influence 

this work. However, the organization of the photodetector layer is a critical factor in 

the performance and computational expense t)f the processing .system. 

.A biophysical retina is contrasted to a typical CCD Inised circuit in Fig. 1.9. The 

large c-ircular outline of Fig. 1.9(aj sln)ws the extents of a retina that have been trans

formed to lie flat on the page. The small dots show non-uniformly distributed photore

ceptor locations. In humans, there ju-e over 100 million of these cells. 47! The retina is 

farcatcd. which means there is a higher density of photoreceptors in the center of the 

retina, along with increcLsed computational resourc-es in the brain devt)ted to that area 

throughout the visual pathways. Electronic circuits, on the other hand, are typically 

.sc(uare arrays of pixels tus shown in Fig. 1.9(bl. Technological con.straints limit the pixel 

density, resulting in the .square layout for nuLximum resolution and .sensitivity. In elec

tronic systems, it is possible to warp tlu> resulting imagery t)y using an optical front end. 

resulting in a nonlinear mapping from the world to the image plane. This technique 

can simulate a fovea, even though the photodetector array is unifonnly distributed. 



Aiiiitlirr way ro siiimlarc a fovea is to use a iionunifonii (listrilnition of tlu' imager s 

[)ixels. ;ind throw away the rest. 10.."). 17 In any c-iuse. even tiie densest ima,u:inj; tech

nologies available to enu;ineers cannot approac-h the density of a biophysical retina, even 

at the ed^es where rli(> resolution is the lowest. Even if we had such a technology, in

creased computational complexity would hinder the utility for roi)otic sy.stems. Figure 

1.9 makes it clear that engineers cannot compute inuigery with the .same ;icuitv tus the 

higher mammals given current techiiok)gy. Howewr. it will be shown in this disserta

tion that a crude CCD bcused imager is sufficient for bcusic robotic navigation trusk-s using 

visual motion. 

lii) .Xiininil Retina (hi Elcctrotiic Retina 

Figure 1.9: Xatm-al mannu;ilian retiurus have den.se photorec-ej)tor cells with a ver>-
dense fovea in the middle. Electronic photodetector curavs ;u'e crude in 
com{)ari.son. due to technology limitations. Linear receptive fiekl examples 
are shown, with shading ref)re.senting {jositive and negative weights. 

Examples of "center siirround" and \'l simple cell receptive fields are shown in 

Fig. l.'Jial and Fig. 1.9(1)1. respectively. The ellip.se in Fig. 1.9(al repre.sents the recep

tive field of a particular retinal neuron. The dark interior .section shows an u-ntatuTt) 

region, and the light section shows an inhihiton/ region. The rece[)tive field operation 
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is a \vei<rhrecl inrciiratioii. where iiiiiibitory regions .ire uepitivc weiu;lirs. and exciratory 

rej^ions are positive wei'j;lirs. 

VI and Motion Energy-

The primary visual cortex, or \'l. is thoui;ht to perform several fmK-tit)ns. i)ut the one 

relevant to the motion pathway is the romputation of motion enenj^v. Motion ener;^y 

is related to image velocity, and will he the input to the MT model. The quantitative 

definition of motion energy is deferred to Section 2.2. Qualitatively, motion energy is 

a meiLsurement of spatiotemporal (retinotopic space and time) frequency hands, non-

linearly comhined to eliminate pluuse and contriust dependencies. The computation in 

\T is perft)rmed in twt) stages: linem" sivipU cflb which effec-tiwly perf(jrm a linear 

integration of photodetector outputs, and nonlinear cotriplcs ctils that eliminate pluuse 

and contnust depe'udence. 

The artificial implementation computes motion energy with the well estal)lished 

model propo.sed hy .A.d(>l.son and Bergen 43^. which is it.self inspired and supported 

hy [)hysiological e.xperiments on \T simple and complex cells 56i. E.s.sentially. this (>j>-

eration is twcj spatiotem[)oral filters followed l)y a nonlineiir comhination into motion 

energy. 

MT and Optic Flow 

The Metlial Temporal Cortex, or .Area MT. integrates motion energy input from \'l to 

compute veUn ity features. Tlu'se features tU'e .similar to of)tic flow from the computer 

vision literature, e.xcept that it is po{)ulation coded. The implementation descrit)erl here 

is sunilar to the pro[H)sal of Grzywacz cUKI Wiille. 4o 



MST and Time to Collision 

Tlu' Mt'fliid Su{H'rior Teriipoml Corrcx. or Area MST. iiirc-irarcs MT ourpiits into large 

How fearures. oT. j6.59 There is no {)hysiolosical evidence for a feature ;L-^ high level 

tiine-to-c-ollision Ijeing coinpiited liere. bur that is what the model in this dissertation 

does. The velocity intei;Tarit)n performed is novel, with no established nenroscientitic 

model involved. 

1.3 Chapter Summary 

This chapter started hv motivating the need for a biologically inspired, vision Itiused. 

autonomous rt>l)ot. It next reviewed the broad held of roi)otics. and dehned the specihc 

area into which this dissertation tits. Previous work most closely related to autonomous, 

visual, or biologic-ally inspired rol)otics wius revi(>wed. The btusic iieuroscience that con

tributes to this work w;-us described. The next cliapter will l)e a quantitative discission 

ot the basic neuro.science cus it will be applied to the robotic implementation described 

in this di.s.sertation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MAMMALIAN EARLY VISION 

This chapter heu;ins a quantitative discussion of riiotiou processing iis coniputeil 

by the artificial vision implementation presented in this dissertation, ami reviews the 

existins literature upon which the later chapters will build. The prinuir>- topics of this 

chapter are the motion energy- model of Adelson and Bergen ,43i and the velocity model 

of Gryzwacz and ^'uille 45^ 

There are several stages of feature detection inspired h>" the biological strategy de

scribed in Section 1.2.2. Each stage transforms its input into new features more specific 

to motion detection, eventindly computing velocity and an estimate of time-tiHcollision 

of environmeiital obstacles. This chapter describes some bri^sic idetu^ already e.Kisting in 

the literature. In Chapter 4. real world stinnili will show how the l);usic models fail in 

the robotic a[)plication. along with novel .solutions to those problems. 

2.1 VI Spatial Primitives 

The first [)rocessing stage of this dis.sertation is analogous to spatioteniporal pro 

ce.ssing performed by \T simple cells. Current models of \'l and .\IT such ius rho.se 

reported by .Adel.son and Bergen i43i. W'at.son and Ahumada 'GOl. and Simoncelli and 

Heeger 44 are baser! on a different functional rlu'orv than that propt)sed b\' early phy;^-

iologists like Hubel and W'eisel G1 . The latter have traditionally dominated computer 

vision studies. The earlier theories propo.se that images are decomposed by the visual 
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system into priniitivfs in \'l. and that thf priniitivcs inchuU' lino and edge featnres. 

This strategy hius found its way into tcjinpnter vision and hius driven an ol)session with 

edge detection. 62 It turns out tliat many neuroscientists now i)eHeve. Inised on new 

I)hysiologi(al eviilence. that the actual \'l image primitives are not edges, but localized 

hands of spatial frec{iiency. Palmer 47' writes a nice cjiialitative review of the exper

iments that led to and support this theory. Biusically. this theory propo.ses that the 

image primitives represented in \'l are Fourier components of image features, a concept 

wry familiar to engineers. 

2.1.1 Fourier Components 

In image proce.ssing. the htusis function of a 2D Fourier transform is a complex 

sinusoidal grating 

=  ( 2 . 1 )  

wher(> Hiid C y  are the spatial frecjuencies in the x  and i f  dimensions measured in 

cycles per [jixel. In a computational vision context, it is convenient to rectist the spatial 

fre(iuency variables (jf Ec). (2.1) in terms of an orientation angle and the spatial 

freciuency magnitude 

L ' j .  = 

fy = f , sin(6^A,). (2.2) 

Bee •au.se (jri<'ntation and spatial freciuency are more intuitive and are comniotdy found in 

the ueiiruscience literature, they will be two important parameter dimensions examined 

in this di.s.sertation. The subscripts .s indicate spatial parameters, in contnust to the 

temporal parameters tliat will appear later. With tlie substitution of Ecj. (2.2). Ec). (2.1) 



The Fourier transform of E((. (2.3) is 

J^{[h{J-. '-•J} = 'M /. - L-...0 - 0\,) (2.4) 

where (M/,. ̂ ) is the Dirae tieka func tion, and is a polar coordinate in the spatial 

freciuencv domain. Ec]. (2.3) defines a good hiusis function for image decomposition 

because the simple frequency domain representation can tie e.Lsily scaled, shifted, and 

integrated into an arbitrary image using basic linear systems theory. 

2.1.2 Windows and Receptive Fields 

.-\lthough mathematically convenient. Ecj. (2.3) is not directly suitable for an image 

processing primitive because it is not physically realizable, and does not account for the 

biological notion of a receptive Held. Physical camerius and retin^us have real output, and 

hnite support in x and g. In this dissertation, the visual field is always a regularly spaced 

.scjuare arra\- with size Ry x sc|uare pixels. Real output reciiiires an even frerjuency 

domain representation along the line 0 = Of,,, and the Hnite suppcjrt effectively tniiltiplies 

Ihis.if.Ox). f j  with a rectangular window: 

Ihir. !j: f)\i. L\) - //; - rr. f,,) : |.;-| < %. \ij\ < 

0  :  k | > ^ . | . v | > %  
0 .-,1 

where the h  subscript hius been changed to R  to show that the new grating is physically 

realizable bec-au.se it h;i;: been truncated with a two-dimensional (2D) rectangular win-

d(jw. Figure 2.1(a) shows a jjlot of Inix. //: 0\i. i\) with a gain of I and a particular 0\f 
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and i,\. The effect of this window is seen in the freciueiicy domain plot of Fi;j;. 2.1(hl as 

rippled smearing around the main two impulses, parallel to the coordinate ;L\es. The 

ripple pattern, a result of a 2D sync function, is the Fourier transform of the rectangular 

window. This phenomenon is c-onuuon in signal processing, and various other windows 

have been proposed, all with better frequency domain characteristics at the e.xpen.se of 

bandwidth. iG .'Jj These alternate windows are all qualitatively similar in that they damp 

the signal near the edges of the extent. Otie possible window function is the Gau.ssian 

1 _ 
(j(.r:x\i)= c (2.G) 

V 2rra-.. 

with width rr, and center . r \ [ .  shown in Fig. 2.2 ius the (hiished envelope. .A. G a h o r  

function is a Gau.ssian moflulated sinu.soid 

1 
Cs) = r— f cos(2rr(.',.r) (2.7) 

\ / 2 - r r ,  

which is also plotted in Fig. 2.2 as the solid line. Gabor functions are connnonly found 

in image processing, compression algorithms (wavelets are related to Gahor functions), 

and comptuational vision. 

Figure 2.3 shows a 2D Gabor fimction. In the .spatial domain, it is shown that 

the Gabor function luus finite support in ./• and //. in addition to being localized to a 

small region of the visual field around some location .r\i. In the frequency domain, 

the sinusoidal impulses have been spread by the Gaussian window frecniencv respon.se. 

which is also Gau.ssian with bandwidth l/rr,. The envelope of the 2D Gabor function, 

a 2D Gau.ssian 

/y(.r./y:rA/) = (2.8) 
2 ~ ( T -
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Figure 2.1: Plot of a grating function with ^.\/ = - S rati and w 
1 10 pixel"'. The image h;i> {Ry x /?..) = ( 100. KJOl pixels. 

-10(1 -50 50 100 0 

Figure 2.2: Plot of a ID Gabt)r func tion with t, = 15 pixel and j-\/ = 0 pixel. 
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implenit'urs a recvprivf Hel<l at rftinotopif KicatiDii . r \ i  =  I with witirh rr,. Real 

receptive fields are iu)t always circular in the Gahor CiL-e. hut a Gahor function is 

a good model of \'l simple cell receptive Helds in the motion pathway. Biophysical 

systems implement receptive fields with a neural interconnection topologA-. The win

dow function (}(j\ ij: s,\i} and a similarly shaped biophysical receptive Held are lo,2;ically 

similar information processing operations, hut they ;u"e implementeti in diffiTent ways. 

L  
50 

I M )  S p a t i a l  G a h o r  F i i l i c t i o i i  ( h i  F r i ' q i K ' l i c y  R c s p o i L s t '  

Figure 2.3: Plot of a 2D Gahor function with f)\i = j. rad. fs = 1 10 pixel"', and 
CT, = 10 pixel. 

2.1.3 Spatial Feature Detectors 

Gahor functions can al.'^o act impul.se res])(Mises of finite impulse response (FIR) 

bandpass filters. Figure 2.3 w;us developed JLS a primitive image component tliat might 

be detected by \'l simple cells. In an engineering context, the same function aLso works 

a spatial feature detector if another image is correlated with it. Thus, a irnrnnv band 



of spatial freqiU'iK'ii's. Fiu;. 2.3(1)1. t an 1H' ilftec tinl using a 2D spatial filter with a Gai)or 

impulse response. 

A correlation effectively shifts the kernel fiuiction 

/r;(.f. //: V - m  ) = y(.r. ) I h { x .  //: <-•<) (2.9) 

where D.\[ = c,. f,} ((.> is introcluceil later) includes the spatial tuning of 

the filter. RrRt, nines and computes a weighted integration at each pixel. In most 

image proce.ssing approaches, the kernel function is stored once and the correlation is 

computed pixel by pixel, talking the shift .r\/ into account at each location. This filter 

implementation is not suited to biophysical proce.ssing because such systems caimot 

coiuinually rewire connections, tus is effectively done in most software correlation inipU^ 

mentations. Instead, real neural systems store many copies of the kernel fimction. each 

one hanlwired with a built-in 7\i shift. Stated from a neuroscience point of view, a 

neuron's receptive field luus a retinotopic location at f,\/. The neurons that implement 

the kernel fmictions all operate in parallel, with fixed connections to the retina. The 

(jffset. therefore, is an important parameter ii^sociated with a particular neuron. The 

(jther parameter that specifies the receptive field of a ptu-ticular neuron is the width a,. 

The notion of using Fourier components JUS \'l spatial primitives is not inconsi.stent 

with early physiological data that supported line or edge detecting neurons. If the 

Fourier luused theory is true, then Hubel and W'eisel probably found a neunni that fired 

in the i)resence of an edge becau.se they happened acro.ss a \'l simple cell with a Gabor 

like receptive field organization that corresponded to a harmonic of their edge stimulus. 

For instance. Fig. 2.4 shows an edge stinuilus and its frequency response. \'iewed in 

the freciuency domain, it is clear that the edge stimulus is a superposition of nuiltiple 



Gilhor featuros by l);L>^ic liiu'ur systems theory. The Gahor HIter of Fig. 2.3(1)) covers 

the fuiulameiital of the ecige stimuhis. and woukl tire rigorously when stimulated t)y 

the edge. The Fourier theory then does not preclude the presence of edge detecting 

neurons somewhere in the visual .system, hut they probably do not exist in \'l 

originally hypothesized. Instead, they would be somewhere downstream in the visual 

processing How implemented ;us an integration of \T simple cells. e.>;sentially performing 

a Fourier .synthesis operation. Regardless of biological truth. Fourier decomposition 

is useful in an engineering context because arbitrary features can be detected using 

such an integration, not just simple edges. In particular, a motion energy computation 

(Section 2.2) depends on just such an integration. 

.j() -

( a )  S p a t i a l  d o m a i n  (1)| Frcfinomy domain 

Figure 2.4: This edge detec-tor luus the .same configuration ;is Fig. 2.3. e.xcept it luus 
edges instead of being a Gabor function. 
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2.1.4 Implementation 

N'ow rhat Galmr filters have been motivated with Ijiologieal arsuiiients. an efficient 

engineering solution may he designed for their ct)mputatit)u in an artificial vision pro-

lessing system. The computational results sliould resemble biophysii-al outputs, but 

the artificial implementation needs to be fiust and well suited for the purposes of this 

dissertation. Receptive fields are not placed at every pixel of the input stinmlus 5(r. //) 

because that would be unnecessarily expensive, histead. receptive fields are placed in 

a sparse manner slK)wn in Fig. 2.5. Tliese tu locations are members of 

M = : 1 < < "'} (2.10) 

where .F\/ = ( - ' ' m - I / m )  are the retinotopic spatial coordinates of receptive field location 

M. In this dissertation, only uniformly distribiued receptive field organizations are 

considered, although there may be opportunities for optimization in future robots by 

generalizing the distribution tis real organisms do with foveation. 

\'l simple cell respon.ses are computed liy a linear correlation of 5(x.//I with Gabor 

receptive fields Ici-r. ̂ :Q\i). .A.s such, there are two ways to perform this operation on 

a serial computer, neither of which is the pjirallel method usetl by liiophysical systems. 

The first is a 2D spatial correlation 

!Ll ILL 

^  ^  S i r .  -  J - . M - ! / -  L \ J  (2.11)  

and the second uses a frerjuency triUisform 

s(;(': ' {jr{5(.r. y. t) }/"{/f;( — x. -//: ().(). i.',J}} ( 2 .12 )  



^ 0  M 

M M ^ ^ 

Figure 2.5: \'l siiiipk" coll receptive fields, and downstream processing, are less dense 
thiui the input stimulus 5(.r. //). In this tigure. the bottom layer represents 
Sis.!/]. the middle layer represents the \'l simple cells, and the top layer is 
a do\vn.stream computation that uses \'I simple cell outputs. Connections, 
hecau.se they are den.se. are not shown for clarity (see Fig. l.o). 
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that 1i;l< i)eeii sut)saiiiplt'(l at tlic rt'crptivc fiolil locations Normally, an t'n;j;int'(>r 

would use Eq. (2.12) herau.-^e the availability of tlk' F;u<t Fourier Transform (FFT) 

results in an operation of order 2(/?j-l(-)S,j/?x — /?,, lo'j,oinstead of RjRl-

However, two spec ial eousiderations exist for this application. First, the computational 

expeust> of Ecj. (2.11! is not RjRl in this ctuse. but Rj-R^C. where ui < RsR,,- The.se 

savings are the result of the sparse sampling in M. Second, the cwpontnitial tails of 

the Gahor envelope g{x. !j:.r\i] are small for potentially large regions of Ici-r. 

and. therefore. <lo not nece.ssarily have to be c-omputed. These prciperties haw two 

unfortunate consecjuences; the total computation size is ciependent on the rcveptive 

held width IT,, and the truncation of /(,-(x. ,i/; Q.\/) restilts in an extra extent parameter 

to consider and the addition of noi.se correlated with Ici-i'- Nevertheless, these 

two optimizations result in ftuster computations with Eq. (2.11) for some networks than 

with Eci. (2.12). particulcu-ly small ones. However, many of the experimental results 

reported in this dissertation were gathered using the largest possible network that could 

be run on the available c-omputer platform. As Eq. (2.12) works best for those large 

network c-onfiguratious. yet still .supports smaller sinmlations. and dcies not introduce 

new parameters and noise sources, it was used here exclusively. 

2.2 Vl Motion Primitives and Motion Energy 

\T complex cells perform a nonlinear integration of \T simple cell responses. The 

outputs of these cells repre.sent motion cufrijt/. This scKtion describes motion energy-

and how it is computed by the artificial implementation. 



2.2.1 Spatiotemporal Orientation 

Motion i> a visual pjlieiioiiifiioii that iieccssarily octurs in t)oth spacv and tiiiu'. 

Figinv 2.(J(a| shows a 2D iiiias^t' of a U) pixol bar with an arrow motion 

to tile ri'j,ht. Figure 2.G(h) shows anotlier representation of the moving bar. this time 

plotting the 2D image cus a functitin of time. A spdiiottrnporal function sucli ;is this one 

is similar to a spatial image, hut luu; dependence on both time and space. 

50 

y I) -

-50 — 
-50 

la I .Spatial ri'proMTitatioii ibl Spatioti'tiiporal rcprcst'titatioii 

Figure 2.6: A 10 pixel bar is moving right at a rate of r,. = 70 pixel/s. The specific 
luunbers are arbitrary examples. Figure is after a cjualitative pl(jt from 
Adelson and Bergen. 43' 

Figure 2.7(a) shows the x and t  dimensions of Fig. 2.G(b). In this contrived example 

there is no independent variation in //: c(jnsequently. a 2D spatiotemporal plot {s and t)  

effectively conveys the same information shown in Fig. 2.G(b). In real imagery, and the 

implementation reported here, there is generally an independently var>-ing i; dimension 

that must be considered. 

Freciuenc\' b;Lsed upticiil flow methods 2^l and motitjii energy models i43.44i (jperate 

by detecting spatiotem[)(jral orientatiini. Figure 2..'3 shows that a 2D Gabor function is 

0 pixel/s 

25 0 25 50 
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Figure 2.7: Motion is a .spatiotcniporal orientation tliat can be (ietected with an ori
ented spatioteniporal tilter. 

a type of bandptuss tilter tuned for spatial frecjuency and orientation. In that context 

the Gabor function \v;us described in terms of two spatial dimensions. However, the 

same theory apphes to sf)atioteniporal Gabor fimctions. Figure 2.7(b) illustrates how 

an oriented spatioteniporal filter can be tuned tcj detect a particular motion pattern. 

.\ frecjuency domain representation (jf spatioteinporal orientation is shown in Fig. 2.8. 

In this particular ttgure. a ID cosine wave is translating in time. Two {)lots are shown: 

Fig. 2.8(a) shows the actual transform of Fig. 2.7(h). and Fig. 2.8(b) shows the more 

attractive jjcLssl^ands (jf a Gabor hlter tuned to a slightly different ctise of the same 

speed, but higher spatial and tenii)oral frequencies. The real piussbands have a Gaus

sian envelope, but the plot only shows a simplified repre.sentation that would result 

from thri'sholding them. The circular shape is therefore accurate, but the diameter is 
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arhitrary. Thi> n'prt'sciiration is Ifss iiituirivt,' than Fig. 2.7. liut it pruviilrs tlu- relatiuii-

sliip hcrwcen .spariotciiipDral orientatiiiii ami tlu- .spatial and tenipurai haiidptuss Hltors 

that will l)«' used in tlie inipleuu'ntaticui. The white circles show a Gahiir pa^^shand for 

a stationary, four pixel I;.-, = 14) grating. There is nothing special about four pixels, 

other than it nicvkes an attractive plot in the freciuency domain. Becau.se the ptussband 

is located on the /_ i-Lxis. /, = 0 and the filter detects gratings that are not changing 

witli time. .\s the grating begins to translate, it appears to oscillate in time untler 

th(> aperture of a particular receptive field at J\/. This oscillation luus some fretjuency 

related ttj the speed of translation and spatial frequency of the grating. The dtushed 

arrows show the movement of the spatiotemporal energy the c. = 14 grating accel

erates from rest to a speed of 70 pixel s. Ax that speed, the four pixel grating ptLsses 

the receptive field 7()(.\ = 17.5 times in a .second, .so the temporal energy is centered 

at :r/, = 17.5. The spatiotemporal Gabor pirLssband for this situation is shown by 

the black circ-les. The line connecting the black circles shows the constant speed of 70 

pixel s. Any spatiotemporal energy on that line corresj)onds to the same speefl of some 

speciHc s()atial freciuenc\\ .A general \'elocity detector sensitive to a wide bandwidth 

of spatial frequency stiniuh h;L< been built by tiling that constant velocity line with an 

array of spatiotemporal filters and inte'grating their outputs. 

Real imager\- c-ontains an independent spatial (iimension //. With two spatial dimen

sions. speed becomes a velocity feature with l)oth si)eed tuning r, (pixel s) and direction 

6*1 (radl. In this cruse. the frequency domain re[)resentati(jn is shown in Fig. 2.9. The 

blac-k dots repre.sent the energy of a static grating accelerating to the grey d(ns. which 

repre.sent a translating grating. The [)lanes re[)resent constant image \-elocity analo

gous to the lines of Fig. 2.5'. .At any velocity, the projection of stimulus energy ont(j the 

plane is just the spatial freciuency representation of the stimulus. 
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after Watson and Ahuniada. (JO 

Figure 2.8: Tilt' freciuencv (it)iUHiii representation of a ID translatins grating is incli-
catecl l)v black points, and of a stationary grating of same spatial frequency 
by white points. Lines passing through origin show constant speed. 
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Figure 2.9: Spatioteinporal froquencv representation of static and moving 2D image 
gratings. The two planes of constant velocity intersect on the /j- ;uxis. 
The black points represent the energy of a static grating. The grey points 
repre.sent the same grating, but in motion. The arrows show the difference 
in velocities of the static and moving gratings. Figure after Wat.son and 
Ahumada. GO! 
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2.2.2 Aperture Problem 

With rwo spatial (linu'usii)iis. a phenomeiiDii mlled the Aperture Problem ocrurs. 

The aperture problem is an ambiguity of the velocity that results from features larger 

than a neuron s receptive held ivs slunvn in Fig. 2.1()(a). The circular outline represents 

a receptive tield. t)r aperture, through which a moving bar is .seen. The arrows suggest 

three different possible directions of motion of a specific point on the edge of the bar. 

.Motion along any of those directions results in the same spatiotemporal pattern in the 

aperture. It is not mathematically possible to resolve this ambiguity within a single 

receptive tield. unless there are frequency components at different orientations. ;us shown 

in Fig. 2.10(b). In the frequency domain, the aperture problem is shown in Fig. 2.11. 

A thresliolfled Gabor ptussband is shown by the black circles, along with two plane's 

that both intersect the piussband. The line that connects the two pjussbands ptusses 

through the origin, and is the intersection of an infinite nmnber of planes, including the 

two shown. Because each plane corresponds t<j a constant velocity, there is a velocity 

ambiguity if all the motion energy lies on the line. Other spatial frequency components 

with the same (jrientation ^is the one shown will all lie on the same line, providing 

n(j relief from the aperture problem. Good solutions to the aperture pnjblem are still 

open research i.ssues. It is likely that all .solutions to the aperture problem will recjuire 

additional information, like motion patterns from adjacent receptive fields, or special 

a[)plication specific knowledge. This dis.sertaticjn uses spec-ific knowledge with respect to 

d(nvn.stream cfjmputations t(j help resolve the a[)erture pnjblem. The specific- techniciues 

will be shown in Cha[)ter 4. 
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Figure 2.10: The Aperture Problem results when identical spatioteiuporal patterns 
are produced by different motion patterns. The three arrows on the left 
suggest possible trajectories of a particular point that all result in the 
same motion patterns, and thus ambiguous velocity estimates. 

Figure 2.11: .Aperture Proljlem in the frecjuency domain. The black dots repre.sent a 
thresholded Claijor pjussband. The planes show con.stant velocity. The 
phenomenon of many clifferent planes intersecting the piussbands results 
in the aperture i)roblem. 
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2.2.3 Motion Energ>' 

Oficnrt'd .spHriorctufHtrai filters like the "JD Gahor fiiiictii)ii in Fis. 2.7(1)1 cannot he 

separated into independent spatial and tcuiiporal filters. This raises an issue for imple

ment ations. both hiophysical and engineered. A temporal filter implementation is likely 

to he significantly different than a .spatial filter, making it diffic-ult to conihine them into 

a nons(>f)aral)le .spati()tempt)ral filter. Btusic differences include cau.sality and lontinuous 

time operation in a temporal filter, while the spatial filter IULS no causality considerations 

and is sampled at di.screte photoreceptor positions. Realistic implementations require 

s[)atial and temporal filtering to he performed .separately in series. L'nfortunately. in-

de{)eiident hlters result in separable filter responses. Such a filter is slunvn in Fig. 2.12. 

with the same r. = 70 pixi4 s constant velocity line from Fig. 2.!S superimposed. The 

spatiotemporal filter indeed dete-cts motion energ>' ak)ng r,^. but unfortunately it also 

sees motion energ\- corresponding to —hi fact, the .sepiu^able filter cannot disringuish 

between 

Separable filters have other pnjblems illustrated in Fig. 2.13. There are four ct)lumns 

of time ck)main traces. Above each column is shown a spciTial impulse, moving in the 

direction indicated by the dotted cU-row. The first two columns represent the responses 

to a dfirk impulse on a light background, and the second two colunms indicate the 

response to a light impulse on a tlark backgroimd. Processing these spatial imi)ulses 

with spatiotemporally oriented Gabor filters results in the ID temporal Gabor function 

respoiLses shown in the top row traces of the figure. The Gaussian enve>lopes 

are shown in light gray. One of three [)roblems shown here is that the instantaneous 

value of the linear filters depends on the phiuse of the filter or. eciuivalently. the location 

of the stimulus within the receptive field. Secondly, the res[)onse of the linear filters 

are polarity dependent. Finally, the same separable filter respxnids to motion in both 
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Figure 2.12: Reprfst'iitatioii of separable filters to illiistrat(> that they cannot have 
orientation. The .solid line in the rij2,hr subfisure corre-spionds to 14U 
pi.xels per second, and the dcLshed line is -140 pixels per .second.! 
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Figure 2.13: The four idealized stages of Adelsoii aiitl Bergen's motion energ\- detec-
tt)r. Figure after Adelson and Bergen. 43i 

directions cus discussed al)o\'e using freciuencv domain arguments. In fac-t. the linear filter 

caunt)t distinguish hetween a liglit impulse moving left and a dark im{)ulse moving right. 

The second row traces show the responses of an oriented linear filter to 

the same stimulus. This .set of responses cannot he generated with a separable filter. 

The directional aml)iguir\' is resolved, hut the pluuse and polarity def)endencies are not. 

The third row ^,(){f:P.\i] is the result of a nonlinear combination of two oriented linecir 

filters. This will be detailed below, but basically it is the result of two linear Gabor 

functions. t)ut of [)hfLse by t 4 radians, sununed and .sc|uared: 

{  S { s .  f )  g { j \  t :  i l  \ r ) sin( ' -

. S ( . r .  f  I t :  i l  \ j  ]  c u s i ' I - f j - j -  -  l 



= >1 ./•. 11 • _(/(./•. t: i]\i I. r2.13) 

The rcrni "•inorion . from Adt'Ison and BtTSieii 43 . is used ro itidicare tliat the 

measure is iiidcpendeiit of frequency, phast'. and i-outr^u-^T polariry. Opponent energy is 

just the oriented energy respt)nse t)f one velocity minus the oriented eneri^v" 

response of a filter tuned for the opposite direction ): 

(2.14) 

It will he shown below that the orienited eners>' responses corrupted 

by undesired inathematical terms, so Fig. 2.13 is never realized tus cleanly shown. 

However, the terms cancel out in the final opponent motion energ>- 0.\i) to provide 

the same results rus shown in Fig. 2.13. 

2.2.4 Implementation 

It is arguefl above that a motion energy- detector luu; to use separable spatial and 

temporal filters for real implenieiitcitioiis. but that separable filters have .some prol)-

letns of their own that ha\'e to be resolved. The nonlinear combination of quadrature 

bandptuss hlter pairs is the approach tiiken here. 

General Bandpass Filters 

Gabor hlters are but a single chuss of oriented functions that can be lused to detect 

spat lot emporal orientation. There is no jihysiological evidence that such a restricted 

clcLSs of filter.-^ is necessary for practic-al visual processing. Indeed, physically realizable, 

efficitnu hardware implementations of these models ma.\" have a different res[)onse than 

the ideal Gabor functions discu.s.sed so far. .A further complication is that the temporal 



part i)t rhf tilrrr iit'cds to he causal, which a Gahor hhi'i" i.>> mit. Adolsou and BtTiicn 

orii^iiially dt'scribt'd a C1;LS.N OF iiiotiDii fncra;v dfrfcror.>^ wirh proposals for spcciiic spa-

rial and tt'iuporal hirers rhar could he used. 43 Sinioncelli and Heeger alreniarely u.>;ed 

direc'tioiial derivarives of a Gau.ssian. 44 The Inusic idea of morion energy is valid for 

many filrer rypes. and tliis iTcates a potential divergence l)eT\veen the way hiological 

.•^ysreins implement motion energy- deteerors and the way that engineered roi)ots might. 

The following derivation allows the i.ssue to be resolved using technological arguments. 

wirlu)ut introducing new algorithmic constraints, hi tlie artificial iinplementatit)n de

scribed in this dissertation, it is a trivial matter to ciiange the ciuantitative details of the 

spatial and temporal filters, hi otlier implementations using special i)uri)t)st> hardware, 

there ma\- be important technological reasons to ciioose a sfiecific filter clcLss different 

rlian. but compatible' with, the ones u.sed here. 

In order to deal with a more general chuss of spatiotemporal filters. ct)nsider the chuss 

of bandpass hirers tlescribed in the freciuencv domain by Fig. 2.14. Some arbitrar>' low 

pjuss hlt(>r respon.s(^ A{ f) is transformed into a pair t)f bandpcuss filters, both with center 

treciuencv The corresponding s[)arial or rime domain rei)resentatic)n is 

f i ' i s )  = (/(J" I  ct)S( 2~i.-.r 1. 

/;"(./• I (/(.r) sin(2;r(.'.r I (2.15) 

where «(.;•) is the inver.se Fourier transform of .4(/): 

(2.1(j) 
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Figure 2.14: The imv pass filter .4( /) is rraiisforrued into a pair of quadrature handpiuss 
filters //'(/) and H"[f] with center frequency c. 

The freciuencv response of the handptuss filters is 

H [ f  )  =  I ' A i f  -  L - U ' " '  ~  A i f - c W " - ]  (2.171 

where K = 0 for H ' i  f ]  and K = - 2 for The ID Gahor filter is recovered when 

= (2.18)  

However, the folknving derivation of motion energy dties not depend on any particular 

form for .4(/). 

The rest ot this sectit>n derives the motion energy features f; ̂ i.\/) in cjuautitative 

(k'tail. It is a somewhat tedious derivation, .so .some readers may wish to skip forward 
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ro Sfi-rion 2..5 anned wirh rlu' ciualitativo uiulcrsraiidiiit!; of Eti- (2.14) ami Fig. 2.13. 

However, the following derivarion of motion energy i.s a novel c-ontrihtition in that it 

u.ses the general form of the spatial and temporal liltcrs seen in Fig. 2.14. 

First Stage Separable Filters 

The Kr.st stage of the .Adt^Lscjn Bergen motion energy model consists of separable 

spatial and temporal responses 

=  S i x . i j . f ]  f i t ( t :  L ' t )  (2.19) 

where S { . r . ! / . f )  is an input stiunilus. h A . r . i / : 6 \ i .  is a spatial bandpiuss filter. h , ( t :  f t )  

is a temporal handp;uss filter. * represents a 2D correlation in space 

X. "X 

5(./-.//. N */;,(.;•.//; ̂ A/. FJ = J J S { x  —  . r ' .  t / ~  ! / ) h J x .  l \ ) i I x  d i j .  (2.20) 

represents ( (nivolution in time 

X 

S i x .  i j . t )  : [ • .  c , )  =  J S i x . i j . t '  -  t ] h , ( t : L - , ] ( l x i l ! f .  (2.21) 

X 

and V . \ !  is the full motion energy tuning { x \ i . B \ { .  c , .  C i } .  Both f i ^ { x .  c . , )  and 

l t , ( t - . c , \  are of the form of Eci. (2.15) with frecjuency tunings c., and f,- The spatial 

filter is a 2D versiejn with iLs.s(K iated orientation parameter 0\i. In th(> frecjuency domain. 

' = . < { f r -  f , r  f ' - ' h i )  =  J ^ { S l x .  (2.22) 
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Since till' spatiiil tilrors iuuUh- ruusidenitiuii are separalile. tlu' ivniainiU'r of this ileriva-

rioii will, lor siiiipliciry. be coniliic re'd usiiiii mily a siimle spatial (liiiieusiou labeled ;us 

./•. Consider the response ot this filter at a single frecjnency by iisin" the spatioteniporal 

iiTatiiii!, stimulus 

S { . r . f )  =  C O S !  2 T / / j . . r  —  ' 2 ~ r i , t ] .  (2.2.3) 

where rjj. and //, are spatial and temporal fre([uencies. res{)ettively. hi this ciuse. 

Ec|. (2.22 ) becomes 

~ '/j-l'M./? - '/J - Mfx - '/j-I'M/f - '/(); (2.24) 

Tlu' frequency domain is a convenient way to design A {  f ). but the implementation nni.st 

operate in the spatioteniporal iloniain. The motion energy result must be 

independent of oscillations from //j- and r / ,  for downstream integration of i iK)tion energy 

features, also best shown in the .spatioteniporal domain. Returning to the .spatioteni

poral domain by taking the inverse Fourier transform. 

•r\i 

= :  ̂ y J ~ ' I s U H f ,  -  r i , )  ~  -  r i ^ U H f ,  ~  I I , } ]  
- X. -  ̂

J ' M  

where the evaluation at .; \/ accounts fur the rec-ei)tive held location im[)licit in il\!. 

.At this point. Hj-ifj. I re[)reseiirs an abstract hlter with .some pluLse parameter Kj.. and 

liJLs a similar interpretation with the pluuse parameter s,. The nioti(jn energy 
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moclt'l i)f Ailt'lsou Benzen usrs four features corrospondiiiiz; to all tonii)iuatu>ns of in 

I ) h a > t '  a n d  c j u a d r a t u r e  v e r s i t ) u s  o f  H r i  f t ' -

-^A/1- 'fsil )• To r-iiow this. Kj. and k , are inc luded in the notation of witli 

expanded Hj.{ /j. i and 

=  -  A r i - l l r  -  ~  ~  l - ' r U  

A , ( r i ,  -  i - , -  A , { r i ,  -  ! . • , ) (  ~  

^  A ^ i U  -  '-•.I'-''' - - - ^ A n s  -

' a , ( - , i ,  -  -  A , { - n ,  '  c , ) ( (2.25) 

The filters .4r(/j-) and A , ( f t )  are even because they are Fourier transforms of real 

iinpul.se responses. Therefore. 

A , {  r i ,  -  I r - " "  -  A , { r i ,  ~  L - f h  ~  

-  A j - H I j .  -  -  A j - i i i r  ~  C j - ) r  

[ A , ( n <  -  c V - ' " '  ' A , ( n ,  - (2.2G) 

III order to build realizable filters. Kj. and k , must be specified. Using the only 

[)ossil)le values of and k,: 0 or ~z 2. there are four possible combinations: 

) — ^si/: n \/. Kj- — 0. K, —0) 

=  A j - d i j .  -  t v )  -  A ^ i i i j .  '  c ^ ) ]  [ A , { t i ,  ~  ' • • f  I .  

^  - J - - >  ' h - ^ M  -  ' I ;  I  I  ^  f J - "  '  A /  -  ' ( r '  

=  -  A j . ( t i j .  -  L - J - )  -  A j - i t j ^  -  '•V) :  A i i ' i i  A , { I I ,  ~  c , )  



)so.) 

! ( ' . T  -  ' l l ) ' Y  — I  • ^ l l  ) - ^ Y  — {'^•T — 1̂' ~ =  

i ( ' . T  —  ' I j j ' y C -  ( ' - • '  —  ' I ' ] ' Y ! ^  ~  - ^ l i V y r  —  -  • ' l i ) - ^ Y r —  -

~ i l ' h -  n j r i j  I^-R_ ' 

l ( ^ - ,  - f .  H t Y y C  ~  { ' . 1  -  i l i j i y f - ]  -  ̂ h y y r  -  { • " . • )  -  ' ^ h y y C  -  =  

(t./-- = '-Vc -- = 

jiiis 

! ( ' . T  —  ' l ' ] ' y  —  ( ' . 1  —  ~  ~  ~  ~ ~  =  

(t H i -  )^~r' 

; (> . i  — ' l t ) ' Y '  — I  — ' l ' ) ' Y  ' ( —  ̂ l i ) ' ^ y r  —  —  ^ l i ) - ' y r —  -

.. >• 

; ( —  H i ) ' y  —  ( > . 1  —  ' l i ) ' Y ' :  —  ^ l t ) - ^ y r  -  [ ^ . i  —  ^ l i ) - ^ y r '  -

10 =  ' .V  X .  =  -' • •V  - 'Vq  W I - '  =  I  

iiiis 

'('.•) — '//)']-• — — ' I i ) ' y  '(~  { ' ^ • 1  —  )"^V' . ̂  

I i ' u —  1 \  t ' l t  

;  > . 1  —  H i ] > y r  —  H i ) ' y r  ' |  —  ^ l i ) - ^ y  ~  —  ^ l i  -

I ' l l - l \ j - ' U  

V . T  —  ' l i ) ' Y ' r  —  H i ] ' y r —  V . - )  —  ^ l t ) ^ y  —  ( - ^ . t  —  ^ l t ] - ^ y  
T 

[ Z  = '-vo = -'N-/v-(3;;)S = 

~ isd.i 

/V;T O • 

{••(i 
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Oiu' Huds that u )• 1- and ^si(?:n.\;l ri'prfsetit all the 

Hlteriiig that is actually recjuired fc^r computing uiution energy. The rest of the steps 

consist only of linear and nonlinear combinations of the separable responses. The first 

are linear i-onibinations. i.e.. additions and subtractions, to form the oriented linear 

responses 

= \  [ - - ^ A n T  ~  A A I I T  -  ~  c , ) ]  

cos(2rr;/^.r,u -

= 3 A s i ' h  ~  A A ' I t  -  i - T ) A , ( r i ,  ~  c , ) ]  

sin(2rrA/^j-,\/ - 2 - 1 ] , f ) .  

=  \  A A l h  -  ' - ' r ) M U l  - ! • • ( ) -  A A n ^  ~  C j - ) A t { ! l ,  ( . • , ) ]  

cos(2rrA/j.j-,\/ -  2 - r i , t ) .  

=  -  C r ) A , ( i i ,  -  f t )  -  A A t h  ~  L - j - ] A , { i i t  + '-•»)! 

sin(2-iij.j\\r - 2-r},t]. 

Oriented motion energy is computed by squaring the (jrientenl linear respoii.ses and using 

the identity cos-l./-) -siir(j-) = I: 

s t ) i  ( )  
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I 

4 
- L't) ~ Aj{f/r - L-j.)A;(f/t - (.-,1 -

~ I -*A J- ( t l x  J- ^ ( '/x ^  T  ^  A f  [  I  j l  ^  f I  -"If {  ^ I t  ^  )  

cus-I2-//X-''A/ - ' 2 - i i t t ]  -  -  ' 2 - i i t f ) i  }• 

sojl f -  I = f  -  ) — < l  i  (f  -  n 1 

=  ^  A ; { i i ,  -  c , ) A j . [ r i j .  -  c , ]  ~  A j i i j ,  ~  u , ) A i ( i i j .  ~  C x ) '  -

: ^ { - - l r ( ' / x  -  ' - • T ) A x i j u  -  i - ' T ^ A i i i i ,  ~  c , ) A , ( r i t  -  f , )  

cos-(2-//^J-A/ -  2 - r ] , t )  - .siii-(2:r//j..r\, - 2n-f/,f)i }. 

Finally, tho opponent motion eiiorgy featnre is compnted tus 

=  ^  A j i l l ,  -  L - i ) A j { r i _ r  -  C s )  ~  A f i t j ,  - r  c , } A j . { t u  ~  C x ) \  

A f ( r i ,  -  L - , ) A j ( r i j .  ~  c ^ ]  ~  A j { i i ,  ~  c", - cv); • (2.27) 

Tilt' first term in Ec[. (2.27) is sensitive to loftward motion and the second term is 

sensitive to rightward motion. Because the signs of tlie two terms are ciitferent. the 

polarity of SA/I^—A/) distinguishes right from left. Also. Eq. (2.27) is inflependent 

of j-.f.K,. and Kj.. This indepentleiice removes all oscillatory behavior, resulting in a 

simple ileniodulated magnitude estimate of motion energy hiused only on the clo.sene.ss 

of the stimulus frequency to the filter p;issband. Downstream proce.ssing is simplified 

a result, ea-^ing computations that involve multiple motion energy outputs, each 

tuned to different fre(|uencies. Otherwise, downstream results would contain undesired 

o.-^cillations. Figure 2.15 shows the spatioteniporal frequency response of 
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Figure 2.15: Frecjiieiuy doinain representation of motion energy feature detector 
Black pcusshauds represent a positive response, indicating 

riglitward motion. White pjusshands represent a negative response and 
leftwani motion. 

2.3 Motion Energy Integration 

The ne.xt set of features relevant for robijtic navigation b;u^ed (jn visual motion i.s 

the computation of image velocity. Traditionally, computer scientists have computed 

a similar meciMire. called optic flow, using differential technicines and the iussuinption 

that image luminance is con.served. 28^ .\euroscientists. on the other hand, tend to 

believe that (jptic flow in biological systems is c-omputed using neurobiologic-ally plau

sible mechanisms in area .MT of the manunalian brain. .A.s di.scussed previously in 

this di.s.'^ertation. the primary visual cortex (\T) contains such neural mechanisms that 

are tiiwd on spatiotemporal freciueucy selectivity. The integration of \'l complex cell 

afferent into optic flow luis been studied by many authors reviewed in this 

.section. '4.'5.18.45.04.65.06.67.08.44.G9' .A.11 previous work on motion energy integration 
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n'vii'wcd luTt' doiit' with the purpose of exphiiiiiii"; physiological or physcophysi-

cal exj)eriiuenral results from ueuroscieuce laboratories. Our concern here is robotic 

vision, which turns otit to stress tlu'se algc)ritluns that have never before been c-om-

puted (other than. [)erhaps. by real animalsl in large scale iniplementarioiis. with real 

imagery, hust enough for dosed k)op control of a mobile robot. The cited research is 

usually {)erfonned with very b;u^ic. nonrealistic srinnili such sinu.soidal gratings and 

combinations of those, random dot patterns, and edge patterns. Nut coincidentally. 

these are the same stinnili that experimental iieuroscientists use when studying real 

l)iological vision .systems. .A.pplied without modification to real world imagery, the.se al

gorithms result in comic robotic performance. In this di.s.sertation. these weaknesses are 

exf)o.sed and a related algorithm, modified from these based on experimental evidence, 

is u.^ed to increfi^ie roi)Ustness for this application. 

Motion energy features sensitive ro .spatiotemporal frequency, not vt»-

k)city. In general, motion energy is computable with biologically plausible mechanisms 

bur confounds .stimulus conrnust. spatial frequency, and temporal frequency. Integration 

of the motion eniTgy features i}\i I resolves these confounds into reliable metLSures 

of velocity taking into account the aperture problem and image contrtust. 

2.3.1 General Form of Motion Energy Integration 

Most of the literature on this topic conforms to a b;usic overall strategy inspired by 

primate visual systems diagranuned in Fig. 2.1G. In the retina it.^^elf. "bipolar" cells per

form a spatial pretiltering operation P{.r. i/) on raw luminance information /(.r. i/. f) that 

eriualizes regions of different illumination but low contrrust: l)a>^ically a high p;uss filter. 

In this dis.sertation. the output of this prefilter is .specified ;us the stinmlus Sir. //. t). In 
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rlu' primary visual curTex i\'l). tlu'rc is an approximart'ly linear spatiotenipural tilter-

ins; operation //(r.//./: <2 \/1 performed by \'l simple cells cotuputiuii separable linear 

features nonlinearly combined into plnuse and contr;ust polarity independent 

motion enertr>- features 1 l)y \'l complex cells. This operation may or may 

not include a normalization term. Some models include a rectification of their linear 

features to account for the fact that real firing rates cannot be nes^ative. 

could happen when the impulse response of H \ t .  ha.s negative, or inhibitory, 

regions. In any Ciu^e. the linear filter //(j-. </./; n,\/1 detects spatiotemporal orientation 

cLs all these methods require. The specific orientation detected is specified by the tuning 

parameters U\i. 

In area MT. motion energy afferents are integrated into .spatiotemporal 

freciuency independent velocity features ^\-{f:Q\-) tuned to retinotopical location .r\ . 

orientati(jn 0\-. and speed r.. gathered into a tuning vector Q\ = r,). This 

integration also may or may not include nonlinecU-ities and norniahzation. In Fig. 2.1G 

various sjwtiotemporal fimctions are indicated ris functions (jf r. i/ and t. and popu

lation codes are represented tus where » is replaced with specific feature cuid 

timing vector types. .-^11 population codes are functions of time and tuned to some 

retinotupic location I\i or Separable features and motion energy fea

tures iire tuned to retinotopic location and .3D spatiotemporal pitssbands 

il\i = (7\;. c\. ̂ ^.\/. f,. rr,. rr,!. Usually, there are umltiple features for a par

ticular tuning. \elocity outputs Q\ ) are tuned to retinotopic locati(jn. orientation, 

and speed U\ = where is velocity orientation and .speed, respec

tively. 

The rest of this section describes specific operatioiLs ccjnnnonly found either in MT 

models themselves (jr their underlying implementations. Becau.se the application of 
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Figure 2.16: GciuTal form of motion energy integration iussumecl by the literature 
cited in this review. 
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this (lissertariori is in real rinic robotic- control, every operation in the information 

processins flow must have cunerete iuipleuientatious that are not always atldresseti 

when eonsideriug ah.straet mo<lels of visual processins,. In many c-iuses. existing models 

have to be moditifnl fcjr ii.se in this rohDtics application for real world nnplementaticm 

i.ssues such cati.sal temporal filters and fa.st computation. 

Center-Surround Spatial Filter 

Some of the methods reviewed in this section sinuilate the center-surround hishpiLss 

filter P{.r..(/) thought to be done by l)ipt)lar cells in the primate retina. Computationally, 

.some authors find that their sjiatial filters, unless odd functions, result in an untlesirable 

DC offset that ccUi be overcome with tiiis method. The typical model of a center-

surroimd prefilter is a Difference-of-Gaussians 

Pf.;•.(/; rri.(T.> i = -( (2.2^») 
2 - a j  2-fTj 

where rrj > This function, shown in ID in Figure 2.17. litLS a positive f)eak at the 

ceiuer of its receptiw field, and a broad inhibitory region around it. Diffuse image 

features convolve witii this filter to zert). resulting in a high ptuss response. An example 

of a real worlii image convolved with P{x. y. rr, = 1. rrj = .3.5) is illustrated in Fig. 2.IS. 

The only other prefilter found in tliis re\Mew w;u^ u.sed by Simoncelli and Heeger ;44! 

which will be described iii context below. 

2.3.2 Cascaded, Truncated Exponential Filter 

Realistic temporal hirers mu.st be causal. Gabor filters, while theoretically conve

nient. are not cau.sal. Many published velocity models used temporal Gabor filters 
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Figure 2.17: ID ceuter-surrouiid iiiipuLse respoiiso. 

!:il Raw iinajic slirc (1)) Procossod iriias<' S i r . ; / . I , , )  

Figure 2.18: The hipur niiage K x . y . t t , )  hits been fihered witii a center-surround '2D 
Ditferenc-eHjf-GaussifUi.s filter with rr\ — \ and rro — 3.0. 
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tor rheir (•onveiiit'iicr. H<iu>'vt'r. rlu'v must l»e ivplaccd in rt-ai iuiplcnu'iiratioiis. It is 

possible to approximate an FIR Gahor ftlter hv delayiiis iiiput for a few frames and 

rruiicatiiis the impulse response to acliieve causality. I'lifortimately. the delay results 

ill undesirable latency for a real rime svstem. An attractive alternative is biused on a 

ccLsc-ade of truncated exponential hirers. 70.71 These filters iu-e u.sed in this dissertation 

becau.se they are causal and have a recursive (IIR) imi)lementation. Recursive hirers tu^e 

substantially cheap)er to com{)ure' than similar FIR hirers, and frt)m a desijjn point of 

view, are similar to continuous time analos; hirers. Thus, an IIR design will most likely 

be required for an\- real time motion eiierg>- implementation. especiall\- using, spec-ial 

piu'pose analog hardware. 

The bcLsic truncated expotieurial impulse response is 

with frequency- response 

The truncation is represented by the fact tiiat = 0 for f  <  0. Better frequency 

c-luu-acteristics (i.e. a steeper response) can be achieved by c-iuscading several of them 

together, whic-h results in an impulse response 

0 ; / < 0 

(2.29) 

/ 

^ > 0 i fi — 1 1' — n,) =: (2.;31) 
0 : ^ < 0 
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Figure 2.19: Truncated exponential impulse response. Solid line is a.-jlfici, = .5). 
Corresponding even and (xld handp;\s;s filters are shown ;us the diusheil 
and dotted line. resp)ectivel\'. centered at c, = 1/5. 

where means diit] convolved with itself ii times. The ctuscaded exponential luus 

frecpiencv respcjii-^e 

.•\.s a consecivience of the Central Limit Theorem. approaches a Gaussian lus n  

becomes large. This is a satisfying convergence to a Gabor filter, upon which the biusic 

motion energy theory wius biused in Section 2.1. in addition to other velocity models 

reviewed in this section. 

Equation 2.32 is a low pjuss filter, but bandpiuss filters are required for computing mo

tion encrg>' Consi.stent with the previous notation introduced in Eq. (2.15). 

can be u.sed ;us a frequency envelope for a bandpass filter 

X i f , }  =  
^(or-;2-/;;-)" 

:  f  > 0  
(2.33) 

0 : / < 0 
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2.3.3 Derivatives of a Gaussian Filter 

Many autliDrs usr spatial Hltt>rs ha.s(Yl nn derivarivt's of a Gaussian ;us an alternative 

to other hanclpiuss filters like the Gabor: 

These finictions are plotted in Fig. 2.20 Computationally, derivatives of a Gaussian are 

convenient filters l)ecau.se they are stra-nhlt. meaning that arbitrary orientation tunings 

can 1)0 interpolated from a minimal set of bnsi.'< filters^ :72'. In this case, tuned .spatial 

Hlters of ;ui\- orientation can be sinuilated from just two actual 2D convcjlutions; one 

with vertical orientation, the otiier with horizontal orientation. 

2.3.4 Literature Review 

Adelson and Bergen; 1986 

Acielson and Bergen described concrete filters for their energ>" model and a simple 

way to integrate those features into velocitv. i43. 731 .AdeLson and Bergen did not u.se a 

center-surround prefilter P(j\f/}. Their spatial filters were .second and third derivatives 

of a Gau.ssian (Fig. 2.20) and their reni[)oral filter's impulse response 

//ii(J') 

g o i - r )  

(2.34) 

'Ciaiior tiUK'tidii,- arc stccniMr uiily if appro.Kiiiiatcd hy polyiioriiials. 
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Figure 2.20: Derivatives of a Gaussian. In all plots. /7 = 1. 

with the even and odd versions corresponding to n = (3.5). respectively. Figure 

2.21 plots tiiese fiuictions. Adelson and Bergen claimed these filters approximate p.sy-

chophysically ob.served curves. That may be true, but these filters are computationally 

inconvenieiu and do not support the theoretical and practical justification of Gabor 

and truncated exponential filters. Here, we simply observe the qualitative similarity to 

tlujse other functions (Fig. 2.19) and do not further consider these filters. 

.\s detailed in Section 2.1. Adel.son and Bergen's model computefl motion energy 

features corresponding to \'l c(jmplex cell outputs 
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Figure 2.21: A(U'ls<jn and Bergpii's reinpural filters. Solid line plot.'^ f i i t )  -  f { f : k '  —  
I. n = .}). dashed line plut.>^ = fit: = 1. =5). 

where the linear simple cell outputs f:n.\/1. 1 < n < 4. correspond tu tlie four 

conihinatiuiis of even and ixld spatial and temporal filters convolved with the input 

s t i m u l u s  S { j \ . ( / .  t ) .  

Afleison and Bergen's model w^us a 2D spatiotemf)oral model: JLS such, it only 

included one spatial dimension and the concept of velocity reduced to speed. In 

this Ccuse. there wtis no aperture prol)leni ius there Wcis no .spatial orientation. The 

only issue the authors considered is contrast normalization, which they performed by 

normalizing motion energy outputs by the output of a static motion eiierg>- feature 

M •= s.\/('••'"A/= 0): 

<•> = I--, c-.J = 
i f  • • I ' M  -  < • >  )  

(2.37) 
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Tliis alu;orirhui is too siinpk' to l)e applied to r(»l)utic navigation. It only handk's ID 

spatial iniagen". and breaks when l\ I is small. This sort of fragility is catius-

trophic using real imagery, H <il.so does not integrate multiple spatioteniporal tunings ;LS 

f t :  . r \ .  i \ .  i \  ) is still a function of which is a nece.ssary step for robust performance 

with real imagery. 

Heeger: 1987 

Heeger d8i used a center-surround filter P { . r . i j ]  to equalize bright, low contrast im

ages. He wrLs not quantitatively specific about the filter, but his qualitative description 

sounds hke a Difference-of-Gaussians similar to Eq. (2.28). Next, his algorithm com

puted even and odd linear features (^: n.\/—-.\/1 from simple cjuadrature .'JD 

spatioteniporal Gabor filters 

H ,  I J - .  / / .  t :  P .  M  
J -r -X - 'M/ " IZ 

(2-|-' '-rr';(7, 

! / .  t :  H  i  

c o S : 2 : r ( . ^ ( c o s f  v ;  —  y s i n ^ ^ j v ; )  —  ' 2 ~ L ' , t \  

J -'•.\f " *• V-~ f'_ 

{ 2 - y ^  ' - f T ' : a ,  

sini2-c's(xcos^u — (/sin^^A/) — 2 ~ V i f  ] .  

Moti(jn energy features were nonlinear combinations of 

= / / .  /1  / / ,  ( x . . ( / . / :  -  ;5(  J - . / / . / )  

j \  / / .  t )  
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wilt-re p i x . n . t ]  w;L-^ a 3D spatioteinporal Gaussian with four pixel spatial width anil 

one frame temporal width. This pooling w;us retiuired for theoretical reast)ns and had 

the additional effect of making the MT receptive fields about four times larger than the 

receptive fields of the \'l models. \ elocity was computed ;xs a least scjuares minimization 

with respect to velocity (0\-. ). where . r,; 12;/) is a constant predicted Oa/ tuned 

motion energy output for stimulus velocity rj anil 

The divisive terms and - iiormalizeil the motion energy fea

tures over and c,. but not B\i. This liad the effect of normalizing orientation channels 

separately. The preilicted values su(^r- ''s'- ^-.\i) were computeii explicitly based on the

oretical arguments, but those argiunents assmneil a flat image power spectrum. This as

sumption was a weak point in Heeger's algorithm which he partially addressed with the 

0\i specific normalization terms, hi addition, the explicit calculation of r,; H \/) 

was made ptxssible by the simplicity of a temporal Gabor filter in the motion energy 

stage. In real imi)lementations where one has to worry about causality of the temporal 

filters. Heeger s formulas are no longer valid. In this case, some kind cjf iterative or 

learning algtnitlmi is required. 

of 

E(/;.Fv.^v -'-J = Yi 1 

^;/(^r.r.:^A/> = r,: H,,). 
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Alreriiatiwly ru iiiiociiiiiziiig Eq. (2.39). a population coded output \v;us computed 

iUS 

E(iuatioii 2.39 iiupleuieuted an iutersertiun of con.straints calculation, tindiiig those 

candidate velocitie.s most likely giwn all the motion energy- information. 

Heeger's network consisted of twelve motion energy features at each spa

tial fre(|uency l \: four orientations ami three temporal frequency tunings. His imple

mentation allowed only octave spacing in l\. but that is not a major concern because 

his results hold for alternative implementations ius well. His twelve velocity tunings 

included eight directions, and four stationary tunings of different .spatial orientation. 

There is no discu-ssion on how this particular configuration wiis chosen. 

Grzywacz and Yuille; 1990 

Grzywacz and Yuille i4ol <lid ucit use a prefilter l)ut otherwise their method 

is similar to Heeger ! ISj .  Their linear filters were biiiiically tlie same as Ecj. (2.38) e.xcept 

written in comple.x form 

• . u i f-.n. u )  . (2.39) 

r  - r  \ f  • '  V  - ' j \ i  • '  

H { j \  =  f  

with a similar nonlinear combination into motion energy features 

c 
s. S { . c .  ! / . f ) ] - (2.41) 
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but without any sp;itiai puolins or other hUering of the \'l c-oniplex cell output.-. They 

proposed two (htferent nietluxls t)f inteiiratins their motion energ>- features into veloe-

ity features ]. The i)ioIogicaIly phuisil)le one was biblically a template match 

looking for a plane in spatiotenipt)ral frequency space 

V (2.42) 

where the weights were coniputeii tus 

12.4.3) 

The hrst exponential term inecii^ured the distance between the spatioternporal freciuency 

[)laue in Q\ and muti<->u energy tuning V.\i. The second exponential term biiLsed witli 

weight k those candidate velocities to normal flow in order to resoK'e ambiguities related 

to the aperture problem. 

Grzywacz and Wiille did not rliscuss specific methods of choosing i}\i and Q\ . al

though they did propose increa.sing the spatioternporal bandwidth of V. \i with distance 

from the origin to reduce sensitivity to noise. 

Smith and Grzywacz: 1993 

Smith and Grzywacz ;G4: extended the mo<lel of Gryzwacz and \'uille 4oi tcj ac

count for transparent motion. Two changes were a normalization term and a dynamic 

integration region in the velocity feature computation 

^ : (2.44) 
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where 0,, is a re2,i()ii ofurieararicius where rhe u;raiiienr i'>\i i is small, and rhe 

new suiiimatioii is owr some local spatial iieiglihorhood .V which normalizes rhe inotit)n 

energ>- features with respect to stinuilus contnust and intensity. The neiiihborhood O,, 

performs segmentation in orientation that accounts for multiple velocities at receptive 

field location s\-. In the oriiiinal model of Gr/vwacz and 'Wiille. a winner take all .step 

chose a single velocity for locaticni I\ . This segmentation makes it possible to have more 

than one velocity. In this di.s.sertation. however, the whole population ct)de ] 

is retained for further pnjcessing. The dependence on on the velocity features 

(f: Q\ .i^y{f)) is awkward in this context. e.specially since the number, placement, and 

size of r(>gions can change with time. This is not compatible with the parallel, fixed 

network topoU)g>- proposed in this dis.sertatit)n. 

Sereno: 1993 

Sereno did not specify how she ccnuputed her motion energy features "ur 

if an\' p)reprocessing Wcus necessary using her algoritlnn. It is possible that she u.sed 

.synthetically generated —-A/) to .study her network without actually using imagery 

at all. H(jwe\-er. it is clear that her rncjtion energ.\' features only indicated motion 

ortiiogonal to their spatial orientation, which is also a limitation of all the other motion 

energy featine computations described in this review due to the aperture problem. 

Sereno integrated normalizi'd motion energ>- features into v(>locity featuri's in a [)urely 

linear ftushion 

y \nnu.n,)—. ^ ,2.45) 

• I - \  H m . < .  .  
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wirli wei'^hts U ) (Ictcrmiued liv a suptTvised trair.iiii; rulf fnmi rhe iifiiral 

ncrwcjrk literarun- 4'J . StTcnci's paraiiicttT niiiiugs 12\/ and i}\ did not separate spa

tial and temporal frequency; those parameters were collapsed into a single parameter, 

speed (pixel sI. The MT receptive helds were ten times fU; his a> tin' \'l receptive 

fields in her model, .so the velocity computation inte>!;Tates motion energy over a .-spatial 

neishhorhood .V in addition to other parameters. 

Sereno derived her parameter tunings from physiological evidence. Direction tunings 

were uniformly distributed at 15' intervals with overlapping bandwidths of GO". Over

lapping speed tunings were spaced at octave intervals with three octave bandwidths 

between 2 and 125> pixel s. 

Sereno's model is incomplete in that it only shows how to integrate motion energ>-

features into velocity features. I)Ut does not show how to compute the motion energy-

features to begin with. Therefore, one has to wonder if her results are applicable 

when .some particuUir metlmd of computing motion energ>' is used. Also, the fact 

that her model (jperated on motion energy units already tuned to speed instead of 

spatiotemporal frequency side-stepf)ed the critical i.ssue of how that speed is computed. 

The super^'ised neural network algorithm also creates a problem, in that a training .set 

must be generated. This i.ssue is c-onunon with neural network algorithms in general, 

and it is not clear how a roboticist would generate such a training set from real imagery 

without j)ainstaking manual efforts. Real biological systems adapt neural connections 

in an unsuper\"i.sed way. so nature ne\'er required such a training .set. 

Qian. Andersen and Adelson: 1994 

Qian. .Andi'rsen and .Adel.son G7 were concerned with modeling [)hysiological and 

[X'^ychophysical ri'sults of exj)eriments with motion transptu'ency. Their motion energy 
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fcaruivs wen' coiupiucti with Adflsnii and Bfrgen's aliiDrirhni 43 usiiii; 3D 

spatiotem{)oral Gahor tilrcrs. To accoiinr for motion rraiij^parcnc-v, rheir inotitm t'iUTe;y 

fcaruR's iist'd st 'vtTal possible merhods t)f siipprt'ssion or inhil)itioti. hut only wirhiii 

spatial frcqueiicy riiiiiims. Orii'iiration channels did not interact, so motion energy 

in one direction did nt)t iniiibit morion energy in another. In their paper, rhe MT 

model did not actually intejj^ate motion enere;>' into velocity featiux-s. Instead, it 

concerned with MT •"subunits"' which performed subtractive or divisive normalization. 

In this di.ssertation. the .\delson Bersien motion energ>' features already include this 

stage. The contribution of this paper to this dissertation Wfi^ eviilence for a divisive 

normalization nietliod for motion energ\\ but not motion energy iiiregration. 

These autliors also extended the motion energ>- framework for stereoscopic disparity 

timing in addition to spatiotemporal freciuency. Di.sfmrity is not in the scope of this 

dissertation, so the stereoscopic iu^pect of Qian. .Undersell, and Adelst)n"s work is not 

considered here. 

Nowlan and Sejnowski: 1995 

Nowlan and Sejnowski s algorithm 74! u.sed a center-surround prefilter derived 

from a Difference-of-Gau.ssian (Eq. (2.28)) P{.r.t/:rri = 2.rrj = 7). .\'ext. there Wcus 

an .Adelson Bergen motion energy computation at four orientations and nine spatial 

and temporal frequency combinations. Spatial filter center freciuencies were distributed 

with ocrav(> spacing, and the temporal filters were distributed with 1.5 octave spacing. 

Their spatial filters were Gabor func-tions. ami their temporal filters were .Adelson and 

Bergen's suggestion of Eq. 12.35). These 36 motion energ>' features were computed at 

49x49 retinotopic kjcations. They used a normalizing "scjftnuux" function, unicjue in 
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rhis review: 

''m  '•' • - - . \ i  • — .. c. 

The effcf-r of this iiormaiization is ro iiicnvusc rhe hirgest iiiDtiDii eiiore;>' esriniares and 

iniiihir tlie rest while making rhe total neural activity ^ ) conrstant. The gain 

parameter OI determines how much inhibition to use. In the limit AI — DC. tliis 

operation hec-onies a winiier-take-all computation. The normalization was taken over 

all the motion energy features at k)cation .F\/. without distinguishing spatial frec[uencv 

or orientatit>n cls st)me other authors did. 

\elocit\- features were computed in a similar fiushion to Grzywacz and While 45: 

] ^ II lQ\i.Q\ \^\i(t:P.\i] (2.4() 

except there is spatial pooling over a 9 x !) region .V and the weights i r i V . x i . i } \ - )  were 

iletermined hy an optimization procedure, not an explicit formulation. Xelocity sam

plings il\ were tlistrihuted in eight directions (Q\i only had fourl and four octave spaced 

speed tunings (.2-5. '). 1. 2 pixel frame). An additicjuiil velocity tuning corresponding 

t o  z e r o  c o m p l e t e d  t h e  s e t  o f  . 3 3  v e k ) c i r y  t u n i n g s  a t  e a c h  r e t i n o t o p i c  l o c a t i o n  . r \  .  

In this model, velocity featmvs were also normalized 

'C'-: 

A uni([ue contrihution of Xowlan and Sejnowski wtus a tiiird integration .stage, which 

no other authors used ;md is not inchided in Fig. 2.1G. Tlie set of velocity estimates 

(/; Hi I always had errors and ambiguities tus a result uf the aperture problem. in(jtion 

tr;uisparency. and occhisitjii. T(j account for this, a .second ".selection" network operated 
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ill paralli'l rliat \va> rraiiuHl ;i> parr of the optimization promliiR' that computed a con-

hdence meiusiire D{t:V.\ ) for each ^\ {t:P.\ i. A Hnal. top level set of velot'ity estimates 

\va.s spatially inteurateil with these conrttlence meiusiires 

rj = r2.49) 

Notice that their entire network lollapsetl into a single retinotopic location at this stage. 

The receptive field of large (the whole iuiagel and is computed using 

only those velocity features ^\ (t: ) which the selection network identihed tis accurate 

at time t. The sek-ctioii network outputs D(f:V.\ } are not requiretl to he spatially 

correlated: multiple segments of a large i)hject cuiikl be tliscovered by the selection 

network, even considering occlusion and transparency. The integration of the whole 

network into a single retinotopic location is but a minor limitation; an extension to 

multiple receptive fields is straightforward. 

Simoncelli and Heeger: 1998 

Simoucelli and Heeger 44: used a "local contrcii^t" pretilter 

I ( x .  i / . t ]  -  l ( t ]  
b ( j ' . i / . f )  =  p= (2.oU 

l i t )  

when' l i t )  wiLs the average luminance in .some local spatial region M  

I ( t )  =  - —!— ^ /(j-.y./). (2.511 

Their linear filters H  i . r .  i j .  t \ i l \ i )  were tfirectional third derivatives of a Gaussian. Eci. 

2.34. tuned in 2^ spatiotemporal orientations at each receptive field location /\/. Linear 
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features were eomputed in a slightly ditfereiit way from the other metlu)ds in this review: 

tlie spatial hlters were eoiuputed via eorrelaticju and the temporal hlters usins the 

convolution: 

= IJ J H i s .  ! j . f : i l \ i ) S { j - .  i j . t  —  T ] ( l . n l ! / i l T  ~  ( \ i  l 2 . o 2 )  

where was an additive constant representing a spontaneous firing rate. Thev defined 

a half squaring nonlinearity 

= m;L\;0.^(ni'. (2.5;3) 

The linear features were operated on by this nonlinearity and normalized 

n,;) = ^ . (2.54) 
T T  

where rr^ is a "semi-saturation" constant that accounted for physit)logical data, and 

com[)Utationally prevented the denominator fnnn approaching zero in low contra.st sit

uations. Motion energy features were computed by pooling units of the same spatiotem-

poral orientation and pluuse over a local spatial region .V]: 

s A / ( 1  =  X !  ( 2 . 5 5 )  
•i". €-^1 

Sinioncelli and Hei'ger did not clearly specify the weights other than tus a pair 

of constraints. Wlocity features were comf)Uted ;us 

V 
/ . n 0 \ i .  i \ .  i ' f .  i l \ -  i-'s. c , ) - oj (2.5G) 
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where a-j is aimrher spontaneous tiriuu; rate, and the spatial region A'o is another local 

ueiglihorhood in the vicinity of .r\;. Sinioucelli and Heeger did not describe these ueigh-

borhoods. nor if there \V;LS a relationship between .Vi ami .Vj. The weights U'\/(N.\/. ) 

corresponded to an annular ring in spatioteniporal frociueucy space that implemented 

an intersection of constraints computation similarly to other methods in this review. 

However, each weight wa.s modified by subtracting the mean of all the weights. This 

luul the effect of inhibition from motion energ>' features ^.\!(t'.QM) that were far from 

the optimal plane. Also, the motion energy tunings Qv/ did not neces.sarily lorrespond 

to the tunings where motion energy was integrated. Due to the particular choice of 

derivatives of a Gau.ssian filters, motion energy features were interpolated at these new 

locations. The final velocity features were rectified with the half scjuaring nonlinearity 

and normalized: 

^ , _ (2.57 

where a-, is another semi-.saturation constant. 

2.4 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, the basic neuroscience of a mannnalian early vision .system luis been 

described from an engineering perspective. The ([uantitative analysis introduced a set 

of notations used throughout the rest of this dissertation. Aflditionally. it provided 

enough l)ackground to desc-ribe the comi)Utational rec[uirements of the simulator in the 

next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION 

The iiiforinatiuii processing algorithms stiulied in this dissertation are closely mod

eled after biological processes. Real biological systems are implemented by natnre in a 

fiindanieiitally different "technology" than any artificial process engineers have yet crt^ 

ated. Engineeretl implementations of biologically inspired algorithms tend to be awk

ward. ius the algorithms cannot be expressed elegantly in the available analog or digital 

circ uit technologies. Real bicjlogical systems have tremendons capability for dense inter-

connectivity and high parallelism of computational neurons. The ennilation of biological 

.systems must be ini[)lementt>d in technologies available to an engineer, dc^spite the fact 

that they support limited interconnection topologies ruid parallelism compared to real 

neural systems. In addition, real biologic-al ncHworks code information using electrical 

potentials organized in inipul.se trains. The impulses themselves are discrete in ampli

tude. a feature well suited for digital computing, but the timing bc>tween the impulses 

is continuous, better synthesized in an analog framework. Creating application specific 

analog computers is expensive and time intensive. Although analog circuitry can po

tentially operate faster and with den.ser interconnect than a digital system performing 

the same t;usk. the tedious development process makes analog technology unsuitable for 

tlie rapid prototyping and flexible c^xperimentation reciuired of this dissertation. Digi

tal computers are the only engineering technology available at this time with adeciuate 

flexibility. Fortunately, digital computers can perform b;Lsic mathematical operations 
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faster than tlunr utnirDU aninter{)arts. and are capable of multiplexing interctmnects to 

eiuulatt> the nuu^sive connectivity found in real biology. This c-hapter docinncMits the 

hardware and software architecture used to demonstrate the concepts proposed in this 

ilissertation with a real world prototype. Despite the poor match of implementing bio

logically inspired algorithms on a digital computer, this implementation achieved real 

time pc^rformance (% 11 frames per second) on a computationally intensive biological 

simulation. 

Importantly, experienced gained with a general purpose digital .system such a.s this 

one provides crucial insight into how a special purpose implementation, either analog (jr 

digital, could be built. Eventually, analog technology- will probably be the most elegant 

way to implement algorithms such tus these. In order for that to happen, engineers can 

u.se digital systems to learn how to design new computers that fmiction in a biologically 

inspired wa\'. The first analog designs will most likely emerge out of digital precursors 

such iLs this one. 

3.1 Hardware 

The prcjtot\-pe system consists of three physical entities: a robot cluussis. a digital 

computer, and an overhead camera. This section de.scribes these components. 

3.1.1 Robot Platform 

To experiment with robotic algorithms, one needs a robot. The (Kie u.sed h<Te is 

pictured in Fig. 3.1. This cluussis is a remote control model tank. A tracked platform 

such this one simplifies locomotion compared to a walking dc^sign. or a robot that 

operates in some 3D spacc such a^^ a swimming or Hying rc^bot. Although the idecus 

propo.sed in this tli.s.scrtation are suitable for u.se with those more .sophisticated njbotic 
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Figure 3.1: Remote control model tank cha:5sis with video hardware mounted on top. 
The circular patterns are used to locate the robot with an overhead cam
era. 

platforms, there are mechanical and information processing factors associated with their 

use that lie beyond the scope of this dissertation. The floor based, tracked chassis was 

adequate for demonstrating this dissertation without these additional complications. 

The original tank model was stripped of its cosmetic accessories to make room for 

an aluminum platform upon which image acquisition and transmission hardware was 

mounted. All the computation was performed off-board. The only image related tasks 

performed on the robot chassis were the acquiring of images and their transmission, 

via an off the shelf XTSC radio, to framegrabber hardware (or a "TX' card") installed 

in the digital computer. The framegrabber hardware subsampled the XTSC image at 

the resolution required by the application. 100x100 square pixels. Consequently, the 

processor resources did not have to perform the otherwise expensive decimation ta^sk. 

The CCD camera used on the robot was a small, single board de\-ice that measured 

less than one square inch in area. It was mounted on an aluminum post at the rear of 

the chassis. The post mounting hardware allowed for coarse adjustment of the vertical 

and horizontal view angles of the camera. The mounting was used to locate the focus 

of expansion at the approximate center of the acquired imager>-. There was no active 



cuiirrol of the <. ameni urieutatioii; OIKV set. it rigidly attached to the cluissis so that 

it always poiiitefl straight forward. The camera wa:> mounted at the hack of the clntssis 

to reduce problems with body clipping. Initially, the camera w;us mounted at the front 

of the cha^isis. This caiused problems becau.se the tail of the robot would collide with 

obstacles after the camera stopped seeing them. After the camera passed an obstac-le. it 

Wii^; common for the obstacle to he forgotten before the rear of the robot chassis cleareil 

it. often resulting in a collision. With the camera nioimted at the back, it wtLs the 

thing that had to clear the obstacles, .so the body clipping problem due to rearward 

blindness WJLS reduced. 

Image trausuiissioii Wii^; performed with an inexpensive NTSC transmitter, receiver 

pair .>;old through a "security products" catalog. The robot also had a coaxial cable 

output for video, but the wireless system prevented the hopeless tangles that the robot 

wt)uld have e.vperienced had a physical wire been used. The CCD camera output an 

XTSC video signal compatible with the transmitter, and the framegrabber card in the 

computer accepted the NTSC (jutput from the wireless receiver. The wireless image 

transmission system wa-^ not of high quality nor particularly reliable. In ptu'ticiilar. 

image frames were counnonly dropped or distorted when the chiissis motors were oper

ating. prol)ably due to RF emi.s.sions. .Acquired imagery was also jitter>- due to the jerky 

motion of the robot. Low pass temporal filtering was u.sed to clean up both the jitter 

ami frames dropped by the image transmission proce.ss. Both the camera and .XTSC 

transmitter were powered with a rechargeable battery, also mounted on the robot's 

platform. One additional component contained a V(.)ltage regulator because the camera 

and transmitter's supply requirements were incompatible. This comp<jnent also aLso 

worked as a distribution point for power and video signals. 



The robot tluussis also hat! a control system locattxl inuior the alnniinuni platform 

with the imagine; cquipnunit. shown in Fi.u;. 3.2. The control systt>m included two drive 

mott)rs. a radio receiver, electronii's to convert receiwd sem) commands into motor 

control signals, anil two recharsreahle batteries; one for the receiver, and another for 

the drive motors. Tluv-^e components were part of the original toy application, but the 

receiver w;u^ modified b\- the supplier to use a remote control airplane radio instead of the 

standcird t>'pe of radio typically used for ground applications. The radio modification 

w<L^ necessar>' because remote control airplane transmitters are more sophistic-ated. 

-A recjuired feature w;us that the radit) be able to accept commands from the digital 

computer. Remote control airplane radios have a "trainer" port on the hack, typically 

used in c-oncert with a second airplane radio for a student. The hrst radio, operated 

by an experienced remote control airplane pilot, can override the student"s radio at 

any time to protect the model airphme. Although the interface to this trainer port 

is proprietary, the supplier provid(>d enough information for the electronic prott)col to 

be reverse engineered with an o.scilloscope and logic analyzer. This reverse engineering 

Wtis performed, and an FPGA (field progTarnmable gate array) was designed to accept 

c-oinmands from the computer's parallel port and convert them into .servo conunands 

acce{)red by the airplane radio s trainer port. The airplane radio used, therefore, thought 

that it WtL^ sending conunands to an airplane from a student pilot; the reality Wtus 

different. The computer contn)lled .system worked satisfactorily. 

3.1.2 Digital Computer 

Table 3.1 shows a rough estimate of the computational reciuirements of the neural 

sinuilation u.sed for this dissertation. Much of the notation in the table luis not been 

described yet; it will appear in the following two chapters. For now. it is u.seftd just 
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Figure 3.2: The ttrnk chassis had control hardware mounted inside. A remote control 
airplane radio and custom interface chip enabled automatic control from 
a c-omputer. 

to report a rough idea of the computational requirements of the simulation. The esti

mates add up to about 770 million floating point operation.^ per frame. For the network 

configuration cissociated with Table 3.1. and the closed loop experiments of Chapter 5. 

the overall simulation ran at about 11 frames per second, for a total computational 

throughput of about S.5 billion floating point operations per second. The floating point 

coprocessor of a 933MHz Pentium-Ill has a maxinuim theoretical throughput per second 

of 933 million floating point operations (MFLOPS). It is clear that a single processor 

workstation wcis not adequate to run this simulation in real time. A cluster of sixteen 

processors, shown in Fig. 3.3. was available v\ith features summarized in Table 3.2. The 

Pentium-Ill processor at 933MHz has a maximum theoretical floating point throughput 

of 933 MFLOPS using the x87 coprocessor, tuid a maximum rate of 3732 MFLOPS using 

the SSE floating point extensions. The simulation described here used a combination of 
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Figure 3.3: SLxteen processor computing cluster used for this dissertation 

the two processor features; the FFT routines did not take advantage of the SSE exten

sions. but some of the multiplications and temporal filtering associated with computing 

P.,\! I and the multiply-accumulate operations associated with computing ^i (/; P.\ ) 

did. It was determined that for this application, the maximum theoretical throughput 

rating of the SSE extensions was unrealistic considering the motion energy storage 

requirements for s.v/C-—a/) larger than the processor cache. Thus, memory band

width wiis the real bottleneck. In reality, the SSE version of the multiply-accumulate 

operations was only about twice as fast cis using the xS7 coprocessor version. Due to 

ethernet limitations, the best performance was actually achieved using only 14 of the 

available 16 processors. In a ver>- rough estimate, therefore, the simulation achieved 

with 14 processors about half the maximum floating point throughput of the hardware. 
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Ciist 

Ft'iit uri' 
i  Syniixil 

FLOPS 
por franii' 

= of 

Fcatiin"> Total FLOPS 
Iiiti'rcoiiiioct 
Baiulwiilth 

Stinuilu.< FFT !  f \ S t t .  I .  ! i i \  4-180 ' 44N) 16384 

Motion Energ>- j  20.750 21.04 8 7;{9..584.0()0 27.048 

Wlocity 1  s V "  (' —-r 1  5:1200 24..57(i 5:29.491.200 24.570 

Traiuslation i  ' T '  5 :2400 2.VS %G91.200 28.>» 

Collision 1  0 277 0 277 

Control 1  ; / ? < • !  =900 42 5:.J7.800 0 

Table 3.1: E;;Tiinare of real-time computational requireiiieiits. 1 FLOP = 1 floating 
point operation per frame. The FLOPS c-ohnnn is the computational ex
pense per feature tuning, and the "Total FLOPS" cohnnn shows tiie total 
t'xpense for iill the features of that type. Bandwidth is the number of float
ing point values (nitput per frame that usuallv travelled over the ethernet 
to the next process. The FLOP estimates are very rough. 

Details . 

DoscTiption Notes 
: Resource^ ^ 

. 

DoscTiption Notes 

Proc('s.sors 10» 9.'{.'L\IHz Pcniiuin III Dual CPL' mot herhoard.--

Mciiiorv ; > GB 1 GB per proccs.sor pair 

Intcrconncc-t 100 Mhit cthcrni't Bctwcfii [)rori's.s()r [)airs 

\'i(l('o input ! wiroli'ss XTSC ! 

Ovfrln'ad input XTSC 

Table 3.2: HarcUvm-e Re.sources 



3.1.3 Overhead Imager 

Tilt' location of tho robot during tlu' t'xporinionral trials ine;isure<l using an 

(Overhead camera mounted on tlie ceiling above the experimental arena. Mejusuring the 

location of a rob(jt for these types of experiments is surprisingly hard. ilescrihetl 

l)rieHy in Section 1.1.3. In the ctise of this dissertation, the robot's orientation WJLS 

needed in addition to the location. The method of location estimation described be

low works well, but does not represent a good technique for real robotic applications 

because the existence of an overhead camera is not a likely tiisset. However, the Global 

Positioning System (GPSI is commonly available, and provides similar infonuation on 

a larger scale. The location estimation is in no way biologically inspired. The overhead 

camera data wtus used for data recording and strategic navigation, and Wiii? not related 

to the biologically' inspired obstacle avoidance technique. 

The circular patterns seen in Fig. 3.1 and illustrated more clearly in Fig. 3.4 were 

shapes (jf colored red paper pjusted on a black background, also of paper. At each 

computational frame, the (jverhead image Wiis processed to detect those red regions. 

Under the a;ssumption that no other red patterns were located in the experimental 

arena, a binary image Wcus created that was equal t(j zero, except where red WiLS foimd. 

A pixel was determined to be "red" if the red RGB component minus the green RGB 

comp<jnent wa.s greater than a threshold. The green subtraction WcUs necessary because 

some colors, like white, had a strong red component even though they were not actually 

red. The binary image constructed this way was then scanned pixel by pixel, and groups 

(jf adjacent nonzero pixels were found. Groups were weighted according t(j th(> total 

number (jf red pixels found in them, and all but the largest four groups were thrown 

away. In theory, there should never have been more than four, but noise, nonuniform 

lighting {jatterns. and the u.se of an unreliable overhead camera often resulted in random 
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Figure 3.4: Partem inouiited on the robot chassis; for estimation of location and ori
entation by overhead iinager>\ 

iridi\'idiial pixels being close to red. Four points were then fletenninetl by tinding the 

average k)cation of tdl the pixels in each group. With the four (J".//) pairs, the center 

point wiLs identified by finding the point contained b\- a triangle defined the other three. 

The point located on the tail of the robot was computed next by finding the remaining 

point fiirthest away from the center. The c-enter point location wtLs reported as the 

loc-ation of the robot and the center point and tlie tail point were user! together to 

trigonometrically compute the robot's orientation 

3.2 Software 

The u.se of a [)arallel comi)Uter reciuires that the .software be designed for it. Biolog-

ic-al .systems are inherently parallel with man\' special purpose proce.ssing neurons and 

extensive interconnection networks between them. The parallelism is a welcome com

patibility with artificial im[)lemenrations. Software is still largely .serial on a particular 

digital proc-es.st>r in contriust to real biological .systems whic-h process information with 

t>\"erv neuron cledicated to a single {)m-pose and operating in parallel with every other 

neuron. 
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Parallelism \v:us exploirod at two It-vcls for this siiimlation. At the hii^her level, a 

division was made along the lines of func tionality. The sinuilation iniluded models of 

real anatomical units like the mannnalian i)rain aresus \'l and MT. plus other modules 

engineered to handle input, output, and the high level proce.ssing of motion features that 

the niMiroscience coinnuuiity luus not yet described. These new features, described in the 

following chapters, are called "Rotation". "Translation". "Collision", and "Control". 

These high level modules were each associated with a separate code bcuse: in other 

words, heterogeneous nuiltiprocessing Wius used. Some of the modules. "Motion" and 

"\el(K'ity" in particular, were particularly expensive to compute. They were distributed 

acrcjss processors ius well, using homogeneous multiprocessing. 

This .section is specific- about publicly available software used to support the simu

lation. S(Mne readers may be familiar with the tools and might find it interesting, but 

suc-h e.xperience is not required to understand this .section. This section is the only part 

of this di.s.sertation to make these specific references. .\'o tool mentioned here is recjuired 

for a sinuilation of this type, but they all worked well. With the exception of the Intel 

C+-f compiler, all the tools are either "Free" or "Open Source" and the source code is 

available to evcnybody over the Internet at the time of this writing. The Intel C++ com

piler Wius lused because at the time of this implementation, it supported the advanced 

featun?s of the C++ specification better than any open source alternative. It also sup

ported the Intel SSE flcjating pcjint c\xtensions more conveniently. The compiler s SSE 

support, in particular, substantially improved computational throughput. 

.Nlcjst (jf the data processing and me.s.sage piussing in the simulation wius in the format 

of multidimensional arrays. The arrays came about by sampling the multidimensional 

fc>ature .sjiaces. such ;LS .  and ilj-. which are de.scriljed later in the dis.sertation. 

and a.s.M)ciaring a rate code with eac-h .sampled location. These multidimensional arrays 
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i Spt'citicatinii 

' Rf;.otirc<' 
Description Implementation 

1 CoiiinmiiK-atiuiis 
I Protorol MPl L.\M {i'l.G ! 
1 Intel C— (j.O 

1 Laiii^iiaj^o C— gc r ;{.2 

! Laiifiiuagt' Pvtlion 

i 
i 

! Laasiias^e SSE ii^.soiiihly 

Pentium HI 
floating point 

extetuiion ; 

1 hb 1 
1 Implonifntatioii FFTW C—— and Python i 

! .\rra\' Cliis.-; Blitz— C— 

; .\rray Chiss .ViinR'rical Python Python i 

1 Opcratiii;^ System Red Hat Linux 7.3 i i 

j Kernel Linux 7.4. ly i i 

1 Data Lugging .VetCDF Pvthon arul C i 
.single preci.sion 1 

I Data Format floating point 1 

Table 3.3: Commonly tu'ailahlc .support libraries and .software tools u.sed for tliis dis-
.sertatioii. 

i Pnjre-i.'^i's, ! .Messages j .\I(>s.sages 

1 Language 
i 

Threads 1 Sent j Received 

j Initializer i Python 1, 1 !  P . M .  V . y .  V . T .  D  1 
L<jgger Pytlujn 11 j 1 Everything 

Stimiilu.-^ ^ Pyt hon 11 S i t . x . i / ) .  1 

-Mcjtioii C—.SSE 

i 

C, 12 ! i a i t -.V- M } .  

I H i n u )  

( / )}  
i 

t 

\'('i(j(ity C — .SSE 0/ 12 

i W M i l u . n y )  
1 nvinv.ih") 

Rotati(jn C — 11 

\  W l l f n y . R )  
Traii.slati(jn j C—..SSE 1 2 i 

i \\ r i ^ . U  . R . i h  \ 

1  s v / C  — h "  ) •  R )  

Collision C— 1 , 1  :  ^ 1 ) 1  t : x .  D )  
Overhead ' C— 1 1 •TL • 'h. 1 
Control Python 1 1 R f \ .  J f i i  ( ' :  / ? ( • ) •  

^ C A { t : R r l  
i o U - . J r r - O )  

1 

I U r t(/r. D./?(•! 

Table 3.4: Complete iiunlulc' list with im[)lemeiitatiou language and number of ;usso-
ciatcil proces.ses. 
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were iiiipItMiuniri'd usiiig the Blirz library in the C— iiuKhiles. and the N'linierical 

Python extensions in the Python modules. 

A data logging process operated in parallel with the simulation. It received mes.sages 

from tht^ rest of tlie simulation ius if it were a computational module; hut instead of 

performing computations, it wrote them to disk using the .\etCDF protocol and lil)rary. 

The NetCDF scjftware natively supports multidimensional arrays. The logger module 

could store every message passed between modules, although certain Uirge message 

typt>s were USUAIIV skipped to reduce the size of the logtiles. This prevented the logger 

from running .so slow that it effected the throughput of the overall sinuilation. The 

plots in this dissertation were created with Python scripts that extracted data from 

these XetCDF loghles using a Python binding of NetCDF. 

3.2.1 Information Pipeline 

In order to take advantage of multiprocessing, the computational ttusks of the sinuila

tion wcTe .separated into the modules listed in Table 3.4. In general, each computational 

thread ran on a dedicated processor, although the less expensive threads shared pro-

ce.ssors. This .software architecture used the information pipeline shown in Fig. 3.5. 

The sinuilation Wcus disc-retized in time. Each timestep was called a frame. ;us one new 

frame wtis accjuired from the imaging hardware of both the robot itself anci the overhead 

system at each iteration. .-Vs each frame was being acciuired. the "Motion" mochile. for 

instance, was computing the motion energy activations as.sociated with the image it had 

received on the previous frame. .A.s it took an additional frame to seiul the image me.s-

s a g e .  t h e  m o t i o n  e n e r g y  f e a t u r e s  a c c o u n t e d  o n l y  f o r  i n p u t  u p  t o  f  =  / „ _ j .  

This e.xtra transmi.ssion delay is e.xplained in the next .section. The pipeline architecture 

incurred this latency at every module, .so the "Control" module was actually driving 
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rlu- motor plant wirli information ten frames. = Is. old. The advanrago of rlic pipcliiu'd 

ardiite'fturt^ \v;us hish throniiliiMit at tlie c.xjjt'nst' of this ten frame Uitcncv. This is a 

routine engineeriiiji tradeoff that luus been addressed many rimes before in both com-

f)uter luirdware and software. The latency inc urred is a fimetion of softwm'e complexity: 

in this c-iuse. tiie number of .serially eonfisrured modules in the pipeline. .-X convenient 

charac-teristic al)out this cost is that it becomes less sio'iiific-ant tus the frame rate in-

cretLses with more luircJware. In the current configuration that runs at 11 frames 

p)er second, the latency is about 1 second of real time. Fiuster hardware executins; the 

same ct»de would incretuse the frame rate; so the real time latcnicy would decrcfuse. If 

adeciuate hardware was available to compute at the full NTSC frame rate of = 30 

frames [)CT second, the real time latency would oidy be second. It will be shown in 

Chapter 4 that temporal filtering, and temporal filtering ius.sociated with motion energy 

c-oniputations in partic-uhu". inrrctduced another latency without this convenient .scaling 

prof)ert\\ In the simulation described here, the latencies tussociated witli the morion 

energy tem{)oral filters were more significant, and fundamental to the entire rechnicjue. 

than the implementation induced latencies of the processing pipeline. Therefore, llie 

pipelined architecture shown in Fig. 3.-3 Wcus useful for optimizing the computational 

tfiroughput with ahncjst no effecti\'e impact on latency. 

3.2.2 Message Passing 

Communicaticju between proces.ses in the simulation WCLS the primary softWcU-e design 

consideration it had the highest impact on [)erfonnaiice. The Me.ssage Passing Inter

face iMPI). a coumu)n supercom]niting mes.sage pa.ssing API ^75i. wtu^ used. It worked 

well for this purpose, was well documented, and high ciuality implementations existed 

for the LiniLK platform summarized in Table 3.2. The modules listed in Table 3.4 were 
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Figure 3.5: TIio coinplote inforinatioii processing pipeline of the liissertation. The 
nujchiles and notations are (lescribetl in Cliapters -4 and 5. The nunii)crs 
after eacii colon re[)resent the iiinnl)er of threads used for that module. 
The initializer sends data to all other modules when the simulati(jn starts. 
It never .sends data at any other time, and never receives data. The logger 
receives copies of all messages and writes them to disk in XetCDF ftjrmat. 
The "Real World Feedback" label is used to indicate that the feedl)ack 
loop is closed by the motor commands controlling the camera's point of 
view via real world physics. All other connections are electronic. 
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natural iliviskins tuusuleriuu, the couunuukation patterns. In all ciii^os. tlu' (.•ouununi-

cation rt'quirenu'nts hetwwn tlu' sclertecl modules wore minimized by their choiees. In 

some fiuses. a partic ular uu^sase type, like the velocity featur(>s i{f: i}\ ). wtTe sent to 

nniltiple destinations. Therefore, it wa>: efficient to implement the MPl comnninications 

at those points in the How diasram. 

Due to the <_n-erall connmmications bandwidth recjuirements. it was crucial to overlap 

coumumications with computations to make efficient use of the processors and network 

hardware. This overlap reciuired using ;isynchronous commimication between processes, 

a l)iLsic feature t)f MPI. Usins iisynchronous message pi\ssing. a separate thread, not 

listed in Table .'3.-4. kept the ethernet hardware supplied with data, while the other 

threads sinmltaneously consumed processor resources. Each thread running in the same 

process iLs another thread shared memory. This memory sharing saved conununication. 

because a message only needed to be .sent once to a processor pair for two threads to use. 

This is why the "Proces.ses Threads" colunm of Table 3.4 makes the distinction between 

processes and threads. The result of all these considerations was near saturation t)f both 

the processor and network resources, instead of each resource w^usting time waiting for 

the other. A hypothetical conununication pattern is shown in Fig. 3.G. The boxes 

represent one frame's worth of computation tLs.sociated with the module listeti on the 

left. Each computation took .some amount of time, represented along the absci.s.sa. At 

the beginning of each frame each module posted an iusynchronous .send of the results 

computed during the previous frame f„-i. represented by the arrow connecte'd to the 

lower left corner of each computation representation. The arrow represents an MPI 

m e . s . s a g e  t h a t  a l s o  t a k e s  a  c e r t a i n  a m o u n t  u f  t i m e  t o  c o m p l e t e .  D u r i n g  e a c h  f r a m e  t „ .  

the MPI message holding the result wiis sent sinniltaneou.'^ly with the computation 

(jf the new result. The computations shown in the figure are notated with the most 
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Figure 3.6: PipoUne timing. 

nvcnr stiniulu.-< imago S { f ]  that had reached the module at Xotiee that the Icust 

nuidule in the pipeline, the ""Contrcir' module, computing with information ten 

frames old. The "Motion" and "Wlocity" modules were by far the most exj)ensive 

modules; this characteristic is shown by computations consuming the most time on 

the plot. The besr performanc-e wtus achieved by assigning tweh'e processors to twelve 

threads iussociated with the "Motion" module, plus twelve threads associated with the 

"Wlocity" module. All other computations were [)erformed on another two processors, 

for a total of fourteen processors used. An additional two processors were available, but 

the extra communication recjuired to supply those two extra processors with data w^us 

too much for the network hardware, so the total througii[)Ut was actually degraded by 

their use. 



3.2.3 Initialization 

Message muriiic, patterns in the siniuhitiou were eoiuplex. with eaeii imxhile of Ta-

F)le 3.4 potentially generating many message types and rec-eiving different message types 

from other modules. It WJL-- important for performance retusons that only the minimally 

required messages were sent during the simulation. Ct)mplicaring the situation wiis that 

during develofnnent. the me.ssage patterns often c-hanged. and partial sinnilations were 

often performed. It Wcus unpossihle for modules to know at compile time which message 

t\-pes were going to he produced h\- other modules, mid where its own messages W(nild 

he sent. In addition, it Wru< connnon for the network configuration to change from trial 

to trial, including arl)irrar>- changes in the feature spaces Q \i. . and Qr- This in turn 

impacted the size and format of the messages. For all these retusous. a dynamic message 

routing protocol Wcis used during the simulation's initialization pluuse. 

As each MPI process started, it would "Publish" new message types generated by 

the moflule. and "Subscribe" to nie.ssage types offered by other modtdes. .A. partial 

list of the message ryp)es that each module published and subscribed to tu^e listed in 

Table 3.4. The most conunon message type wtis a persistent, iusynchroiious message 

that Wius exchanged at ever>- frame. In Table 3.4. these message types are identified by 

being ftmctions t)f time f. Other message types, used only at initialization, specified 

things like the network configuration in terms of the fiarameter spaces n\/. V.\ . and 

i}r. Hiitl additional parameters that specified everything including niunerical thresholds 

and gains, logtile names, ami stimulus types and pcU^ameters. Most of these message 

types were generated by the Initializer module. This allowed global clumges to be 

made (juickly in one [)lace wliile the whole sinmlation would innnediately reflect thi' 

modihcations. Otlier mes.sage types included module states, usually repre-serited as 

arrays of w^'ights. like H\ [>1 j. . R-Ur)- and W'c j^iRc.Ir-D). Usually 
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rlu'sc iiit's.sai2;t'> were tuily rcct'ived by rlif •"Lunger" inodule; l)Ut in the of rhe 

••\elo(iTy" inodule. they were used to eliminate tlie Wiu^ted coinputaTion of particular 

features that were never tiseil ilownsrream. The "Wlocity" motlule used the temporal 

filter state of the "Motion" module to compute its own weights —i I- In most 

ciLses. each nuiflule luul to subscribe to some messages and read their values before it 

could initicdize new messages and publish them. The modules could subscribe to and 

publish messages in arbitrary" order, and ius many times tus needed before indicating it 

WiLs done with the initialization pluuse. When all processes were done initializing, the 

simulation would start and only the prepared messages were sent from that time onward. 

Each message type Wrus only sent to other modules that had previously subscribed. 

I sually. there were some message types that had been published but to which no module 

had sul)scriberL Thos(> messages were prepared by the originating module (usually at 

small expen.se). but not .sent anywhere during that trial. 

3.3 Chapter Summary 

Many t'ngineers have often claimed that digital computers are fimdamentally too 

slow for the real time simulation of biological processes used for real W(jrld image un

derstanding and visuall\- guided robots. These same engineers usually study special 

purpose analog circuit implementations of similar algorithms in order to achieve the re-

cjuired compiuational throughput. While analog circuits have proven to be fast, small, 

and power efficient, thi' tedious design proci'ss and technology limitations have s(j far 

prevented the ini[)lementation of large systems like the one described in this dissertation. 

Computers are always getting fcuster; their capabilities generally increcusc^ at a fiuster pace 

than analog circuit design. The computer described here is still, in fact, slower than 

a hypt>theti(al analog circuit w(juld be. However, the computer is fast en(j\igh. using 
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the clescrihed software anhiterture. to cleinonstrate the principle of real time, vision 

hiused. robotic control using biological models. The He.xibility of the software system, in 

contnu5t to analog circuits, enabled the rapid implementation of a system of adecjuate 

complexity to prove this principle: a result not yet achieved by the analog circuit com

munity. The traditional criticisms of digital computers still apply: they are too large, 

heavy, and power hungry to he carrietl on a robot. These problems have been addressed 

for this prototype implementation largely by the wireless video and control tethers to 

an offl)oard computer. More importiuitly. biological processes cannot be expressed well 

on computers. The following two chapters will show that elegance notwithstanding, 

the s(jftware system described in this chapter was suitable for sinudating Inological pro

cesses well enough for obstacle detection, and fiist enough for real time avoitlance of 

tho.se obstacles. 
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CHAPTER 4 

OBSTACLE DETECTION 

Chapter 2 told a simplified sror>- of a basic synthetic vision system, built upon 

prior neuroscientific experiments that testt>d one feature at a time using Ccirefully con

trolled stimuli. Implementing a large network of previously unrelated neuroscientitic 

models that interacted on a robotic platform, operating in the real world, introduceil 

new problems and e.xiisperated the old. Exposure t)f these issues and the proposal of 

corresponding .solutions described in this chapter are important contributions of this 

di.s.sertation. Additionally, a novel, complete network able to compute the time to 

collision to real world environmental obstacles is presented. Experimental results are 

shown that demonstrate the features and operation of the new network operating on 

real imagery. This chapter deals with the computational issues of obstacle detectit)n. 

Chapter 5 will build upon the obstacle detection network tlescribed here, and describe 

the control issues of the robot itself. 

4.1 Theory of Operation 

This .section describes the biusic mathematics of the new obstacle detection network. 

Some additional theory is introduced later with the experimentcil results in Section 4.3 

because the data re\'eals why certain enhancements are necessary. At the end of this 

.section is a graphic that sununarizes the metluxl. 
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Previous robotic vision work coinpiitetl time to collision from optic How. which is 

image vek)city cotled JLS an array of vector values distributed over the visual tiekl. 

28. 7G. 77.2(1. 7S. 79. SO. 5>1. 2!). S2 Each 2D optic How vtx tor in the array corn^ponded 

to the estimated speed and orientation of the visual feature at a particular retinotopiic 

loc ation in units of pixels frame. Optic How is a vector coded version of velocity in-

fonnati(jn similar to what neuroscientists believe is represented i)y mannnals in brain 

area MT ;is a population code. The velocity features computed here ju-e inspired by 

the MT population coded version, not the traditional optic How u.sed in previous work. 

.Accurate and dense optic How luii^ proven to he notoriously hard to compute using real 

world imagery due to aperture effects and diffuse regions. '7Gi .Another reason optic 

How computations tend to be sparse and unreliable is that the representation is 2D 

(consisting of speed and orientation), but the ba^iic mathematics only provide a single 

constraint btused on ecjualizing spatial and temporal clerivatives. .Many techniques have 

t)een propo.sed to generate a second constraint l^fised on various heuristics. i2S.7Gj Two 

popular methods, proposed by Horn and Schunk i83i. and LukiLs and Kanade :84i. both 

(jperate by applying a regiilarizing constraint on the spatial derivative of the flow math

ematics. Regularization tends to introduce errors i)v smoothing the optic How. Since 

visual occlusions generate discontinuities in the How patterns, the smoothing causes the 

most useful information potentially derived from motion to be lost. Regularization does 

not .solve the aperture problem either, although the smoothing effect often performs re-

marbibly well in this regard for many stinuili. population coded velocity feature, as 

proposed here, does not recjuire fabricating a second How constraint, and allows a novel, 

delayed resolution of aperture effects that will be de.scribed in this chapter. However. 
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Figure 4.1: This velocity representation shows the parameter space of c^-6\- at an un
specified retinotopic location x\-. The radial axis indicates velocity speed 
r,. with slow speeds corresponding to small radii near the origin of the 
polar plot, and fast speeds notated near the edge of the plot. Orientation 
Oy is indicated by the angle of a notation on the plot. Yellow shading on 
a bine background represents the level of activation of a particular feature 
with tuning corresponding to its polar location. The red circle terminated 
arrow shows an optic flow vector, which exists in the same feature space. 

the concept of optic fiow is still useful for deriving the population coded approach pro

posed here. In addition, the results in this chapter are compared to traditional optic 

fiow. The algorithm used to compute optic flow is described in Appendix A. 

Figure 4.1 introduces a visualization technique used throughout this chapter to rep

resent a feature space slice. This particular polar plot shows a portion of the velocity 

feature space D.\ . introduced in Section 2.3. at some unspecified I\-. The feature space 

is partitioned into regions that each have some associated velocity orientation d\-. indi

cated by the angle of the partition on the plot, and velocity speed r, indicated by the 

radial distance from the center of the plot. Some of the partitions are shaded yellow in 

proportion to feature activations at some time t. The blue partitions are 

inactive. 

Optic flow vectors exist in the same feature space as the velocity features 

An example of an optic flow vt>c-tor is shown by the circle terminated arrow in Fig. 4.1. 
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Alrhoush rho optic How exists in the same feature space ;is the population coiled 

]. its representation explicitly codes orientation and magnitude in a vector 

format. In contnust. the population coded representation represents the tunings Q\ 

implicitly: the tuning cannot be determined by the activation level 

Figure 4.2 generalizes Fig. 4.1 to include the retinotopic distribution of Qv . The 

figure consi.sts of lOU polar subfigures similar to Fig. 4.1. distributed at the receptive 

field centers I\ . To niiixiniize the available page space for figure detail. ;Lxis markings 

have betni removed. Implicitly, the x and // coordinates both span -50 to 50 pixels 

in all similar figures. Figure 4.2 shows that the velocity speed distributions were not 

always uniform across the visual tiekl. In fact, fiuster velocity speeds were more useful 

on the image periphery than in the middle. The velocity speed unit, pixels/frame, is not 

compatible with the receptive field location unit (pixel.pixel), therefore no relationship 

exists between the ;Lxis units and the radial dimension in the subplots. In fact, the 

velocity speeds them.selves are not indicated on the plot: only information about relative 

speeds is available. Specific values of [jarametor space tunings are tal>ulated in Appendix 

B. The derivation of tho.se tunings is described below in Section 4.2. 

4.1.1 Time to Collision Features 

.Motion i)arallcLX can be u.sed to compute relative depth to environmental objects. [85j 

.Alth(jugh the cited reference is a two dimensional model that includes both translational 

and rotational effects, we start here with a simpler ID model, accounting only for 

translational motion. This dis-sertation handles rotational and 2D effects in a different 

and novel way. described below. Figure 4.3 shows the biusic ID situation from an 

overhead piMut of view. The small point shows the a[)erture of a pinhole camera model 

with focal length /. The pinhole is Z cm away, along the line of sight indicated by 
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Figure 4.2: This figure shows a blank template used in this chapter to show feature 
activations in the velocity feature space Qv. The polar subfigures are 
retinotopically distributed over the visual field to represent x\-. Each 
cell in the subfigures will be shaded yellow to represent velocity feature 
activations at some instant in time. The axis labels have been removed to 
maximize the size of the plot: they are implicitly —50 < x < 50 pixels on 
the ordinate and —50 < y < oO pixels on the abscissa. 
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the heavy arrow, from tlio plane of .some environmental feature located by the lar^e 

point. .V cm away from the intersection between the obstacle s plane and the camera s 

line of sight. The environmental feature projects onto the camera s image plane at .r 

pixels. In thi.s dissertation, the camera wsi^; mounted rigidly to the moving platform 

and the platform translated along the line of sight, shown I)v the solid arrow. Because 

the triangles are similar. 

.Notice that / accounts for both the focal length of the camera, and the unit conver

sion factor between physical distance (cm) and image coordinates (pi.xel). The vision 

.system does not have enough information to estimate Z directly .V is unknown. How

ever. meiisurenients bcised on optic flow, and the population coded velocity estimates 

siC". n\ ) used here, do provide an estimate for the feature velocity 

which in one dimension is a simple speed meaiiurement in pixels/frame. This value c-/-

is called translation spttd in this dissertation. Considering the temporal dynamics of 

(4.1) 

Eq. (4.1). 

d.r 

I f t  

fX dZ 

~rlt 

z 
j^tjZ 

Z dt • 

(4.;}) 

(4.4) 

(4. 0 )  

Using only visual cues, neither the distance to the obstacle [)lane Z nor the robot's 

vt^locity tlZ, dt is known. However, their ratio can be related to known cjuantities. 
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Suhstinitiiis Eq. (4.2) a n c l  reurraiiu;in<;. 

Z 

dZ <lt 
=  D .  i4.G) 

'T 

This new quaiiriry D  is called the f i r m  t o  c o U i s i o n  mid luu^ units of frames. Usually, 

the value is positive hecau.-^e dZ.df is negative when the robot is approaching the ol)-

stacle plane iZ is decreasing). The vision system cannot actually estimate Z using 

this methotl. but it can estimate when the camera will collide with the iibject in a 

perpentlicular plane Z pixels away. In this dissertation, time to collision is enco(ied 

a population of retinotopically distributed D timed detectors computed tus 

a simple conversion of translation features described below. 

pinhole 

/ 

.V 

Figure 4.3: In one dimension, an obstacle represented by the large dot lies in a plane 
perpendicular to the robot"s direction of motion along Z. The point 
projects onto an imaging plane at s pixels. 

4.1.2 Translation Features 

The translation features introfluced here. .^7-(Hr). 'y}- eonverted the 2D 

velocity fstiniates i f :  P . \  I to the ID translational speed at the retinotopic locati<jn 

It reciuin'<l for tlii' computation of time to collision. Eq. (4.G). This subsection begins 
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wirh the situation tor pure traiishitioii. and then adds the couiplic-ation of rotational 

Hows that occurred when tlie robot tunuHl. [n the absence of rotation and dynamic 

environmental features, all optic flow patterns seen by the vision system were related 

to the forward translational egoniotion <jf the robot along the line of sight in Fig. 4.3. 

Therefore, optic flow lines should emanate radially from the focus of expansion ;us in 

Fig. 4.4. ;59] In the ca^^e of a rigidly mounted camera, the focus of e.xpan.sion WcU< a 

known constant, locatetl at x = (0.0) in Fig. 4.4. 

50 
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-20 

-'JO 

\ \ ^ / / / / 

V V \ ' ' / / / y 

V V \ 

V • » A  ^  

•— 

^ *- . . •» 
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/ / i . \ \ \ N 

/ / J I i ; \ \ \ \ 

-OO l o  50 

Figure 4.4: Dense. i(U>alized optic flow patterns of an equidistant approaching .scene 
resulting from pure translation with the focus of expansion at x = (0.0). 
Each arrow represents the ideal speed (indicated by length) and velocity 
orientation of a visual feature at specific points in a hypothetical .scene. 

It wiLS most u.seful to mount the camera on the robot such that the f(jcus of expansion 

was located exactly in the middle of the captured imagery. In this flissertation. this 

(•(jrresponded to .r = (0.0) in all the stimulus figures. In the c;use of a groimd Inused 

robot, it may be beneflcial to adjust the focus of e.xpansion in the vertical dimension 

tcnvards the grounrl. becausi' many surfaces like smooth floors may not have enough 

(•(jiitrast to generate u.seful motion cues, unlike (jther enviromnental featiu'es above the 
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focus of expansion. In this dissertation, the lowest portion of the scene W;LS aetually 

eonsunied hy the robot chassis itself, which never provided any nsefnl information. This 

point is mentioned here, hut w;us not ctjiisidered in detail. 

With a known focus of expansion and the assumption that there are no rotational 

morions caused by course changes or dynamic obstacles, translation speed rj can be 

estimated by the 2D velocity features with orientation tuning corresponding to the 

orientation of radial flow directed away from the focus of expansion. However, rotation 

artifacts resulting from the robot turning also contributed to the computation, .so they 

will lie flescribed first. 

Rotational optic flow patterns occurreil when the robot turned to change course. [59j 

A representation of this flow component is shown in Fig 4.5(h). When the robot turned 

to avoid obstacles, it was usually translating and turning sinuiltaneously. resulting in 

the combinefl expansion and rotational How in Fig. 4.5(c). In order to keep track of 

obstacles, the vision system could not lose the translation patterns of Fig. 4.5(a) in the 

overall combined flow pattern. Ideally, one could simply subtract the constant rotational 

component from all the combined components, exposing the ex{)ansion components with 

length CTi-r-rl- Unfortunately, real world motion estimates are horrendously noi.sy and 

spar.se due to diffu.se regions, the aperture problem, image noise, and in the c;use of 

optic- flow computation, regularization heuristics. Proposed here is a population c-oded 

alternative method that had advantages in the presence of the aperture pnjhlem and 

visual occlusions. 

Figure 4.G shows the combined optic Hfjw .situation at a single receptive field location 

•F/. The translational componc>nt is shown 1)V the vector T = rj_6r- the rotational 

component is shown by the vi'ctor R = (/?.()). and an error component f" is shown. 

When T and R repre.-;ented the true translational and rotational flows, respectively. 
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Figure 4.5: Idealized ()[)tic flow fields induced by pure rranslarion forwcU'd. pure rota
tion to the left, and translation and rotation combined. In reality, it is 
hard to compute optic flow with this kind of density and accuracy due to 
noise, the aperture problem 59i. and diffuse regions in the imagery. 
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Figure 4.6: An fxpaiisiw flow conipoiienr T  coinhined wirh a n)tarit)nal flow coin-
pttuent R detint'd an icU-al vflocity liypothfsis C. An at-tivated velocity 
ft-arun' in rlu' ncip;liborhood of C defined l)y rrc combined with rotational 
estimates of R Wtus e\'idenc-e tliat T Wcis tiie trne translation. 

then the expected combined How Wcu; 

C  =  T -  R  

t'f cos O-j-

I'r sin ftr 

f j cos B j ~ R 

cj sin Bj 

R  

0 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

When T  and R  were unknown, the vec-tor C  represented a hypothesis that the true 

t r a n s l a t i o n a l  f l o w  c o m p o n e n t  W c U S  T .  a n d  t h e  t r n e  r o t a t i o n  f l o w  c o m p o n e n t  w t u s  R .  

The velocity detectors ) were sensitive to the coinl)ined flow C pins the error 

r. =  T  ~  R  ~  f .  L'siiall>'. tiie error conip)onent T wtus sifrnificant for real world 

imagery. Tlierefore. the translation detectors were designed to be sensitive to 

a region rr^ aroimd C. 

The jol) of the translation features f; wius to reduce the velocity features 

) to the expansive coini)onent of optic flow T. accounting for any possible 

rotation R. A particular Hi tuning was optimal in many different How situations, each 

corresponding to different rotational possibilities /?. The translation detectors were 
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provided a rotation t'sriiuati' code t :  R \ .  and considered each 11 \  i ] \  i in relation to 

tlunr own tuning ilj and the wliole set of /?: 

. H  

with each velocity feature tuning i l \  corresponding to a hypothesis C .  The weights 

\\ determined the conihinatitnis of P.\ .R. and Qj contributed to 

IIT"! r^i. /?. (4.11) 

Wloi-ity weights computed with Eq. (4.11) are shown in Figs. 4.7 through 4.9 for 

/?=()...35. and -..j-o pixels frame, respectively. Each polar .^ubplot shows which velocity 

features ) were weighted to influence the translation feature at the 

same retinotopic location (i.e.. . r \  —  x - r ) -  It is possible that iioii-lociil velocity features 

(.Fv — .ry ) also could have contributed to the trfmslation estimates, but such situations 

are nt)t represented in the plots, nor were they used in the experiments. Specific tuned 

values of rj were a function of Ij and are therefore luu^d to compactly specify here, 

but they are tabulated in Appendix B corresponding to D = 87 frames. Figure 4.7 

shows the ctLse for /? = 0. when there w;ls no rotational flow and the translation weights 

corres[)ouded to purely ex{)ansi\e velocity. Figure 4.8 shows the situation for rightwtu-d 

rotation R = .35. and Fig. 4.9 shows the situation for leftward rotation R = —.35. 

These [ilots show why fcister velocity tunings were useful for receptive held locations 

far from the focus of expansion. For visual clarity, fewer velocity .speetl tunings r, are 

shown (8) than actually used in the following simulations (IGl. 
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Figure 4.7: Translarion weights that connect the velocity features to trans
lation features when R = 0 and x\- = xr- The feature space 
shown in the plot is Q\-. The circle terminated arrows indicate the ideal 
optic flow vector corresponding to vj-Ot- This figure can be compared to 
Fig. 4.5(a) to .see the relationship between the optic flow and sr(^: ̂ -t) 
for a purely translational situation. 
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Figure 4.8: Same format a» Fig. 4.7. but with R = .35 pixel, frame. The arrow has 
been extended to show the nonzero rotational component. The ideal optic 
flow vector is the sum of the translational and rotational components. 
This plot can be compared to Fig. 4.5(c,i. 
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Figure 4.9: Same format as Fig. 4.8. but with R = —.35 pixel/frame. 



Figure 4.10 shows a blank visualizatiun of the translation features ir(f; I -r-

The visualization is similar to Fi^. 4.2. e.xcept there is only one orientation at each 

receptive field location If = The orientation is iniplieitly a fiuic'tion of .Fj-. 

Ht  = J'r'- iH>t nn explicit runins dimension in Qr- Figure 4.10 is also 

similar to Fig. 4.4. e.xcept that it acconnnodates a population code instead of a vector 

c-ode. 

Figure 4.11 shows the expec ted temporal dynamics of a particular column of trans

lation features for the coiiiinon situation of approaching an obstacle. .-Vs the 

(obstacle nears. the corresponding time to collision D decreases with time. For any 

particular column of translation detectors at Fj. Ecj. (4.6) shows that the translation 

speed r-r must increase. Therefore, translation feature detectors tuned to low speeds 

r-f fire Ccirly in time, deactivating a:s the obstacle approaches and translation features 

tuned to higher .speeds activate. Becau.se the translation features ^r{t:P.-r) are related 

to the velocity features different only to account for the aperture problt>m 

and rotation, similar temporal dynamics occur in the velocity fc>atures. In the absence 

of rotation and the aperture problem (or when normal flow ec}uals the true flow), the 

translation and velocity features have ver\- similar dynamics. In fact, the data shown 

in Fig. 4.11 is actuall\- a preview of real velocity feature activations that will be shown 

later in the chapter for such a situation, in Fig. 4.34. 

The translaticm features ^vere clo.sely related to the time to collision fea

tures x j - .  D )  iiitrcjduced in Section 4.1.1: 

^ o l f . s r . D )  ̂  (4.12) 
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Figure 4.10: The translation features = {-^r-t'r}- are tuned to retino-
topic locations I t - shown by the spatial distribution of the "slices", and 
translation speed ct. indicated by the radial dimension of the "slice". 
The slices suggest a feature similar to velocity that has been reduced to 
a single orientation Or- implicitly related to It and the focus of expan
sion at X = (0.0). The width of the slice has no meaning, it is nonzero 
only to have space for shading and to be otherwise similar to Fig. 4.2. 
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Figure 4.11: When cipproadiing an (jhstaclc. the dynamics of a population coflcd 
translation feature colunm ) will show a progression of feature 
activations similar to the (jne shown here. When the olx'^tacle is distant 
early in time, ir activates translation features tuned to slow speeds ry. 
.As time progre.s.ses and the obstacle is approached, it appears to move 
faster and corresponding feature iletectors fire. 



when D  = il-F/ ; i - j .  whirli is rhe siinit" rt'larimiship dt'scribed by Ec). ^t'licralized 

for rwi) spatial (liineiisions. 

4.1.3 Rotation Features 

The compuriitioii of the translation features required rhe rotational esti

mates ^fi{f:R) iis input, the computation of whieh is described in this subsection. As 

noticed by a previous researcher, the true rotation is constant everywhere in the scene, 

regardless of depth, for distant environmental features and retinotopic pixels near the 

ft)c-us of expansion where expcuisive flow is inherently small. 59i Specializing those 

idetu^ to the Ccuse when the focus of exp)cLnsion is known, rotation can be estimated ;LS 

an integration of the vek)ciry features ): 

) (4.13) 

where the weights 

1  ^  K - , , . y  sgn|cos(^\')) = >gn(/?) 

I cos(0\- — < .9 

Orotherwise. 

(4.14) 

In Eq. (4.14). r, and 6 \ -  were com[)oueuts of i ] . \  .  knowledge of the focus of expansion wius 

used to compute the imi)licit translation orientation Bj. and the sy.stem wtus relatively 

in.sensitive to the t)audwidths (T« and an which were arbitrarily chosen to be = .15c, 

and rr„ = z 2. The orientaticni of rotation wiu^ always = U in this applicati(jn. because 

the robot cluussis W;LS ground btused and could therefore only generate horizontal rotation 

patterns. Flying or swinuning robots that change elevation would require using a larger 
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set i)f Ill Eq. (4.141. rhe tirsr expniiential term eliiiiinated those velocity tunings that 

would he expected hy pure translation with l)an<lwidth Aetivation of tho.'ie feature 

detectors might he due to rotation, hut might also he tlue to translation, so they did not 

make good inputs to the rotation detectors. This term is illustrated in Fig. 4.12. The 

sec-ond exponential term is the tuning for R itself, with handwidth rr/,.. The thresholds 

select for orieutation. Figure 4.1.J shows the R tuned terms tuned for a particuhir 

rightward R = .35. Figure 4.14 shows the whole rotational weight network. Such 

a network ideally discovered and weighted distant environmental features and motion 

patterns near the focus of expansion where motion due to translation wtus small, cuul 

rotational motion estimates were most accurate. 

4.1.4 Velocity Features 

The velocity features ^\ {f:Q\ ) were required to compute the rotation features 

and the translation features described ahove. These velocity fea

tures were c()ini)Uted with a modified version of the integration fornuila proposed l>y 

Grzywac-z and 'Wiille 45' and reviewed in Section 2.3.4. The two modificati(Mis replaced 

their noncausal temporal Gahor filter with the ctLscaded exponential IIR temporal filter 

recfuired for the real-world, real-time implementation, and eliminated the normal flow 

hiius term. The hitu'^ term in the original work caused the velocity estimates to default 

to normal How in the i)rest'nce of the aperture problem. As Grzywacz and \'uille pro-

{)osefl a suh-secjuenr "wiimer-take-air' computation, this hiiis introduced a reasonable 

heuristic in that context. In this dissertation, however, there wtus no need to resolve the 

aperture prohk-iu at the velocity c-omputatiun stage. There was UCJ "winner-take-all" 

operation performed, and the population code wms retained without modification for 

further computation of the downstream rotation and translation features. By delaying 
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Figure 4.12: The yellow shading represents inverse connection strengths between the 
velocity features ) and the rotation features The first 
term of the rotation weight equation Eq. (4.14) is shown here. It dis
counts those velocities in which rotational information is confounded 
with translational information. The visualized feature space is Q\ . 
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Figure 4.13: The interconnections between ^ylt:  Q\-) and £,R{t: R) are sparse: only the 
velocity features corresponding to 6';- = 0 and = R are connected. 
The shading represents the second term of Eq. (4.14). 
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Figure 4.14: The full rotation weight network W'ftiQv.R = .35). The shading repre
sents Eq. (4.14). which is also the product of Figs. 4.12 and 4.1.3. 
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rhe n'si)lmk)ii of rhe apfiTurf prohleiu. new c'rrors were not introduced ;us a reMilt of 

tile (-(.niinion real-world case when Grzywacz and Yuille's heuristic w;us invaliii. This 

delayed resolution of aperture effects can he seen l>y comparing Figures 4.7 and 4.14. 

Both weighting networks acicpted ) CL< input, hut connected to different .sets 

of elements in rhe pof)ulatiou code. This would not have been possible if the ;iperture 

problem was already ""resolve'd"" in the velocity computation stage. 

As in the other integration models proposed in Section 2.3.4. a weighted integTation 

of the motion energy- features ) wa^; used to compute the velocity features 

i v i t - . n v ) :  

]  ^  n \  { Q \ i .  P . \  P - . \ i  )• (4.15) 

The velocity weights 11V(—-i') distinguish hnear integration models. This di.sser-

tation proposes a novel ap[)licatiori of motion energ>' integration with unique recjiiire-

ments. Although the model u.sed here Wcus inspired by Grzywacz and ^'uille. these new 

reciuirements were best satisfied by the new model presented here. 

As in the former model, each velocity detector Hr) correlated the moticMi energy" 

inputs i 'ir rime f ^^'irh a template of what they would have been if tiie velocity 

timing Q\ wjus the true velocity. The template approach was attractive because it was 

relatively insensitive to the sp«'cific tuning parameter choices Q.\/ and Ov . If some other 

model was used that recjuired a specific set of moti(;n energy tunings i}\[ to c-onipute a 

particular velocity feature {f:V.\ ). then the velocity feature in question would have 

been primarily sensitive to those V.\i tunings, and could not have taken advantage of 

other nearby ^l\i tunings that happened to be available and relevant. This inability to 

share m(Jtion energy inputs would have required a larger overall .set of morion energy 

features, perhaps with intririctable computational con.secjuences. and would haw reduced 

the advantages of initially using an information rich population code. The template 
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iiRKiel avokled these problems by aeceptiiig any set of i l \ !  tunings, and weighting the 

relevant ones in the context of the velocity tuning . 

Two features of the robot application that distinguisheil the motion energy integra

tion performed here and that of Grzywac-z and \'uille are tlie use of a different temporal 

filter and the need to retain the velocity population code uncompensated for the aper

ture problem. The velocity integration features of rotation and translation reciuireil 

different methods of apertur(> problem compensation, so it wtu^ inappropriate to per

form that step here. In fact, the velocity features represented a set of hypotheses, many 

of which could have been true sinmltaneously due to the confounding effects of the 

aperture problem. Figure 4.15 shows how nuiltiple hypotheses were derived using the 

notation intrtxluced in Chapter 2. The flow vector labeled I's is the normal flow 

corresponding to a linear feature that is susceptible to the aperture problem, indicated 

by the crosshatched region in the figure. A particular velocity hypothesis is shown 

ii:s a second vector labeled I'. In this case, it is possible that the true optic flow lui^ 

magnitude t\ and orientation &\- even though the normal flow detected by ^\i{f\Q\i) 

lue^ nuignitude and orientation 0\i. The motion energy features were 

always susceptible to the aperture proI)lem. so the motion energ>- feature corresponding 

to normal flow always had the largest activation in the orientation dimension. Tlie 

vi'locity integration described here considered both the situations when the normal flow 

wjLs the true o[)tic flow, and the similar situations when the optic flow WtU^ different from 

the normal flow as a result of the aperture problem. The velocity feature corre.spondiug 

to and r,. therefore, looked at the motion energy features corresponding to both the 

normal flow l-, = 0\ . and related situations when 

—  =  i \  r u s { 6 \ i  -  d \  \ .  (4.1G) 
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Figure 4.15: Geoinerric arguments for compensating tiie normal flow estimate 

The velocity weights \\\ (0\ .Oxi) eciualetl the expected motion energy activations 

when Hi' wius the true velocity, including Ccuses when the motion energy 

features were corrupted by the aperture problem: 

where is the spatial frequency response function of tlie motion energ>' stage 

described in the {)olar frequency space (fs-fi) introduced in Section 2.1.1. and Ht(ft) is 

the corresponding temporal frequency response fmiction. Equation 4.17 is the product 

of two .squared filter magnitudes. Each filter magnitude w.us evaluated a.ssuming Q\ was 

the true velocity and the stinmlus frequency of the other domain wa^ perfectly timed 

to V-M- Therefore.the //J/,.0) factor WcU>; evaluated ;ussuming w^us the true temporal 

frequency (jf the stimulus, and Q\, = } w^us the true velocity. In this ctuse. the 

spatial frequency corresponding to normal flow w;\s /, = (.•f/fr.scos(^v — 

because the mt)tion energy detectors always computed nornud flow. 9 = 0\i .  Similarly. 

Htift t evaluated a.ssuming Wrus the true spatial frequency: /, - c., — Oxi )t\. 

for the aperture problem to estimate the true velocity 

(4.17) 
n\ (Or.n.u) 
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Both rt'spunses were sciuaretl in £([. (4.17) ;u^ a rt\^nlt of Eci. (2.27). tlie .-;rase of the 

motion energ\- eoinpiitation rliat t^liniinated the temporal pluuse dependence u.>^in,t!; the 

identity eos"(j') — sin'(j-) = 1. Finally, the weight.-^ were normalized over 12 

Ideally, a stinuilius with velocity l>v produced a motion energy respon.-^e 

= n\ iQv resulting in the m;L\inmni response of from Eq. (4.15). The 

divisive normalization of Eq. (4.17) compen.sated for the inevitable variations in the 

number and suitability of motion energy features } that supported 

and their corresponding weigiits U'l lOi . n\/). Without it. some velocity features would 

have luul a bicis dependent on the peculicirities of the specific motion eiierg>' tunings 

n\/. Unfortunately. Eq. (4.17) Wcis only an approximation for any real stimulus that 

did not have a perfectly Hat spatial freciuencv spectrum. .A.ny other stimulus resulted in 

motion energy activations ^.\/('-".\/) confounded with the stimulus contriist at .spatial 

frec{uency 

In practice, the spatial Hlter //,(/,. ̂ ) was evaluated in the Cartesian frequency 

domain (/,x-/>u)- The corresponding arguments from Eq. (4.17) became 

f* COS(6^i/) 
L r  =  '  , •  i - i - l S )  

r.sCos((9i- -

ff sin(6'\/) 

Cs COs(t/i- — U  \ i  ]  

;uk1 the evaluation Wius therefori> 

Figure 4.16 shows a graphical repre.sentation of the weigiits of a particular velocity 

detector comijuted with Ec;. (4.17). Color intensity represents tiie weiglit of a partic-ular 
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feature. The radius and orientation of the polar plot organize the spatial 

tunings and d_\i of the motion energ>- network, and the color itself shows the temporal 

tuning Cf. Only the largest weight at a particular ( L'S. ) tuning is seen; other temporal 

tunings also had nonzero connection strengths, but they were weaker than the ones 

shown. 

Figure 4.16: The velocity weights ir\ (n.\/.Q;-) represent interconnection strengths 
between a motion energ\- feature a velocity feature 

Inverse spatial frequency and motion orientation are 
represented the polar axes, and the inverse temporal tuning (.•("' is rep
resented by the color. In this e.xample. iv = .471 pixel;frame, = 
T 4 rad. 

4.1.5 Feature Summary 

Figure 4.17 shows a graphical summary of this section using the population code 

notations described there. In the first row. the input stimulus is processed by the 

motion energy filter to produce A/)- The green background color represents the 

feature space n.\/. to distinguish it from the other feature spaces Qv (blue) and Qj- (red). 

A single motion energy- filter drives one motion energy detector: an example is shown in 

purple (corresponding to ft = 1/16. = ~/4.l', = 1/15). Every other motion energy 

feature detector has a different motion energy- filter associated with it. The second 

row shows how a single motion energ>' feature is operated on by the velocity weight 
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1 Parameter Name Symbol \'ahies Unit 

: Time to Collision D  75.87.103.119.13.j. 1.51.1G7.199 frame • 
i Retinotopic Location i j - \ i . . r \ - . . rT  1 -45.-.35.-25.-15.-5.5.15.25.35.45 : pixel 1 

Retinotopic Location ! .'/A/ - .'/I • • .'/r -35 .-25.-15.-5.5.15.25.35.45 pixel 
Translation Speed 1 ' 'rlJ'rl W ^ t I  D  pixel frame 

Rotation • R  i R  e  {-.2.0. .2} pixel , frame 
i Wlocity Speed '•,(.rrl I ~ R  pixel/frame | 
^ X'elocity Orientation [ ^ v  IG. 0 < f) < 32 rad 
; Motion Orientation ] f!" S. 0 < n < S rad ! 

Spatial Frequency j <-••' i log spacing in 14 and 1, 15 | pixel"' j 
Temporal Frecjuency r A ^M )/ <.•.• log spacing frame"' | 

Table 4.1: This table smuiuarizes the parameter space tuuiiigs used in this chapter. 
Some of the tunings were arbitrarily detenuiued from empirical experience, 
and others were .set in relationship to other variables. 

network to generate a velocity feature The tliird row shows the velocity 

feature operatetl on by both the translation weight and rotation weight networks to 

produce the translation feature The cirrows show general information flow, 

hut the fiuaiititative details are not indicated. All three feature spaces Q\i.Q\ . and 

Qr al.so include retinotopic locations and x-f- respectively, that are not shown 

in this figure. The computations shown here are therefore repeated at all retinotopic 

locations in the real simulation. 

4.2 Feature Space Tuning 

In Section 4.1. specific tuning choices were only specified abstractly. Di.scu.ssed here is 

how those tunings were actually selected. Table 4.1 smnniarizes this .section. .Appendix 

B contains extended tables of parameter spaces Q\/.Q\ . and Q/- that are too complex 

to compactly show here. 



Nonlinear 
Spatiotemporal 

Motion 
EnergA" 
Filter 

\ V T ( n v . 9 . T . R )  

Figure 4.17: This figure is a summar\- of Section 4.1 using the introduced notations. 
The three rows show the conversion of the input stimulus S { . r . y . t )  to 
motion euerg\' motion energ\- —m ) velocity ^yif: Q\ ). 
and velocity to translation 



Tuning the nerwcjrk srarteii with the l)ack eml. because it niininiizeci havini^ to make 

arbitran- elioices. In addition, time to eolhsion wiis tlie most important parameter to 

control for system integration, not the spt>c ific feature tunings H;/. Q\ . or Qj- Choosing 

D < 50 Wcu^ uselc\ss beeau.se tiie camera Wcis moimted at the rear of the robot chiussis 

and when the camera w^us .*j() frames away from an obstacle, the front of tlH> cii;ussis 

Wius already colliding with it. Practically. D < 75 did not allow any time for course 

corrections. D — 75 wius cho.sen fus the smallest time to collision tuning. The trials 

in this ctiapter were 200 frames long. s<.) the largest tuning was ciiosen as D = 200. 

The system had a hard time discriminating D > 200 an^vay becau.se the temporal 

characteristics of those far away obstacles were sufficiently simihir that the temporal 

motion energy filters H,(/,) could not distingiiish them. Humans have this .same limi

tation: for instance, we camiot estimate the distance to a far away moimtain using only 

motion cues wlien we hike towards it. Better di.scrimination occurred for small time to 

collision tunings l)ecau.se the highc>r freciuency temporal filters operated with ntu^rower 

bandwidths. These details will be shown in Section 4.3. but for now the conclusion wtus 

to use exponentially spaced time to collision tunings between D = 75 and D = 2U0: 

D€ {75.87.103.119.135.151. 1G7.199}. (4.21) 

Narrower spacing of the time to collision tunings turned out to be not u.seful. becau.se 

the system clid not have the resohuion to distinguish them. 

The depth tunings D  were identical at all retinotopic locations, a property shared 

only with and . These other paraminers were constant with respect t(j retino

topic location only to simplify the implementation. Ideally. and 0\ would vary 
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with . r \ i  and . r \  to bfttcr exploit the statistical t harac teristifs of natural inia'j,ery. The 

i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  s u p p o r t e d  r e t i n o t o p i c a l l v  v a r ^ ' i n p ,  t u n i n g  f o r  ' ' r - ' - > •  

The retinotopic- tunings of . and sj were chosen to eciual each i>ther. due 

to the lac-k of any compelling reason to have it otherwise. The implementation su{> 

ported different choices, hut simply setting, them equal minimized the total amount 

of computation, tus each feature detector accepted input only from its identical loca

tion. It may have been useful to compute some features more densely than others, but 

this topic hcus not \-et been studied. Because all three sets of locations wer(> identical, 

the remaining constraint wtus how many loc-ations could be computed in real time on 

the a\'ailable computer hardware. Empirically, it wtus discovered that a 6x8 array wtus 

tractable, .so that is what WCLS used for tlie closed loop experiments of Chapter 5. Ft)r 

the results of this chapter, real time performance Wrus not required, so a larger 9x10 

.set wiLs u.sed. .A uniform distribution wiUH c-hosen. because the translation detectors 

) we're more accurate on the boundaries of the visual field, but the rotation 

features ^nif: R] required information from the center near the focus of expansion. The 

extreme lower portion of the visual field wtus not included in the computations, bt^ 

cau.se the front [)art of the robot cluissis Wrus always seen there, never providing any 

useful visual cues. There were undoubtably opportunities for overall performance en

hancement oi c-om[)Utatit)nal reduction by choosing the set of Ir more carefully after 

studying which retinotopic locations contribute most to the (jverall network activa

tions. However, a simple regular distribution of .Fy provided adec|uate performance 

for the experiments demonstrated in this di.ssertation. All the experiments shown in 

this chapter used .r\r..r\..r[ € {—45.—35.—25. -15.-5. 5. 15. 25. 35. 45} pixels, and 

flM• fl\ • ttr {—35. —25. —15. —5. 5. 15. 25.35. 45} pixels. 



The rraiislatioii spevds r j  were (lercniiiiu'd by rlu' rime to cullision nmiiigs D  and 

rhe rraiisiarion derecTor's n'ceptivt> tield locatiDii Ij-. 

r j - i  . r j - .  D )  =  '  •  (4.22) 

Heiu'c. thenv were exactly the same lumiher of translation detectors 'i-s time 

to eollisioti detectors ̂ p { f : s r -  D ) .  Eciuatiori 4.22 also illustrates why the velocity speed 

tunings i\. examined below, were functions of the recef)tive field locations, and there 

were smaller velocity' speed tuninss near the focus of expansion than on the peripheries 

t)f the .scene. 

The rotation features H) were relatively cheap to conipiue ;LS they were global 

features with only one tuning dimension R. However, sampling the feature space more 

closely than the \-elocity speed r, feature s[)ace did not provide more information, rus 

the set of r., determined the uuLKimum resolution of tlie rotation detectors. In fact, 

it Wits found that the velocity tuning curves were so broad that only widely spaced 

rotation estimates coukl l)e nuale. It wtu^ found empirically that a spacing of 0.2 pix

els frame containeil cu^ much information, with less potential confusion, than larger sets 

o f  R .  

\elocity orientation f)\ wtus sampled in 32 uniformly distributed orientations. 0^- c 

{ntt IG. 0 < n < 32}. Finer t)rientations for 6\- were used than rho.se for f)\i because 

it Wru^ found that l)etter performance resulted if the translation detectors had input 

from velocity tunings with ('lost' to Or. The velocity features ^\ (f:V.\ ) could ad

equately interpolate from a rerlucecl .set of of motion energy orientations 0\i. Due to 

implementation constraints, velocity orientation timings 0\- had to be identical at every 

retinotopic location .Fi . even though some orientations were more u-seful than others at 
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any parritiihir s\ . In onicr support the whole visual held and the iniplenienratiou 

c-oiistraint. velocity urientation tuniu'j;s were therefore uuifonnly distributed between d 

and 2". 

Each translation feature ) and rotation feature had t)iie or more 

optimal velocity speed t\ for their tunings. The ij tunings at every 7\ were added to 

each R .  in addition to including each R  by itself. The .set of i \  tunings W;LS chosen by 

gathering each of these optimal velocities in a .set. and then thiuiiing the .sc>t to reduce 

the reciuirc^d c-oniputatiou. The thinning worked by .sorting the set. and repeatedly 

discovering subsets of three consecutive velocity tunings that spanned the smallest range 

of velocity speed and discarding the middle \-alue of the subset. This wa^ iuipletueuted 

with the following Python code, with tunings being a li.st of all possible r,. and size 

being the desired compute size: 

def thin_to_size(tunings, size); 

tunings = sort(tunings) 

while len(tunings) > size: 

niin_spacing = lelO 

for t in ranged ,len(tunings)-l): 

if tunings [t+1]-tunings [t-1] < min.spacing; 

min_spacing = tunings[t+1]-tunings[t-l] 

axe = t 

del tunings[axe] 

return tunings 

Motion orientation f^\i had eight .samples, uniformly distriljuted between 0 and 

Motion energy coded opponent energ}' (see Section 2.2.3). .so orientations gnv.ter than 

- were represented by negative activation of the units tuned to 8\! — More- rotation 

timings did not appreciably increa^ie the cjuality of the velocity estimation. Fewer 

samples were also tried informally to save c(jmputation. but this tended to negatively 

affect the velocity estimators fur velocity orientation tunings 0\- far from any UKJtion 

orientation tuning 



Spatial fn'(iut'iu v tiiiiiiiiis i \  were cluist'ii ti) he lotiaritlimically spaced between 1 4 

anil 1 15 pixel"'. For the stimuli used in these experiments, mo.st features were between 

4 tuid 15 pixels wiile. Logarithmic spacing wtus used because the smaller features (usually 

further away I tended tu grow less rapidly than large, close features. The logarithmic 

.spacing Wius useftd for distinguishing finer grailatioiis in the distance, hut saved on 

c-tjinputation for c-loser features. There were fifteen total c., samples at c { 1 4. 1, 4.5. 

1 4.9. 1 5.3. 1 5.7. 1 G.l. 1 6.9. 1 7.7. 1 8.5. 1,9.3. 1 10.1. 1 10.9. I il.7. 1 13.3. 

1 14.9}. Tighter tunings than those u.sed tended to overlap each other considering 

the bandwidth of the .spatial filter's frequency response and therefore ilid not 

provide increased motion energy resolution. .A subset of tiie even Gabor functions ustnl 

are shown in Fig. 4.18. The rows correspond to different spatial frequency tunings 

L\. and the cohnnus show the orientation timings 0\i. All the Gaussian envelopes are 

sized by the spatial freciuencv. .so rr, = In the real trials shown in this section, 

hfteen spatial freciuencv tunings were used even thoiigii cjiily eight are shown. In the 

ne.Kt chapter, when the vision system had to rim in real time, a smaller set of twelve 

tunings was u.sed to improve the frame rate. Here, a larger .set wius used to show better 

f)otential perfornianc-e even though the available computer wtus not able to achieve the 

[)erformance in real time. 

Temporal freciuencv tunings were chosen tcj correspond to the velocity speed 

tiuiings and spatial freciuencv tunings f.,: 

Equation 4.23 generated too many temporal tunings to be computationally tractable 

when all velocity tunings i\ and spatial frequency tunings were included. Therefore. 
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Figure 4.18: A sutjsft of tlie Gahor filters used to compute ̂ a[t'- —m I siiowii. corre 
spoiidirig to eight spatial frequency tuiiiiigs (.'> and eiglit motion orien 

tatious f)\i. 
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the seiierateil set Wrus triiumed hi a similar frushioii to tlie set of t \ .  except the distance 

measurement Wrus logarithmic instead of linear: 

def thin_to_size_log(tiinings, size); 

timings = gortClogCtunings)) 

while len(tunings) > size: 

min.spacing = lelO 

for t in range(1,len(tunings)-1) : 

if tunings[t+1]-tunings[t-1] < min_spacing: 

min_spacing = tunings[t+1]-tunings[t-l] 

axe = t 

del tunings[axe] 

return exp(tunings) 

It turned out tiiat tiie temporal filter bandwidths were so broad that only sLx tem

poral tuning's f, provided adequate coverage, shown in Fig. 4.19. Tighter tunings es

sentially overIaf)ped in their frequency responses, providing no improvement in motion 

energy di.scriniination. In addition, candidate tunings greater than 1/10 and less than 

1/40 frame"' were discarded because it Wcis discovered empirically that those tunings 

licU-dly ever activated anyway using these stinmli. 

4.3 Approach Course Trials 

The hrst set of experiments described here demonstrate static obstcicle detection 

without the complications of rotational flow. Figure 4.20 shows the experimented iu-ena 

u.sed for this sec-tion. The iixes are Ccilibrated in cm units on the floor where the rolxjt 

operated. Three paths corresponding to three different trials are shown, although the 

experiments' paths were very similar. In each trial, the robot moved straight forward 

at approximately 0.7 cm/frame towards an obstacle on the right. Each trial used a 

tiiffereiit ol)Stacle jiattern designated l)y the names Stripes. Segments, and Circles. In 

the overhead image, the Stripes obstacle is shown, but the other two obstacles were 

[)laced in the exact same configuration in the other trials. 
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Figure 4.19: Teinpoml motion energy- frequency responses = (5.25). The 
poor low frecjuency responses are cluiracteristic of the cruscaclerl exponen
tial IIR filters. 
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Figure 4.20: Three Approach trials demonstrated the vision system's ability to detect 
c-olli.sion times to three different types of obstacles. Three similar paths 
are shown. Robot locations at / = llO are shown by the solid circle, open 
circle, and crcjss for the Stripes. Segments, and Circles trials, respectively. 
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Fii^urt's -1.21. 4.22. aiul -1.23 each .--iuiw four input frames from tlie Srripes. Segments, 

and Circles trials, resptntively. Of the tliree ohstaele {)attenis. Stripes \v;is the least 

realistic relative to the real world. l)Ut provided tiie best datiuset for developing inttiition 

and debugging the implementation. The motion eiierg>- approach to motion proce.ssing 

WrLs particularly well suited for this type of regular grating type pattern due to the 

similarity with a Gabor function used in the computation of It W;LS also the 

most troublesome pattern for the traditional gradient and regularizatiou ht\sed optic 

flow algorithms such iis Lukiis-Kimade. due to extreme susceptiljility to the aperture 

problem. The Segments pattern wtu^ chosen to study how the .system handles aperture 

elfects at distinct orientations, anci to tr>- a more realistic real-world pattern that is 

not ciuite .so well matc-hfxi to a Gabor spatial filter. The Circles pattern was chosen 

to minimize aperture effects its there are no straight edges, although some effects were 

unavoidable when tlie circles got close enough to the imager. The Circles pattern cilso 

had diffu.se regions when it Wcis clo.se to the imager. 

4.3.1 Image Preprocessing 

The first problem encountered in the .Approach trials was the "bumpy ride" phe

nomenon intrcxluc-ed in Section 1.1.3. Even on smooth Hoors. the robot experienced 

small bumps and oscillations tus it moved due to the rigid camera mount. These small 

perturbations were faithfull\' reproduced ius high frequency jitter in the capturecj im

agery. Smooth input wtis derived by pre{)roce.ssing the in{)ut image witii a .second order, 

low ptLss. Butterworth IIR temporal filter. 

The filter WCL< beneficial long the image motion Wrus small. However, tiie fi.'ter 

created a "ghost" image when the motion was too fiust. particularly when the roijot 

made Ik^^t turns. Figure 4.24 shows an e.xample of such an image. 
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Figure 4.21: Ap{)roadi cuurse sriiiiulu.s using tlie Stripes obstacle. Notice the temporal 
progressiuti of high to low spatial frequencies of the obstacle as st'eu by 
the robot. 
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Figure 4.22: Approach course stimulus using tlie Segments obstacle. 
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Figure 4.23: Approach course stimulus using the Circles obstacle. Notice the diffuse 
regions that appeared on the obstacle tus the robot approached. 
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Figure 4.24: Ghost iinagt-s resuhed from the temporiil filtering when the robot rotated 
fast. The left image shows crisp) features, particularly on the left side. 
The right image shows a siniiliU" scene, but glujst artifacts are obvious 
on the left. 
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4.3.2 Spatial Features 

This subscrtioii examiiu's rlic spatial Gahor responses \ from the Approaih 

course, on the three trials iisiii^ the different obstacle patterns Stripes. Segments, and 

Circles. The responses to the Strifjes obstacle were the simplest tine ti) the similarity 

between the stimulus and Gahor impuL-^e re.spon.ses. shown in Fig. 4.25 ;us a function of 

time and spatiid frequency f, for fixed orientation 0\i = 0. As the robot approached 

the Stripes obstacle, the vertical stripe features appeared larger a^; .seen in Fig. 4.21. 

This phenomenon is represented a^; a temporal progression of Gabor activations tho.se 

detectors tuned to low spatial frequencies tired later in the trial than those with high 

s{)atial frequencies. The Segments pattern did not have much temporal distinction 

between spatial frequencies, CUS shown in Fig. 4.26. In this case, the activation W;LS stim

ulated b\- the \-ertically oriented features that entered the receptive Held at I\i = (5. 25) 

arcjund f = 120. Only a slight temporal progression is seen bec-ause the stimulus had 

wider spatial bandwidth that caused all the Gabor detectors to activate approximately 

simultaneously when the pattern entered the recepti\-e field. However, the temporal 

oscillation frecjiiencies of the Gahor features sc;U-^-.\/) i^re distinct, with larger spatial 

frt>quencies corresponding to higher temporal freciuericies. consistent with the hypoth

esis Cs = (.•/ <.'> where is constant over all spatial frequencies. The behavior of the 

Gabor detectors dinung the Circles trial Wcl^; similar to the Segments trial, except there 

Wcus no contrast under the receptive Held for much of the trial (Fig. 4.27). 

In addition to the spatial frec(uency variation, the three obstac-le patterns al.so had dif

ferent .spatial orientation characteristics. Figure 4.28 shows at .r\/ = (25.25) 

a function of orientation f}\i and Hxed spatial frequency = 1 10.1. Only one ori-

entiitiou tuninii = 0) responded to the stimulus, there w^us only one orientation 

present in the obstacle pattern. For the Stripes stimulus, all the right hand side Gabor 
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Figure 4.25: As the rohot approac-lied the Stripes obstacle, the spatial features got 
larger and the corresponding feature detectors (.'J fired. These 
plots show the even (.solid) and (jdd (dcU^hed) Gabor respon.ses from ap
proaching the obstacle at .F\/ = = U. The spatial frequency 
tunings are indicated on the // axis labels. 
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Figure -4.26: Gabor ri'spoiises Segiueiits obstacle on the Approach 
course. A vertically (jrientecl spatial pattern entered the receptive field 
centered at .r \/ = (5.25) at approximately t = 120. The temporal o.scil-
lations ari> subtly f;uster for larger f, tuning. 
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Figure 4.27: Gabur rt'sponsi-s C's) to tlio Circles obstacle on the Approach cour.se. 
The acrivation.s looked similar to the Segments ca^ie. except the vertically 
tjriented pattern crossed the receptive field early in the trial. 



ft'anires Kjoketl similar. irrt"j,anllt'ss of their retinotopic lot a! ion. Figure 4.29 shows the 

.•^ame plot ;us Fig. 4.2S. hut for the Segments stimulus. The Segments stimulus had a 

variety or (jrieiitations at .r = (25.25) a function of time, .so many of the orientation 

tunings re.>;poiicied at some point during the trial. The Circles pattern activated the 

rotation tuned Gahor detec tors m(jre continuously than either of the straight edged tri

als. and the iiicreiusing temjjoral frec|uencies corresponding to approaching an obstacle 

can he seen in the plots of Fig. 4..30. 

4.3.3 Motion Energy Features 

The Gal)or features described in Section 4.3.2 were selective for spatial 

patterns only. The motion energy features s.\!('-—A/I were also sensitive for tempo

ral freciuency. ancl insensitive to the temporal oscillations present in the spatial re-

spon.ses Figure 4.31 shows motion energy computed from the Gabor inputs 

of Fig. 4.25. Four temporal bands are shown in each subplot, corresponding to the most 

active temporal tunings for the stinuilus considered. Ideally, all tlie temporal chaimeLs 

corresponding to a particular spatial frecjuency tuning would have activated inunedi-

ately and sinuiltaneously at appropriate magnitudes. L'nfortimately. cis seen in the 

figure relative to Fig. 4.25. the temporal filter introduccxl a temporal latency that wt\.s a 

function of the temporal tuning The faster channels (higher temporal frecjuency tv) 

always activated first, and it is not clear at the onset of the activations which temporal 

channel eventually dominated. This problem results in broad velocity tuning curves for 

I. which will be shown in the next section. An intuitive relationship between 

the spatial features ) of Fig. 4.25 can be olxserved by conipari.son with Fig. 4.31. 

The [)eriofls of temporal oscillation in Fig. 4.25 are similar to the dominant temporal 

channel tunings c,"' in Fig. 4.31. Normal flow uiagnitiult' is computed from so 
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Figure 4.28: Gabor responses ] to the Stripes pattern on the Approach 
cfjurse. ius a function of orientation 8\t. The pattern only iiad one orien
tation (vertical). 
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Figure 4.29: Galxjr rcspcjii.sc tu the Segments obstacle on tlie Approach 
course, a.s a function of orientation 0\i. 
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Figure 4.30: C Jahor rt'spou-se to Circles obstacle on the Approach course, iu? a function 
of orientation 
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velcic ity t i)urrii)iirious from Fis- 4.31 can be anticipated by scaling; each niDtion energy 

curve frctui to a velocity curve tuned to L't l\. Similar plots corresponding to the 

Segments and Circles trials are seen in Fig. 4.32 ami Fig. 4.33. These two plots are less 

visually appealing, hut it will he shown in the next section that the data integrated 

intcj velocity tuned features nonetheless. 
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Figure 4.31: The motion energy respoiuses i\J from approac-hing the Stripes 
stac ie at .F\/ = (5. 25) and f)\i = 0. 
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Figure 4.32: The motion energy response.^ from approaching the Segments obstacle 
at .F\[ = (o.25) and ti\i = 0. 
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Figure 4.33: The luoriuii energy responses from approaching the Circles obstacle 
--^1 ''•"'1 
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4.3.4 Velocity Features 

Ar rhe rcct'privt' tifld loc-arit)!! .r\ = i ").25). the rrue (tptic How of rlif Srri[)es rrial 

w^us close rlie normal flow due to the spec ial arrangement of the stimulus relative to .7~i . 

In this (VLse. a velocity inte,i;Tarit)n techui([ue tliat reverteil to rhe iionnal flow in the 

presence of the aperture problem. wjus tlie Ctuse here, would by chance correspond to 

the true optic flow. Although the integration techriicjue proposed here took no special 

steps to revert to normal How. it handlefl with relative eiuse the c^use shown in Fig. 4.34. 

The actual problem here with rhe raw velocity features ] is that the tuning 

for c, wiLs very broad and lacked discriminatory ciuality. Although rhe general trend 

of increrusing velocity with time consistent with approaching an obstacle WiLs apparent 

considering it wms hard at any particular instant for dt)wustream algorithms 

to distinguish the velocity activations. In order to tigliten tfie velocity tunings, sulitle 

differences in ) activations were amplified by the expansive inhibition formula 

I r:<i^ I 

with (\\ = o controlling the amount of inhibition. [74) The inhibited velocity features 

] are al.su shown in Fig. 4.34 and show a clear temporal progression of ve

locities consistent with approaching the obstacle. .Although this inhibition technique 

workefl well for this implementation, it demanded high dynamic range in the number 

represent at i(jn to accommodate the ex{)onetirial function. The Hgure shows an order t)f 

magnitude droj) in activation strength in this cii^^e. hut the intermediate calc-ulations 

rec[uired additional dynamic range not obvious from the figure. The single precision 

floating point n>presentation u.sed in this implementation could handle the dynamic 
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range rec}uireiuents of the expansive inhii)iti()n. hut special purpose iinplenientaticms 

with more uiodest dyuauiic range capabilities may reciuire a tlitferent approach. 

At .r,\ i  = (25.25). the motion energ>- activation for tiie Stripes trial \V;LS 

qualitatively the same CLS at .r\/ - (5.25) l)ecau.se the stimulus pattern did not vary 

in (/. However, the true optic How at s\ = .r\f wtL< cjuite different, becau.se in the 

ciuse of piuT translation cussociated with the approacli trials the fiow WCLS expansive, 

direc-ted away from the focus of expansion at 7 = lU. D). Any technic[ue tliat reverted 

to normal flow in tlie presence of an aperture effect such tis this one would com[)Ute 

the wrong flow. Although the velocity detectors used here could not determine irfr/c/i  

velocit>- feature corresponded to the true fiow. all velocity timings that m/ff/if have 

t)een the correct fiow activated. At = (25.25) for pure tran.slational robot motion, 

the true flow corresponded to 6'v = - 4. These veloc-ity feature activations iu-t' shown 

in Fig. 4.;i5 and look similar to the normal flow case of Fig. 4.34. except the velocity 

tunings tliernselves corresponded to higher r,. Compcire the i/ fuxis la[)els in Fig. 4.34 

with Fig. 4.35 to (jbser\-e this trend. The ftuster velocities are a consequence of the 

receptive field being at a farther retinotopic distance from the focus of expansion and 

Eq. (4.22). 

Although it WtLs convenient that the correct veloc-ity timings activated at both = 

(5.25) and .r[ = (25.25). it cannot be forgotten that other velocity tunings, that 

Wrus each that wius consistent with the underlying motion energy features in the 

presence of the aperture problem, also activated. The situation at f = lOU is illustrated 

in Fig. 4.3G. whic-h shows the effect of the aperture problem. On the right, every 

rightward orientation over the striped obstat-le i)attern had an active velocity feature. 

The linear ap[)earance of the ac-tivation patterns is a result of velocity timings close 

to the normal How activating for slow si)eeds. and orientations far from normal flow 
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Figure 4.34: The velocity ac'tivatiuiis rj from approaching the Stripes obstacle 
at .Fv = (5.25).^v = 0 are siunvn by the solid lines. The correspondinj^ 
inhibited velocity features are shown by the dashed lines. 
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Figure 4.35: The velocity activations and fruni appniacliius 
Stripes obstacle at .r\ = (2-5. 25!. = tt 4. 



acrivating for liinluT speeds. expeeted from Fig. 4.15. The up)per left (inadraiit had 

fewer aperture effects and tende<i towards lower speeds, consistent with the hacksround 

being distant. The lower left ([uadrant had diffuse regions, so only a few iletectors 

activated. Figure 4.36 also shows the theoretically correct optic flow computed with 

knowledge of the robot's grf)und velocit\" and distance to the (_)bstacle (green arrows 

with circuliu" termination) and the optic How estimate cornpiued by the Luka.s-Kanade 

algorithm described in Appendix .A. (re'd arrows with pointed termination). Ideally, the 

true flow vectors would terminate on an active velocity tuning, and the Lukas-Kanade 

vector would correspond exactly to the true flow vector. The Lukiii^-Kanade optic flow 

algorithm provided a confidence estimate that wiis not used or displayed here. If the 

confitlence estimate had been u.sed to gate suspicious flow estimates, the effect would 

have been to make the {it)w estimates spar.se. and to provide extra confitlence in the 

remaining e.stimates. 

Figure 4.36 is the fir.st of three similar figures (Figs 4.36-4.38) in a series that show 

the temporal dynamics of the inhibited velocity activations Hy- )• The image series 

shows snapshots of the cictivations over the entire velocity space Q\ at three instants 

in time, f ~ {100. 150. 20U}. The graphics show that at any particular receptive held 

location I\ . velocity features tuned to higher speeds r., tended to activate later in the 

trial. This is the .same phenomenon shown in Fig. 4.34. except that Fig. 4.34 shows the 

inhibited velocity activations for all times for a single colunm of feature detectors, and 

Figs. 4.36-4.38 show all the cohunns at three separate instances in time. 

Figures 4.39 through 4.48 show similar figures for the Segments and Circles trials. 

The {)lors demonstrate vi'k)city activations ) at orientations different than the 

underlying motion energ>- activations ^\i(t:Q\i) shown in Figs. 4.28 - 4.30. This is 
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sS7(f = 100;O^.) 
Dataaei: approacfa-stripes.nc 

Figure 4.36: The inhibited velocity activations P.\ ) at t = 100 from approaching 
the Stripes obstacle over the full Cl\ parameter space. The true optic 
flow computed with information collected from the overhead camera is 
indicated by the green circle terminated arrow. Optic flow estimated 
by the Lukas-Kanade algorithm is shown by the red triangle terminated 
arrows. 
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Figure 4.37: The inhibited velocity activations Hv) at ^ = 150 from approaching 
the Stripes obstacle. 
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= 200:0;.) 

Figure 4.38: The inhibited velocity activations —r) at f = 200 from approaching 
the Stripes obstacle. 
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an iniporrant result with respect ti) how this dissertation hamlles tlie aperture [)rolv 

leni. Additionally, there are situations shown such ai; in Fig. 4.41 at r\- = (45. o) and 

x\- = (45. —5) where the velocity detectors correctly handled an occlusion. Although 

the receptive field centers were adjacent, feature tletectors tuned to distinct velocity 

orientations d\- activated. This is tiie correct response, because the occlusion of the ol)-

stacle against the background resulted in a discontinuous flow pattern. Regularization 

often used in optic flow estimation tends to smooth such discontinuities incorrectly. 
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Figure 4.39: The velocity activations ami from approacliing 
Segments obstacle at .r\- = (5.25).^'; = 0. 
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Figure 4.40; The velocity iu'tivatioiis aiirl from approaching 
Segments obstacle at . r \  = (2o.25).^'i = rr 4. 
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^vi(t= 100: O^.) 

Figure 4.41: The inhibited velocity activations Q y )  AI t  =  100 from approaching 
the Segments obstacle. 



^i7(^ = 150;Q;-) 
Daiaset: approach.,segments.nc 

Figure 4.42: The inhibited velocity activations D.y) at t 
the Segments obstacle. 

= 150 from approaching 
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^v /(f = 200: Or) 
Dataset; approach-segments .nc 

Figure 4.43: The inhibited velocity activations P.y) at t = 200 from approachin 
the Segments obstacle. 
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Figure 4.44: The velociry acrivatioiis ^\ {t: r,) and ^\ {t: cj from approaching the Cir
cles obstacle at 7\ = (5.'25i.f^\ = 0. 
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Figure 4.45: The velocity activations CUHI from approaching 
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Figure 4.46: The inhibited velocity activations ^-v) at f = 100 from approaching 
the Circles obstacle. 
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^ v i ( t  =  l o O : n v )  

Dataset: approach.circles.nc 

Figure 4.47: The inhibited velocity activations (^V7(^: Hv) a.t t = 150 from approaching 
the Circles obstacle. 



Figure 4.48: The inhibited velocity activations E,vi{t: Civ) at f = 200 from approachin 
the Circles obstacle. 
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4.3.5 Translation Features 

The translation features reiluceii from velocity for the 

Stripes obstacle are shown for s~r = (•5.25) in Fig. 4.49. At— 110 snapshot is shown 

over ^7" in Fig. 4.51. In all the Approach trials, only one rotation tuning wjis used 

(/? = 0) and R = U) = 1 for all t. The added complexity of multiple rotation 

timings is added for the Turn trials of rhe next section. The ball terminated arrow 

shows the correct value computed knowing the true time to collision based on over

head imagery. The pointed red arrow shows the Lukas-Kanade optic flow estimate, 

projected onto rj.Bj. All the information shown: the "true" translation 

vector, and the Lukii^i-Kanade projection, are identically oriented as Oj- The orienta

tions are tweaked on the visualization for clarity, so the arrows do not overlap each 

other or the t: Qj I representation. Figure 4.52 shows the velocity features Q\-) 

that activated the translation features shown in Fig. 4.51: plotted in the Q\ space is 

= 110: )U V(^V---V ) for It = Iv rj-corresponding to D — ST. .A.lso shown 

in green is the true optic flow vector. 

Figures 4.53-4.58 show the translation features of the Segments and Circles trials. 

4.3.6 Collision Features 

Figures 4.59-4.61 show the collision features D) computed from the trans

lation features corresponding to the Stripes. Segments, and Circles trials, 

respectively. The obstacle waa oriented perpendicular to the robot's path, so ideally 

the curves would have l)een identical at both receptive field locations ^7 = (5.25) {.solid 

line) and s7(25. 25) (dcushed line) shown. The collision features D) are the cul

mination of the flata shown in this section in detail for those two retiiKjtopic locations. 
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Figure 4.49: Traiislatiun cicti vat ions ir[t-.VT) from the Stripes trial at .F/ = (o.L 
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Figure 4.50: The tninslation activations sr('" 'Y) from approaching the Stripes (obsta
cle at xr = (25.25). 
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= 110;nr) 
Data:se:: approacii-stripes. nc 

Figure 4.51: The transkition activations; at i* — 100 from approaching the 
Stripes obstacle. The true optic flow and the Lukas-Kanade estimate 
projected onto the true optic flow are shown by the circle and triangle 
terminated arrows, respectively. 
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Translation Activation, t  =  110. /? = 0.00. D  =  130 
Dacaset: approacii_stripes.nc 

Figure 4.52: The inhibited velocity activations Hi ) weighted by the translation 
weight network 11 VlQx. Q\ ). The green arrows show the true optic flow. 
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Figure 4.53: Tht- translation activations of from approaching the Segments 
ob.'^tacle a function of cr at xr = (5.25). 
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Figure 4.54: The translation activations ̂ 7-(/: ilr) from apf^roaching the Segments 
stacle cus a function of r-;- at Ij- = (25.25). 
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Figure 4.55: The trcinslarion activations ^7-(f:r>7) at t  = 100 from approaching the 
Segments obstacle. The true optic flow and the Lukas-Kanade estimate 
projected onto the true optic flow are shown by the circle and triangle 
terminated arrows, respectively. 
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Figure 4.56: Tin- translation activations ^7 (^;<>7-) from approaching the Circles ol>-
stack' a.- a functi(jn of ry at I-j = (5.25). 
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Figure 4.57: Tlio translation ai tivations from approachinfj; the Circles 
stacU' as a fnnction of at .Fy = (25.25). 
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Figure 4.58: The translation activations A t .  t  =  100 from approaching the 
Circles obstacle. The true optic flow and the Luka^i-Kanade estimate 
projected onto the true optic flow are shown by the circle and triangle 
terminated arrows, respectively. 
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and wen- rhf oiirpurs of rhe obstacle detection system used in the obstacle a\X)idaiice 

behavior described in the next chapter. 

A compact representation of the ol)stacle detection results for rhe three trials is 

shown in Figs 4.62-4.G4. Eac-h blue line shows the time to collision fUs functions of time 

and s j: 
-  D ]  

T c { t : . r T )  =  — — : — 1 4 . 2 5 )  

D 

This equation redvices the population coded collision features ^pit:7.D) to a single 

scalar estimate of depth. This reduction vvru^ never used by the implementation for 

ul)stacle avoidance, iiut it was a useful visualization for intuitive appeal and debugging 

purj)oses. For adeciuate clarity, only data from the upper right quadrant is shown. 

Also shown on the plot is the true time to c-ollision computed from overhead imager>-

(straight dtushed red line) and the depth estimates c-omputed from the Lukrus-Kcuiade 

data (noisy dot-cUushed green line). The Lukiis-Kanade derived def)th estimates are 

o[)\'iously unreliable, ami do not even reveal apparent trends in most causes. 

Another visualization of Ecj. (4.25) is shown in Figs 4.Go through 4.67 for the three ol> 

stac-le t\-pes Stripes. Segments, and Circles, respectively Each plot uses the intensity of 

red shading to show times to collision at four instances in time, f E {-50. 100. 150. 190}. 

Brighter armotations represent smaller Tc{t:xr). These Hgtires are essentially depth 

maps, showing both the distance and location of the obstacles in the .scene. Generally, 

the shading over the obstacles is brighter at later times, corresponding to the dec-retus-

ing times ti) collision ius the robot approac-hed the obstacles. Also apparent is the poor 

performance around rhe focus of expansion, shown by generally bright notations re-

gurdle-ss of tleprh. ;LS well as in the diffuse regions that OC'ciUTed primarily when the 

robcjt a[)proached the Circles obstacle, resulting in no shading notations regardless of 
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Figure 4.59: The collision acrivarioiis from approciciiing the Stripes oijstaele 
as a fuiK 'tioii of D  at .Fy = (5.25) (solid line) and I j  = (25.25) (drkshed 
line). 
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Figure 4.60: The culhsioii activations ̂ p { t :  D )  from approadiing tlie Segments obsta
cle ;is a function of D at x-r — (o.25) (solid line) and Ir = (2o.25) 
(diushed line). 
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Figure 4.61: The collision activation.s ^ p { t :  I r -  D )  from approaching the Circles ol)-
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Figure 4.62: Thi:^ 5x5 grid shows the time to coiUsion Tcit'.xj) estimates for all 
the receptive fields in the upper right quadrant a:^ the blue line from 
approaching the Stripes obstacle. The true time to collision is the red 
line, and the i poor) optic flow based estimate is green. 
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Figure 4.63: This figure is the same format as Fig. 4.62 from approaching the Seg
ments obstacle. 
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Figure 4.64; This figure is the same formal as Fig. 4.62 from approaching the Circles 
obstacle. Qualitatively, this data was better than expected consider
ing the poor results demonstrated so far from approaching the Circles 
obstacle. 
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(leprli. Tho l)ackj;r()iin(i fearurt's tm rlu* left goiierally did not register low T c ( f : . r r ) .  

corresponding to the extra distance between the near obstacle on the right and the 

background panel. 

4.4 Turn Course Trials 

In this section. oi)Stacles were detected ius the robot turned cus if avoiding them to test 

the .system in the presence of rotational How. Figure 4.68 shows an overhead view of the 

course used for three trials. The trials used the same obstacle patterns as the Approach 

course above: Stripes. Segments, and Circles. Figures 4.69-4.71 show the stimulus 

patterns that were seen by the robot. The robot's egomotion induced a rotational 

flow component in addition to the expansive component indiiced liy approaching tlie 

obstacle. This can be .seen, for instance, by comparing Fig. 4.21 with Fig. 4.69. The 

etlge of the obstacle stayed around j- = 0 during the Approach trials, but moved steadily 

to the right in the Turn trials. The rotation component wtu^ estimated to be about 0.2 

[)ixel/franie in these experiments by manually examining the captured imagery and 

counting the number of frames it took for a visual feature near the focus of expansion 

t(j move one pixel. The obstacle detection .system itself did not have access to this value: 

it relied on the rotational estimates /?). In the data shown in this section, the true 

time to c-ollision was computed relative to the obstacle edge at /y=7o cm in Fig. 4.68. 

4.4.1 Velocity Features 

This section starts l)y showing the velocity featiu'es because plots of motion energy 

f'Ji" tl't- Turn trials had no intuitive appeal. In general, the formats of the 

plots are similar to tho.se in Section 4.3. Snapshots of for ^ {100. 150.200} 

from the turning Stripes trial are shown in Figs. 4.72-4.74. The data look similar to 
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Figure 4.65: A depth map is shown from approaching the Stripes obstacle by plotting 
Tcit'-Ir) At t £ {50.100.150.190} with short times to collision indicated 
by the intensity of red shaded annotations. 
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Figure 4.66: A depth map is shown from approaching the Segments obstacle by plot
ting Tcit '-Xr) at f € {50.100.150.190} with short times to collision 
indicated by the intensity of red shaded annotations. 
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Figure 4.67: A depth map is shown from approaching the Circles obstacle by plotting 
Tcit'.xr) at f € {50.100. 150.190} with short times to collision indicated 
by the intensity of red shaded annotations. 
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X (cm) 

Figure 4.68: The overhead view of the Turn course used in this section. Three similar 
paths are shown. Robot locations at ^ = 130 are shown by the solid 
circle, open circle, and cross from the turning Stripes. Segments, and 
Circles trials, respectively. 
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Figure 4.69: Turn course stiiimlus using the Stripes obstacle. 
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Figure 4.70: Tuni eourse stiiimlvis using the Segments oljstaele. 
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Figure 4.71: Turn course stimulus using the Circles obstacle. 



Figs. 4.31>-4.3j-. t'xct'pt that tluTf were more velociry speed tunings t\ ami there \V;L-

a rotation offset of about 0.2 pixels per frame in rhe horizontal (lirectit)n due to the 

rotational fiow. This offset is shown explicitly a new horizontal .segment russociated 

with the true flow vector. 

In Figs. 4.72-4.74 the Lubi^-Kauade optic flow estimates shown by the red triangle 

terminated arrows generally found magnitudes and orientations consistent with the kxal 

visual pattern. Unfortiuuitely. the vectors were usually different from the true How r\s a 

result of the aperture problem. The population coded version generally found all t)f the 

c-onsistent fiow patterns. Neither estimate provided optic flow estimates that were both 

correct and unique in the presence of the aperture problem. However, the population 

coded estimates at leiust included the correct flow pattern when the Luktvs-Kanade 

estimate arbitrarily- selected a single vector from the many possibilities. Downstream 

proce.ssing of the Lukrus-Kanade estimate w^us already generally crippltHj. In contrast, the 

algorithms based on the population codes had the opportunity to select the 

correct estimates with additional information provided by their own private contexts. 

The velocity snapshots of the Segments trial shown in Figs. 4.75-4.77 show more 

of the aperture problem, except many orientations were involved. The above analysis 

paragraph is in general true for this Ctise lus well, except the Lukas-Kanade algorithm 

tended to do better due to the presence of nuiltiple orientations and visible feature 

terminations; both characteristics tended to mitigate the aperture problem somewhat. 

Examples of extremely erroneous Lukas-Kanade estimates were still available, however, 

over partic-ular receptive fields where the aperture problem still dominated. 

The activation patterns of for the Circles obstacle in Figs. 4.7jv4.;SU are 

surprisingly linear considering rhe obstacle, although .some subtle cumuure is apparent 

in Fig. 4.7n. The stimulus w;u-; designed with the expectation for fewer aperture effects. 
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i)iir it turned out that at this scaif. the fircular edges were straight enough that the 

motion {)atterns were still amhiguous. Not surprisingly considering the variety of ori

entations in the stiniuhis. The L\ik;is-Kanade algorithm perfornuHl best on the Cireles 

pattern. 

4.4.2 Rotation Features 

The Turn triciis were more complicated than the Approach trials, and this is the 

first time in this dissertation that rotation WCLS a factor. Figtire 4.SI shows the rotation 

features f: R] computed in the Stripes trial. Because the scale of the rotation features 

S,R{t:Ft) Wcis dependent on the^i activation levels, and because there Wiis always 

a true rotation \-aIue at any f  (maybe corresponding to /? = 0). .A. normalized version 

Wcus computed; 

(4.26) 

R 

A  small offset was added to R  = 0) to avt)id rmmericcd problems in low contrast 

situations (and sinmlator startup) and to set a default rotation estimate. Raw rotation 

estimates R) 'ire shown in Figs. 4.SI and 4.82 for the Stripes and Segments trials, 

respectively. The normalized versions were R - 0.2) = 1 and R ^ 0.2) = 0 

in both of these trials. 

A t  = 130 snapshot of the rotation weight activation ^\ i ( t : V . \  )\\'f{ { R  = 0.2.H; ) is 

shown in Fig. 4.S3. It was found that the tuning cur%-es of R) with respect to R were 

very l)road. causing many closely spaced R) features to activate simultaneously. In 

turn, this caused the translation estimates have very poor discriminatory 

power. l)ecau.se it never had a good estimate of R .  Therefore, the set of R  was reduced to 
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^v,{f = 100; Qi.) 
Data^er :  tiim._stripes.iic 

Figure 4.72: The inhibited velocity activations at t  =  100 from the turning 
Stripes trial over the full Q\, parameter space. As in the similar data 
from the Approach trials, the aperture problem is apparent on the right. 
The upper left quadrant had fewer aperture effects and tended towards 
lower speeds, consistent with the background being distant. The lower 
left quadrant had diffuse regions, so few detectors activated. 



Figure 4.73: The inhibited velocity activations Q \  )  a t  t  =  150 from the turning 
Stripes trial. 
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^ 1 / ( ^  =  2 0 0 : 0 ; . )  
DatcUset: turn_stripes.nc 

Figure 4.74: The inhibited velocity activations ̂ \ - i ( t : Q v )  m  t  =  200 from the turning 
Stripes trial. 



Figure 4.75: Inhibited velocity activations at t 

Segments obstacle. 
= 100 from the turning 



= 150; Qi-) 
Dataset: ttirn-segments.nc 

Figure 4.76: Inhibited velocity activations ^ v i { t : Q \  ) at t  =  150 from the turning 
Segments obstacle. 
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^r/(^ = 200:0;.) 
Dataset; turn_segnients. nc 
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Figure 4.77: Inhibited velocity activations ^[ /(t-.Qy) at f = 200 from the turning 
Segments obstacle. 
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^ r / ( ^  =  1 0 0 : 0 ^ . )  
Daraser: tum.circlea.nc 

A 

Figiire 4.78: Inhibited velocity Hi ) activation at t  = 100 for the turning Circles 
obstacle. 



Figure 4.79: Inhibited velocity ^ y i { t : Q \ - )  activation at t  

obstacle. 
= 100 for the turning Circles 
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^V7(^ = 200:Qi.) 
Daraser: turn_circles .nc 

Figure 4.80: Inhibited velocity ^ \ - i i t : Q \  ) activation at t  =  100 for the turning Circles 
obstacle. 
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only three fDiiipoueiits: R £ {—0.2.0.0.2}. .Acrurai v in depth estiiuatit)n \v;is therefore 

traded for ti^hrer tunini^ curves of 

R] 

DatiUict: turn-Stripes .nc 
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Figure 4.81: The rotation features activations fi) from the turning Stripes trial. 
A bicis of .5 wa^; added to ̂ R[t\ = 0) to stabilize the division of R) 

and provide a default value in low contrast situations. 

4.4.3 Translation Features 

The translation features srU- = (5.35). cy-) and srU: x t  = (35.35). v j )  shown 

iis a function of time for tiie Stripes trial in Figs. 4.84 and 4.So. The general trend of 

increcusing translation speed cus the robot approached the obstacle was apparent, showing 

that the confusing rotational flow effects were reduced: compare to Fig. 4.49 that did 

not have any rotatioiuil flows included. The translational estimates in Fig. 4.S5 also 

show the correct trend, accounting for both the aperture problem and rotational flows 

simultaneously. Xotice that the translational speed tunings rj were larger in Fig. 4.85 

than in Fig. 4.84 even though the stimulus pattern under the receptive field apertures 

were similar: this happened because the receptivc fiekl at .rj = (35.35) was further 

from the focus of expansion than the receptive Held at .r/- = (5.35). 
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DatiL'iet: tum_segments .nc 
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Figure 4.82: The rotation feature activations R) from tlie tuniiug Segments trial. 
A bifUs of 1 added to /? = ()) to stabilize the division of iniif'- R) 
and provide a default value in low c-ontnu^t situations. 

The turning Segments trial also showed an advancing r-f trend in Fig. 4.;<G similar to 

Fig. 4.S4 despite the additional complication of separate visual features with different 

iussociateil spacings and orientations pa.ssing through the receptive field (to see those, 

refer to Fig. 4.70). An unfortunate arrangement of visual features produced unsinuoth 

behavior at .F/- = (35.35) for the Segments stimulus at t = 131) and t - 170. although 

the advancing r-p trerul is still visible. 

The perfcjrmance t)f the translation detectors was the worst for the Circles obstacle, 

shown in Figs. 4.S8 and 4.89. The translation detectors were hindered at xj = (5.35) 

for f > 175 due to diffuse regions. 

Translation snapshots for the three trials at t  -  130 in the upf)er right quadrant of 

the visual field are shown in Figs. 4.90-4.92. Many of the activation vectors located at 

a particular ![• were indistinguishable in terms of activation level at t = 130. This is a 

result of the tuning curves associated with ) being too broad in rr- This broad 

tuning behavior Wcu^ present in all of the features in the vision system, tracing all the 
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Rotation Activation, t  =  130. R  = 0.2 

Dat.iset: turn_stripes .nc 

5 15 '25 35 

Figure 4.83: The inhibited velocity features ) that contributed to ^R(t = 
130: R  = 0.20) during the Stripes trial. Because the rotation flow corre
sponding to /? = 0.2 and translation are easily confused in the right half 
of the visual field, the active velocity features are only found near the 
focus of e.xpansion (x = 5). 
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Figure 4.84: The translatiuii feature activations from tlie turning Stri{)es 
trial fU- a function of i-j- at rj — (o.35). The fc^ature cletectors activated 
for long time periods because the tuning in ct wius broad, reducing (iis-
(•riniinator>' {)o\ver. 
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Figure 4.85: Till' translarioii activations ^j(f:V.j-) from the tiirniug Stripes trial tus a 
functioti of (•-[• at xj = ("Jo.35). These features were coiiii)Ut<'cl despite 
ccjiisiflerahle aperture effects iu the stinmhis and rotational flows. 
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Figure 4.86: The tmnshitioii activatious from the tuniiug Segnieuts trial lus 
a fiiiKtiori (if r-p at ry = (5.3o). 
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Figure 4.87: The rraiislatioii ac rivatiuiis sr< f  :  Q r )  fnjiii the turning Segments trial tus a 
finiction of rj- at I-j- = (.'i5.3o!. The sudden deactivation around t - 170 
was the result of a stimulus feature leaving the receptive Held at sj- and 
another feature of a different orientation entering shortly after. 
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Figure 4.88: The traii.<larion activations for the Circles trial a.s a function of 
f r at 7r = (5. .'35). 
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Figure 4.89: The traiislatioii ac tivations Qr) for the Circles trial ;LS a function of 
r-f- at = (.jo.-j-j). 



way hack tn rhc tfiiiporal iimtion ciuTgy tiltcrs The weights c-oiitributiiig to 

translation features corresponding to D  =  133 frames. /?=().2 at t  = 130 are shown in 

Fig. 4.93. 

4.4.4 Collision Features 

The translation featurt^s ^p(f:xT = (5.25). D) are shown cis a function of time in 

Figs. 4.94-4.9G. Data from xj = (5.35) and xj = (35.35) are shown in the .same plots 

together, because the visual features under these receptive fields always corresponded 

to the same obstacle, and the depth, therefore, should have been approximately equal. 

Considering that the relative iiiagnitiides of activation are whcit matter for depth di.s-

crimination. differences in scale can be discounted. 

.A.S in Section 4.3. the results of this section are sunmuirized in Fig. 4.97 through 

Fig. 4.99 that show a reduction of the collision features ^p{t: xp. D) using Ecj. (4.25). 

The Stripes obstacle resulted in the best depth estimates, with .smooth decretising trends 

in Tc{t:xr] ccjrresponding to approaching the obstacle. A few receptive Held locations 

producc-d particularly poor depth estimates: xp € {(10. 10). (25.25). (35.25)}. For nav

igation. the.se poor estimates will be discounted because they are generally inconsistent 

with tlieir retinotopic neighbors. The reduction proce.ss also tended to amplify these 

anomalies, because one erroneous detector could make it appear that the other detec

tors at the .same receptive field location were al.^o erroneous, even though that may 

not have been the case. The .system had a harder time with the Segments obstacle, 

although the data is sufficient for obstacle avoidance. The Circles obstac-le generally 

defeatc>d the depth detc-ction system. In all cases, the depth estimates computed from 

the Lukius-Kanade algorithm were worthless for depth detection and ol)stacle avoidance. 
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Figure 4.90: Translation activation at f = 130 for the turning Stripes trial. 
The true optic flow and the Lukas-Kanade estimate projected onto the 
true optic flow are shown by the circle and triangle terminated arrows, 
respect i\'ely. 
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^ j - i  t  =  130: Cl j ) 
Datajiet: tum^segments .nc 
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Figure 4.91: Translation activation Ai  t  =  130 for the Segments trial. The 
true optic flow and the Lukas-Kanade estimate projected onto the true 
optic flow are shown by the circle and triangle terminated arrows, re
spectively. 
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= 130: I 
Darai;et: tum.circles .nc 

Figure 4.92: Translation activation ^r(t:9.T} at f = 130 for the Circles trial. The true 
optic flow and the Lukas-Kanade estimate projected onto the true optic 
flow are shown by the circle and triangle terminated arrows, respectively. 
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Translation Activation, t  =  130. /? = 2.00. D = 133 
Data^et: tuni_stripes .nc 

Figure 4.93: Stripes translation activation over Hr and Cl j  for R -  0.2; 
n j {  P . f .  f l \ - .  
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Figure 4.94: Culliskin ac-tivatitm nf ^ o i t :  . r j .  D )  from tho tuniiiig Stripes trial cU^ a 
function of D at /-/• = (o.35) (solid line) and xj = (.'35.-io) (daslied line). 
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Figure 4.95: Collision activation of ^£) ( f ; / / - .D)  from the tuniiiig Segments trial a.s a 
function of D at Ij- = (o.35) (solid line) and xy = (35. 3o) (da-shed line). 
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Figure 4.96: Collision acriviirion of E , p { f :  x j -  D )  from the rurning Circles trial as a 
function of D at .fj = ( ^.35) (solid line) and x-f = (35. .35) (dashed line). 
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Figure 4.97: The time to collision Tc{t:xr) estimates from the turning Stripes trial 
for all the receptive fields in the upper right quadrant as the blue line. 
The true time to collision is the straight red line, and the (poor) optic 
flow based estimate is green. 
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Figure 4.98: The time to collision estimates Tc{t:xT) from the turning Segments trial 
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Also similHr ti) Set rioii 4.3. rhf tiiiif ti) c-ollisiciii cstiiuart's arc visiializt'd in Fiiis 4.100 

tliniiinh 4.U12 for tlu> thri't' olistatU- typi-s Stripes. Si'snieiits. ami Circles, respectively. 

Each plot again u.ses the intensity of red shading to show time's to collision at four 

instances in time, f ~ {.')(). 100. loO. 190}. The first panel in eacli hgure. corresponding 

to t = •")(). shows the tail end of a troublesome transient that occured when the obstacle 

f)arterns initially appeared. This plu>nomenon. due to the motion energ>- filters tuned to 

high temporal freciuencies v, activating when features appeared, resulted in erroneous 

depth estimates early in the trials. 

4.5 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter it was shown than one can use established neurosc-ientific models of 

mammalian brain areas \'l and .MT to locate obstacles in real world imager\- captured 

by a mobile robot. It was shown that population coding offers certain ad\'antages over 

the traditit)nal scalar methods of coding optic flow in the presenc-e of the aperture prol)-

lem. Furthermore, population coding offers a way to cumponsate for wide field rotation 

patterns caused by a rol)ot"s egomotion. Populatit)n codes offer a way to delay the 

re.s()lution of conunon machine vision problems, for iiLstance. the aperture problem and 

rotational flow, to downstream computations where private considerations offer addi-

ti(niHl information that can be u.sed. In this chapter, this population coding feature wa^; 

used to retain all the possible velocity features in the presence of the aperture problem. 

These features were then resolved feature by feature using special considerations in the 

rotation and translation comp)Utarions. The result was successful obstacle detection 

in the form of a population coded de[)th map. In contrast, the correspemding obsta

cle detections derived from traditional optic flow were clearly umisable; a cjuantitative 
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Figure 4.100: A depth map is shown from the turning Stripes obstacle by plotting 
Tc[t:^T) at f G {50.100.150.190} with short times to collision indi
cated by the intensity of red shaded annotations. 
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Figure 4.101: A depth map is shown from the turning Segments obstacle by plot
ting Tcif'-rr) i S {50.100.150.190} with short times to collision 
indicated bv the intensitv of red shaded annotations. 
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Figure 4.102: A depth map is shown from the turning Circles obstacle by plotting 
Tcit'-^r) iit t £ {50.100.150.190} with short times to collision indi
cated bv the intensity of red shaded annotations. 
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iiieasurtniienr \V;LS luit even rec|uiroil. Tlu' iioxr diapter will use the obstacle detec'tioii 

result desc ribed here. ^p[t: .rr- D). i is  input to an autonomous robot controller. 



CHAPTER 5 

ROBOT AUTONOMY 

Chapter 4 deinoiistrated a novel, biologically inspired depth detection system hcised 

on motion processing. Although the experiments shown there used real imagery cap

tured by a mobile robot, they were performed in open loop configurations so the obstacle 

detection results did not influence the succeeding imagery. This cha{)ter ttikes the ol)-

vious step t)f using a closed loop configuration, where the imager>' wiis captured by the 

rob(jt. obstacles were detected in real time, and the results were useti to immediately 

influence the robot"s navigational course to avoid the detected obstacles. For tlie first 

time in this dissertation, autonomous behavior is demonstrated. 

5.1 Control Features 

The control system accepted a population coded collision feature input D )  

described in Chapter 4 and produced a new population coded control vector Rc)-

where Rc was the robot's turn rate and sole component of the feature space, by doing 

an integration of the input code. The feature space of the control code. Rc- represented 

the possible commands that the robot cluussis accepted. For the floor luused. tracked 

roi)ot u.sed here this Wrus the ground speed Sc and turn rate Rc-. Robots that operate 

in a three dinieusiouHl environment, such ius fiying or .swinnning robots, would also 

retjuire at leiu-^t an elevation control, and perhaps other parameters ius required l)y the 

platform. .A sirnplificaticjti used here wms to keep the speed Sf c(jnstant so the robot 



always moved forward at tlie saiuf rate. Tiu'refure. a out' tliinensional feature space 

over /?(• WcL-^ adeciuatc to represent a complete control solution. The real effect of 

the specihc value of turn rate parameter R^- \V;L^ completely dependent on the oontml 

hardware of tlie robot chassis. The .software used —1 < /?(• < 1 for convenience, 

but the value was cirbitriirily scaled by the robot cluissis" electronic-s to a real turning 

rate in rad s units, hi ;iddition. the control elec-tronics used here were of poor cjuality 

and the real turning effect of the Rc connnands was nonlinear in Rc- ciependent on the 

battery- state, and prevented a good characterization of the robot platform"s locomotion 

system. .Xevertheless. an Rc configuration in eight partitions (42 were actually used) 

is shown in Fig. 5.1. It shows the boimdarit\s of the partitions tus tick marks c^n the 

curved /?(• rtxis. As a convention. Rc = 0 meant to maintain the current heading. 

— 1 < Rc < 0 meant to turn left at rate i/?rl- fHifl L) < Rc < 1 meant to turn right 

at rate Rc- Even though the partitions of the Rc feature space were discrete, the 

repre-sented course was not cjuantized. In the figure, both control features tuned to Ra 

and Rc> activated, JUS the course to the waypoint corresponded most clo.sely with the 

c-ontrol feature with a bias towards the Rci partition. 

The control code ^f). the computation of which is described later in this cha[> 

ter. represented the control configuration desired by the robot"s navigational algorithm. 

Hcjwever. the control code ^c(f'-Rc) of population ccjded features 

that the robot's algorithms comptued before .sending a c-ommanci to the rol)ot platform's 

hardware interface. The servo controllers on the off-the-shelf robot cluussis used here 

knew nothing of population codes, so was reduced to a single scalar vahie 

c(jni[)atible with the robot"s mechanism; 

^ ^ c i f - R o R r  

Crif)='^^^ = . (0.1) 



Figure 5.1: Control Partitions 

Thus, cii; far as the robothardware Wtis concenied. the scahu" value C ' r i f )  repre.sented 

the result of the entire information processing c-hain of this dissertation. The scalar 

reduction of Eq. (5.1) did not handle well the ctuse where multi-mode. The 

nuilti-mode situation arose when the control model activated multiple control features 

tuned to widely sepfuated Rc tunings due to the lack of a unique control 

.solution. This occurred if the ^cif'-Rc) controller outputs were not of high quality 

since Eq. io.l) could not fix them. The robot subsecjuently received a conunand that 

wius the average of the activated control feature tunings, usually causing a collision or 

a situation where the robot left the experimental arena. 

5.2 Strategic Navigation 

Obstacle a\-oidance is a .secondary (yet critical) component of robot navigation. Even 

in the absenc-e of obstacles, the ro[)ot must have some overall strategic g(jal for naviga

tion or it would never have any retison to move anywhere at all. Some robots in the 

literature have had a .strategic goal to simply keep moving, or "wandering", witlujut 

(•(nicern for the hnal destination. ^9.2(J. KJj Although this can be an interesting res\ih 

due to the primitive state of the art in autonomous robotic navigation, most u.seful 

applicati(jns of autcnujmous robots will require the ability to control where the robcjt is 
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evoiitiially goiiiu;. I'lifortuiiarely. integratiiij!, wantleriiig behavior with oljstacle avoid

ance is actually an easier problem to solve than with a more specific strategic goal. 

.\nother goal niiglit 1)»> to visually (or non-visnally) track and follow a moving target. 

One robot even played "tag". ;1()1 .Although this .strategic goal could be useful in many 

real applications, the added difficulty of target recognition adds comple.xity to the ex

periment. and the target recognition performance may be confoundeil with navigation 

performance. The strategic goal considered here Wcus that of waypoint finding !7|. a 

generally useful strategic goal which in real applications could be eiusily implemented 

using the Global Positioning System (GPS). Biisically. the robot's navigation system 

Wii^i provided a continuous estimate of where it wtis relative to some preprogrammed 

waypoint. In the absence of obstacles, it Wiis a trivial matter to trigonornically orient 

the robot towards a preset waypoint and detect when the waypoint wtus achieved. This 

is similar to "docking" goals [r2j 

The waypoint finding behavior implemented for these robot experiments wsus guided 

by an overhearl camera. Although an overhead camera is not a realistic cisset for real 

robotic applications. GPS is commonly a\'ailable and provides very similar information. 

.An overhead camera Wfis used here in lieu of GPS only because the laboratory arena 

Wfis too small relative to the spatial resolution of GPS for accurate waypoint finding 

and performance meiusurement. The details of the overhead camera implementation 

were descril)e(l in Section 3.1.3. FigiU'e 5.2 shows the view of the e.xperiniental arena ;us 

seen by the overhead camera. There were four i)reset waypoints indicated in the figure 

by cr(j.ss .symbols arrangeil in a .sciuare pattern. The uunii)er and placement of the 

waypoints was arbitrary rUid i)rogranuued in adv<uice of the experiment. Waypoints 

could easily have been computed and changed on the Hy cis the robot operated, hut 

there Wrus no need f(jr that Iktc. 
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Figure 5.2: The experiineiitril arena wtus defined by tlie overhead camera view shown 
here. Four waypoints iire shown tus crosses, witii circles arounci tiiem 
showing the re'gions that the robot had to enter to "acliieve" the waypoint. 
The robot cluussis is also shown on the left, arranged as at the beginning 
of all trials shown in this cliapter. The four circular patterns on the robot 
cluussis were used to compute where the roljot wius at any given instant 
along with its orientation. The specific locations reported here correspond 
to the center circle on the cluvssis. and the same center c-ircle is tlie point 
(311 the chassis that had to tniter the waypoint regions iiefore the next 
waypoint Wius selected. 
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In antk iparion of a secuiul type of behavior, obstacle avoirlance. the waypoint Kuiling 

behavior used a private control code /?(•) to represent the output of the strategic 

controller by itself. The interpretation of f f r )  Wius identical to R c ) -  and in 

the absence of any other behavior they were almost identical, with the e.xception of a 

normalization proc-edure described below. The overall control vector Rc) Wcus an 

integration of all implemented behaviors, so a separate control signal w;us convenient 

for each navigation behavior. The integration of multiple behaviors is described in the 

ne.xt .section. As the location of the robot w;is known from the overhead camera, there 

wiis a simple trigonometric relationship to compute a coarse correction 6\y from Fig. 5.1 

to the ne.xt waypoint. In the hypothetical Ciuse of the figure. Rc\. and /?(••_> were the two 

control partitiou-s tuned for ^u-. Thus, both ^cn {f- Rci) Rc-z) activated 

where Rc)  were the waypoint control features defined by the relation 

_  • R f - l i y  T l -

^c\ \ ( t - -Rc)  =  

where htus been normalized by - to be compatible with Rc. and represents the 

width of the partition. A more sophisticated model might have used a non-uniform 

partition width (Tit(Rc) along with an accurate model of the robot's motor c-ontroller. 

but that Wcis not done here. 

In the ab.sence of any obstacles, the robot Wei^s progranuned to travel between the 

waypoints in a sc[uare pattern for the W'aypoints tricil. The e.xperimental results are 

slu)wn in Fig. 5.3. The figure h;is the .same format as Fig. 5.2. except the path of 

ten circuits around the arena is shown. The thick vertical lines are lengths of colored 

tape stuck to the floor that indicate the future placement of obstacles. Notice that 

the paths of Fig. 5.3 intersect those markings, particularly when considering the width 



i)f rhe robot (•hiussi> aiul tlif potoutial for body clipping. The wide variation in paths 

from circuit to circuit is a result i)f low control loop gain. The intrinsic unpredictability 

of this pcu"ticular rui>ot cluussis design and low frame rate of the i-(.)niputations (^11 

frames, s) made higher kn)p gains unstable. 

A subset of the control feature activations Rc) and shown in 

Fig. 5.4 corresponding to a left turn from the W'avpoints tried. The overliead path 

results are shown in Fig. 5.3. A total of 42 uniformly spaced control features were 

computed for a resolution of .(J5 in Rc- Ord\- the six most active control features during 

the inter\-al 800 < f < 900 are shown in the figure. The remaining features not shown 

were mostly inactive. During rhe straightaway shown between f - 800 and t = 840. the 

two control features tuned to Rc = -.10 and Rc = —.15 were most active, encouraging 

the robot to make a slight leftward course correction towtu-ds tlie waypoint. Low loop 

gain prevented the minor correction, or else ^cif- = 0) would ha\p been most active 

during the straightaway aftt>r the minor corrections had taken place. When the robot 

achieved the waypoint at t = 840. however, a large correction was required to reorient 

it.self towards the next waypoint. As the robot turned left, the heading approached the 

new strategically desired course and eventually the control features tuned to lower turn 

rates activated, diminishing the scalar control signal Cr- Eventually, at f = 870. the 

course was very ckjse to correct to aihieve the next waypoint and the robot resumed a 

straight cour.se. In the absence of obstacles, the waypoint control features ^c\v{f-

were very close to the total coiitnjl features differing a small amount only 

due tt) a normalization process with more than one active control feature. Both the 

waypoint control features ^c\\ {t:Rc\ and total control features ) are shown 

in the figure. The scalar reduction C'r <>f Fig. 5.4 is shown in Fig. 5.5. A whole 

circuit around the arena is re[)resented in Fig. 5.5. tus the time.scale is longer than that 
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Figure 5.3: Two representations of the Waypoints trial path. The top figure shows 
five distinct circuits marked at ~ is inter\'als. The bottom figure shows 
all ten circuits. 



in Fig. 5.4. Four sharp left nirns are elearly represented by periods of very negative 

C'rit)- The unusual behavior at t = 1100 of a small left turn anil rightward c-orrection 

innnetliately after wsus the result of the olistacle avoiilance mechanism, described in 

the next section, that detected an approaching feature on the wall beyond the robot's 

arena. This cUiomaly commonly occurred on the upper left waypoint of Fig. 5.3 ilue 

to the visual appearance of an appliance next to the arena, and the figure shows the 

messy left turns that occcisionally resulted. 

5.3 Tactical Navigation 

Tactical Ucivigation describes the short term navigational behavi(jr used to handle 

routine hazard management tiusks. In general, robotic applications are not directly 

concerned with this cispect of navigation as long tis the robot is able to reach strategic 

goals safely and efficiently. Tactical navigation involves the details of how this safety 

and efficiency are achieved in the presence of environmental luizards and obstacles. This 

ilis.sertation did not identify and take advantage of potentially navigable hazards like 

stairways, vegetation, or aquatic features that may or may not be navigable by a par

ticular robotic platform. This .section is instead concerned with another large part of 

tactical navigation, the obstacle avoidance task. The depth detection .system described 

in Chapter 4 di.scovered obstcicles in the robot"s field of view. The tactical navigation 

part of the control algorithm steerefl the robot away from those detected obstacles 

with minor course perturbations while on route to a strategic goal. In the experiment 

described here. n<j obstacles were navigable, so a collision with either obstacle repre

sented a catiustrophic failur(\ and there wtus always an obstacle free path available t(j 

the strategic goal, although not a direct path. 
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Figure 5.4: The contri)! activarions for the Waypoiiits trial. A sharp left 
turn .ic-curred between S42 <  f  <  87U. The rest of the time, the robot 
heatietl straif^ht forward. 
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Figure 5.5: The raw nini command Crit) for the first circuit of Fig. 5.3. 

5.3.1 Avoidance Behavior 

Obstacle location information \Vci:s contained in the collision features ^ o { t :  I j .  D ) .  

described in Chapter 4. These features were linearly integrated into the avoidance 

control features 

^  c a {  R c - - ^ T - ^ T - D ) .  (5.3) 
t t-D  

The t)t)stacle av(jidance weights W  f  R c -  -  D )  determined the tactical navigation 1H^ 

havior of the robot. In real animals, cognitive skills allow for much more sophisticated 

behavi(,)r than the model of Eq. (5.31. As that level of retusoning is well beyond the state 

t)f the art in enginetTing. a relatively simple .set of heuristics wius u.^ed here that resulted 

in rudimentary obstacle avoidance. Most robot designs u.se some .set (jf heuristics, and 
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rhe use i)f theui is always iussociated wirli a restrictiou of the euviroumeiits in which 

the robot can reliably operate. The .same is true here, although the heuristics useil wer 

more general than most otliers fouiul in the literature (see Section 1.1). The heuristics 

were used to derive the obstacle avoidance weights \Vj^{Rc.Sr. D) in four separable 

terms; 

U 4(/?(•. X/-. D) = AD(D)\\ ^POE(IJ). (0.4) 

The terms accoimt for obstcicle height, horizontal location, time-to-collision, and rela

t i o n s h i p  t o  t h e  f o c u s  o f  e x p a n s i o n ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  T h e  p u r p o s e  o f  t h e  d e p t h  t e r m  \ \ ' j [ p ( D )  

is particularly straightforwartl: it eniphcusized image regions with small cussociated times-

t o - c o l l i s i o n  D :  

II- I-, D — min(D) 
n.4ci(D) = l — (.J..-)) 

nuLx(L>) — muil L') 

where min{Z)) and max(D) were respectively the smallest and largest time-to-collision 

timings in the feature space of D). respectively. More sophisticated models 

than this linear one are certainly possible. For instance, the system could be designed 

to detect obstacles so fcU" away that they are known to be harmless in the inunediate 

future. The prototype system used here did not demonstrate the capability to detect 

obstacles until they were close enough to require avoidance. Consequently, the linear 

model of Eq. (o.-o) wjus adequate. 

The horizontal term U determined the direction Rc the robot took to 

avoid an obstacle detected in the visual tield at xr- The heuristic used here is that 

luizards on the extreme sides of the scene (large jj'ri) recjuired only small course ad

justments if any at all. and luizards closer to the center [Sj near zero! recjuired more 

urgent attention in the form of higher turning rates. If the obstacle wtis on tiie left side 

(3f the view, then the robot turned right. Likewise, it turned left if the obstacle w;is 
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Dii rhe rip;hr .side. The coiifusins -^ituarit)!! of rhe ubstacle beiiis discovtTei 1 exac tly in 

rhe middle Wius not addressed, although it would he e;usy to pick au arbitrary direction 

in this c'fLse. The control vector /?<•) codcxl sharper turns a.s \Rc\ became larger 

according to the weiglits 

(  ^  "( " I  n<  • - 1  -XT"  I  

t ""'iv /?(- <0 
U ,l.V 7 ) = { fi , ' ( "T - -I. - -rr } 

( """i v Rf- > 0 

where IT.IV = 8 pixels WJLS the recep:)tive Held width in j ~ t -  R t  width in pixels 

of the input image, ris described in Chapter 2; and nci "f2 ^vere arbitrary tuning 

constants used to scale Rc into compatibility with the rol)ot chtissis controller hard

ware. Examples of c-ontrol feature receptive fields tuned to Rc € {.7. .3.-.5} in the 

sj parameter space are shown in Fig. 5.G. These cur\-es are simply plots of Eq. (5.6) 

with aci = (ic2 = 1. Also, obstacles close to the focus of expansion activated .stronger 

turning commands thcin obstaclc^s tis-sociated with large sj- Choosing an and ftrj 

arbitrarv" and problematic due to the poor quality of the controller hardware. In reality, 

good choices of cif-i and ac_. turned out to be dependent on the battery state of the 

cluussis. and possibly some other unknown factors as well. This sensitivity made the 

c-outrol scheme generally fragile. For constant values of Ofi.Of-j. and C7-. fresh bat

teries often spun the robot out of control, while batteries near discharge did not turn 

the robot at all. There wius therefore a sweet sf)ot of batter>' charge in which successful 

experimental trials could be conducted. To solve these problems, it might be pxissible 

to adapt n<-i and ocj on the Hy btused on feedl)ack from the rotation features ^_f{(t:R). 

although an etusier and more robust .solution would be to simply use a better robot 

platform. 
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The vertical ((Hiifxinent H o 1/ / 7 1  iMtu^ed potential h;i7.ard> ha:stxl on height. On a 

ground i)iii<ed robot, obstacles low in the held of view were always avoided CLS they were 

presumably resting on or secured to the ground. On the other hauil. dbstacles higher 

than the robi>t platform such ius tabletops or c-eiling features niight be problematic only 

if the\- were part of a larger hazard that e.xtended to ground level. OtluTwise. the robot 

would in theor>- be able to pa-ss safely beneath them (this situation wtus not tested). 

Thus, obstacles were bitused with less weight ^ussigned to high luizards. The simplest 

model to achieve this behavior is lineiU" with a thre^shold //o; 

I' A)'Un ' — ' 
1 : fjT '£ Ho 

(5.7^ 

where /?,, wtus the height in pixels of the input image. In reality, uimsual obstacles such 

tLs tables were nor studied in this di.ssertation. .so the ijj biti^ wti^ disalded by using 

.'/(I > -ff,; -• 

The final term of the Eq. (5.4 I deemphasized the image region cuound the focus of 

expansion: 

0 : jJ'ri ^ If-'- L'/ri —'J 
AFOE^j^r) — ( • • j . S )  

1 : elsewhere 

Motion paralla.\ \va:s so small in this region. disappecU'ing entirely at = (".0). that 

the tiepth estimates ̂ p(f:Tr- D) were usually unreliable. Thus, the con.stant 0. I values 

were sufficient for this a[)plic-ation. 

Figure -0.7 shows the control weights for a subset of \ ( t \  R c ' ^ -  There WtUs only 

[)artial coverage across the visual field in order to reduce computation reciuirenn'iits 

and achiew real-time performance. 



( c l  W c \ ( R c  =  -  D  =  7 5 )  i d )  \ \ c , \ { R c -  —  ' i . I r -  D  —  i - ) )  

Figure 5.7: Avoidauce njiitrol weights nc.i(/?f..r/-. iiiin(Z))). Tlic dots sliow the re
ceptive Held centers /y. antl the shading intensity represents connection 
strength to the control features identified in the captions. 
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5.3.2 Behavior Integration 

When an obstacle detected, the robot turned away from the obstacle by activat-

hiff control features corresponding to an appropriate Rc- tuning. When there 

were no detected obstacles, the activations f^c) were small relative to the strategic 

controller activations The waypoint and avoidance behaviors R c )  

ami ^c.\(f'- ^c) were integrated to form a single control vector ^r)- Similar to the 

•"subsumption architecture" ^2li. tlie robot by default headed towards the next way-

point. When an obstacle was detected, the obstacle avoidance behavior activated at 

the expense of the waypoint behavior, until the obstacle Wcis safely avoided and the 

waypoint behavior resumed control. The control vector ^c(f- Rc) normalized using 

.\owlan and Sejnowski's softnuix function [74] with parameter a,, and a new mixing 

constant -i-: 

c 
^ c i f ' - R c )  =  .  D  . . .  c  |,.P .|l • 

\ [sC'U < 1-r Jrsf .A U /iC • •] 

ST-

The expansive coefficient a,, resulteil in mutual inhiliition between the control features 

for narrower tuning curves in /?(•. The mixing coefficient J,, adjusted the sensitivity of 

the control algorithm to obstacles. .A good setting for J,, resulted in a course correction 

with enough time to get aroimd an obstacle, but not so early cus to wirustefully avoid 

non-dangerous hazarrls. Here. .i,. wtus chosen with an ad-hoc experimental method. The 

coefficient ueedetl to l)e large enough for the avoidance controller to dominate Ecj. (5.9) 

when obstacU^s were actually pre.sent. hut not so large that noi.se and small errors would 

disrupt the strategic controller at other times. The mixing coefficient also normalized 

the tactical controller activations to account for the sizes of its receptive fields, which 

varied with the density of depth estimates ^p(f:.cr- D). The explicit normalization in 

£((. (5.9) ass\uH>s that tlu>re w:us always at least one active control feature. 
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Finuri' j.S shows a scries of owrliead imaiics of the robot iiiakiiin one complete 

circuit arouiul the arena with two obstacles fur the Obstacles trial. Figiue o.O shows 

a similar overhead inia^e with the paths of eighteen circuits around the arena traced. 

The obstacle at the bottom of the fi,2;ure required a left course deviation for avoidance, 

while the obstacle on the top required a rightward ct)rrectiou. The right turn on top 

required a stronger correction than the left turii due to the placement of the obstacles 

relative to the waypoints. 

Body clipping Wius a significant problem in the Obstacles trial. It was a routine 

situation for the robot tcj make an avoidance correction that turned the ro[)ot euougii 

for the obstacle to leave tlu' field of view. When that happened, the depth detectors 

deactivated and the strategic navigation behavior resinned control, often rt>-orienting 

the robot back towards the obstacle iiefore the it had enough time to progress forwiird 

at the perturbed course to actually pass the obstacle. Humans and animals have at letist 

two advantages over this engineered system in this regard. First, they can continue to 

look at the obstacle while traveling in a different direction because they have necks 

and eyesoc-kets. and brains capable of handling the resulting complexity of information 

[)rocessing. Second, they have a short term memory and tm abstract sense (jf where the 

hazard is that they luive seen before, even if they cannot see it at any pm-ticular instant. 

Neither caf)ability is possible to ennilate in an artificicil system given the current state 

of the art in engineering. Instead, a very priniiti\e memory Wcus provided to the robot 

by low ptLss filtering both the velocity features ) cUid avoidance control features 

^f -\(t:Rc). Both hirers were simple hrst order HR coufigm-ations. Low [)iLss filtering 

sv (/; Hi ) caused the depth detection system to "remember" obstacles after they had left 

the held of view. They were remembered at the retinotopic location hist .seen. Filtering 

the avoidance control features ) smoothed the transitions between /?f ) 
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Figure 5.8: Series of successive overhead snapshots of the experimental arena durin; 
one complete circuit of the Obstacles trial. 
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J- (cm) 

Figure 5.9: Two representations of the Obstacles trial path. The top figure shows five 
distinct circuits marked at ~ I5 intervals. The bottom figure shows all 
eighteen circuits. 



(k)minaiuv ami This i;;vvt' the robot a Httle bit more time to move p;usr 

obstacles before being completely reoriented by Rc). 

Figure 5.10 shows all three control feature activations Rc)-sc\\ {t'- Rc) 

Rc) during the avoidance of the bottom obstacle on the Hrst circuit of the Obstacles 

trial. The reduced version C'r is shown in Fig. 5.11 over a longer time interval. Early 

in the the period of Fig. 5.10. the robot Wci^; making a hard left turn after achieving 

the lower left waypoint. The control features ^cwi^'-Rc = —S) and ^c\\ (f'-Rc = 

-.75) were active during this time, and dominated the behavior of the overall control 

features sV( t:Rc). Figure 5.10 shows the two features to be qualitatively similar for 

50 < f < 60. They are not identical due to the normalization of Eq. (5.9) and the 

fact that single subfeature sets Rc) and ^c.xif- Rc^ usually had multiple tunings 

active sinuiltaneously. Between G5 < f < 85. the robot Wcis heading towards the lower 

right waypoint. still guided by Rc)- As in the Waypoints trial, low loop gain 

prevented a perfect alignment with the waypoint. and that is why s c \ \  ( f - R c  = 

never activated. The obstacle wtiis detected starting at t = S5. cind four tunings of 

^,CA{t:Rc) were quickly activated cis a result. The normalization of Eq. (5.9) found 

the most active feature. sr.i(': Rc = —.45). and correspondingly cictivated ^ci^'-Rc = 

— .45) to the exclusion of all others tunings. The right turn tuned strategic control 

features Rc > -3) were trying to reorient the robot towards the waypoint between 

100 < t  <  120 with incrofising urgency, but the tac-tical navigation behavior R c )  

completely suppressed tho.se commands during that interval. Finally, at t = 132. the 

obstacle disappeared and the tactical controller deactivated and the strategic- course 

wius resumed. Comparing Fig. 5.11 with the Waypoints c<use of Fig. 5.5. the obstacle 

avoidance commands around t = 100 (left) and t — .350 (right) are immediately followed 

by strong, rever.se sign<>(l. corrective action by the strategic controller. In the Waypoints 



trinl. IK) riiiluwanl ci)mnian(l> wen' i.s.siu'il at all. Howtn-er. a right turn \v;l< neci-ssaiy 

after tli(> lower ohstai le had been avoided in the W'aypoints ciu^Je. 

5.4 Chapter Summary 

In tiiis chapter it wtus shown how population coded tinu^to-collision features 

were used as sensory input into a population coded control model 

Rc)- The only other known robot controller to date that luus used population codes 

Wcis described by Blaiicluird. Rind, and Wrschure. 5i .A.s reviewed in Section 1.1. their 

work did not otherwise share many similarities with the one implemented here. There 

WcL^ some [)revioas work that used time-to-collision for obstacle avoidcUice. but without 

pop)ulation coding. 20. oo.T! The avoidance controller component 11'4 v (J'T I shared 

similarities with the model of Coombs cmd Roberts 9i. but their sy.stem was much 

less complex than this one. and did not employ population coding either. Tlu> method 

of using nudtiple independent controllers of different priorities used liere is similar to 

Brooks" subsumption cu-chitecture ^l!. but Brooks' robots had significantly different 

implementations than this one. and did not use vision or population codes. 

The avt)idance control model proposed and demonstrated here is novel in its ability to 

handle more complex enviromnents tlum previous work using only vision derived input. 

Some of the pieces of this control model have been studied in different contexts tus listed 

abo\-e. bur new ide;is have been added in this di.ssertation and the overall behavior of 

the model is more sophisticated than a simple c-ollection of cited parts. The strategic-

controller was simple, but adequately simulated application specific strategic g(jcils. The 

integration ot the two models succe-ssfully achieved both goals. The experimental results 

are novel in the size and speed of the simulation and complexity of the real world arena. 
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Figure 5.10; Control activation Rf) from Ohstack's trial. 
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Figure 5.11: Raw rurn c-oiiimaiid Crif) for the first circuit of Fig. 5.9 

The obstacles were succ-essfully avoided usins vision alone with a significant level of 

aiitonoiny denion.strated by the robot. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

This clisscrtiition showed that contemporary iieiiroscientific models related to mam

malian early vision can be implemented in real time, using established engineering 

methods. The models used were btused primarily on the motion energy model of .Adel-

son and Bergen, and the motion energy integration technique of Grzywacz and Yuille. 

Important features of the.se models retained throughout the implementation included 

the u.se of population coded representations of information. Certain moditications. in-

chuling normalization and mutual inhibition, were used to solve real world problems 

that were never exposed previously in the original theoretical work. The prototype 

implementation demonstrated ailecjuate computational throughput for real time anal

ysis of video imagery to estimate a mobile roliot's time to collision to environmental 

obstacles. For portions of the ttisk that remain beyond the current neuroscientific un

derstanding. like how velocity features are integrated into higher level functions such cus 

depth detection in real manunals. techniques compatible with the known neuroscience 

were engineered. No claim w;is made that the new motlels are neuro.scientifically accu

rate. but it Wiis shown that they worked well in concert with established neuro.scientific 

models to solve a hard engineering problem. 

Furthermore, it wius shown that real time control of an autonomous robot Wius possi-

I)le biLsefl on the.><e models antl using the prototype implementation. Relative to previous 
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rol)i)r models and impleinenrarioiis fttund in the literature, the amount of environmen

tal tuning and tlu^ u.>^e of heuri.-^rics wvre minimized. The claim i.s made, although not 

demon.>^trated, that these tec-hniciues are more general than previous result.-, enabling 

the robot to safely handle a wider variety of environmental situations. 

6.1 Common Navigational Problems Revisited 

In Sectit)!! 1.1.3 .several problems common to previously proposed visually navigating 

robots were introduced. Here, the issues are revisited in the context of this dis.sertation's 

results. 

Diffuse Regions 

Ditfu.se regions were conmionly encountered in the robotics experiments descril)ed 

here. In the trials using the Circles obstacle, diffuse regions were cau.sed by blank fea

tures on the obstacle itself. In other trials, the visual stinnili occi^sionally confused 

the obstacle detection system, resulting in poor, missing, or erroneous coUision feature 

estimates. The result w;us the same as with real diffuse regions: no individual feature es

timate of any type could lie trusted by itself. In many ca^es. diffuse textures on distant 

objects were an ach'antage because tiiey were never confused with close, dangerous ol)-

jects. In real applications, however, this situation would represent a lucky coincidence, 

iis opposed to behavior that was roi)Ust by design. 

.\o attempt wtus made tt) guess or interpolate collision or earlier feature estimates in 

the diffu.se regions. However, the controller integrated large receptive fields of collision 

features, averaging them, .\eighboring collision features in nondiffu.se regions were often 

more accurate than the optic How derived versions, enhancing the performance of the 

large field integration. The averaging Wci^ similar to previous work that integrated wide 
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tiokl optic How to do corridor following nuxleled aftor houeyhtv bohavior. >201 L'nlike 

tlie honeybee inspired work, however, this dissertation computed the time to collision 

of ol)stacles as an explicit data product. The resulting depth map is a rich piec-e of 

information that enables more sophisticated behavior than the simple How balancing 

heuristic used in the honeybee inspired robots. The depth map Wius usetl here to do 

simple obstacle avoidance, already an arguably harder task than corritlor following, 

but the general purpose utility of the feature encourages a nuich wider set of future 

applications. 

The temporal Hltering associated with the motion energy, velocity, and control feci-

tures provided additional relief from diffuse regions. When a visual region became 

diffuse after an obstacle psussed through it. the temporal Hlters provided a mechanism 

that "remembered" the collision features for a short time afterward. This techniciue 

shared similarities with Santo.s-\'ictor. et al.'^ "sustaining" technique. [12] The Hlter

ing action could be considered a general purpose heuristic: in general, real obstacles 

do not instantly appear and disappear unless they are moving very fiist relative to a 

robot's visual bandwidth. They usually have to enter the scene and gradually progress 

towards the robot, resulting in smooth collision estimates. Temporal Hltering forced 

this smoothness, improving the system s performance in the presence of diffuse regions. 

L'sing these techniciues. the robot in this dissertation successfully avoided obstacles 

in the presence of diffu.se features. Spec-ial lieuristics such as those u.sed by Dunchon [lOj 

were not rec[uired. This result also distinguished it.self from previous work that described 

the [)roblem. but did not attempt to .solve it. [20j 
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Aperture Problem 

The aperture prol)leiii \v;is also tonnnonly enc ountered in tiiese rohotic-s experiments. 

All the stinuili used were susceptible to the aperture problem, even the Circles pattern 

which Wiu? designcxl to be imnunie. Population coding provided a novel uuH-hanism to 

delay the resolution of these aperture effects, eventually resulting in better accuracy 

than with optic ftcjw. 

All velocity features ccjuipatible with a particular motion pattern were activated si

multaneously. because the true velocity Wius never known clue to the aperture problem. 

This WiL^ onl\- pcjssible witii a population code: optic fiow formatted velocity could only 

represent a single vector at a time. The sinuiltaneous propagation of multiple veloc

ity features to (hnvustream computations enabled the use of additional information, 

available only to those specialized computations, to decide which of the activated fea

tures were likely to be accurate, and which were errors generated by the aperture. The 

downstream computations used here were those of Rotation and Translation. Special 

considerations, private to each module, were used to decide which velocity features to 

use in the computation of Rotation and Translation features. The two feature types 

in fact integrated different compcjuents of the velocity population code, resulting in 

enhanced accuracy in both modules. The only previous work to describe a clistinc-tion 

for aperture effects in downstream computations Wius bivsecl on optic flow. fl2l Their 

distinction w;u^ not biused on feature detection, but the behaviors of centering, (jf)stacle 

av(jidance. and doc-king. 

The delayed resolntion al.so macle available the possibility to add new vekxity biusecl 

computations in the future without impacting the existing coni[)utati(jns. This w;us 

not p(jssible when using vector coded optic How. as the velocity had t(.» be com{)letely 

res<jlved in the optic How c tjmputation. .\ot only did this have the effect (jf generating 
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errors cine to the lai k of iufonuatioii relative to the population coded case, hut all ilown-

streani computations would have hetni rec|uired to operate on identical flow estimates. 

-A designer couki nt)t therefore change the optic tl(jw implementation to acconuuodate 

new features without considering the negative impacts on e.xisting ones. This would he 

a problem for .some proposals [7! that, for instance, simply discarded flow vectors that 

were obviously in error. 

Bumpy Ride 

The robotic cluussis used in these e.xperiments e.xperienced a bumpy ride, even on 

tlu> smooth floor that wiis used. A second order, low pjuss temporal Klter applied to the 

stimulus image wiis sufficient to eliminate the iissociated high free)uency jitter. However, 

the filter introduced new undesired "ghosting" effects with large motions, rotation in 

particular.' The ghosting occurred on large turns driven by the strategic controller. .\s 

the strategic behavior did not depend on vision, the ghost imaging did not occur at 

the critical times when it would have effected the vision based tactical controller. Tlie 

bumpy ride phenomenon is not di.scus.sed nnich in the literature: it Wius oidy mentioned 

by only one other researcher who compensated with a temporal filtering process similar 

to this one. f3j This previous robot never turned during image accjuisition. so presumably 

"ghosting" did not occur. 

Motion Bandwidth 

.\s in nujst robcjtics e.xperiiiients. a reliable and eiusy way to rechice [jroblems with 

motion patterns occurring outside tlie l)antlwidth of the system WcUS to slow the roliot. 

'One of the caiiicriL-; used to capture vi<lL'o for tlii.s work had a "Siipcr Steady .Sliot" ft'atiiri'. 

Iritcrc.'^tiip^ly. sitiiilar ""j^liostiiig" cffci-ts could he; (jh.scrvcd liy .sweeping tlio caiiu'ra (iiiickly. Most likely, 

till' cii'TuuM'rs tliat dcsisiK'il the caiacra iwd the satiic low p:Ls.s tiltcr ti'c'htiic|ii<' to coiiipoii.sati' for a 
UMT'S shaky haiids. 
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especially in turns. 9.12 This also reduced the ghost artifacts resulting from the front 

end temporal filter, introduced to counter the humpy ride phenomenon. The high 

computational throughput of the {)rototype implementation enabltxl a high frame rate, 

effectively incretusing the motion bandwidth along with the temporal sampling rate. 

New implementations of the same techniques built using fast, special purpose hardware 

woukl increruse the frame rate, and associateil motion bmidwidth. even further. 

The wide variety of spatial Gabor impulse responses iissociated with the motion en

ergy computation also improved the motion bandwidth. SimilcU" to a previous morion 

estimarit)n technique using "pyramids" 18:. the variety of spatial scales enabled the 

detection of visual features moving a small anioimt or a hu-ge amount during a frame. 

Combined with extended state maintained by the temporal motion energ>' filters rela

tive to most optic flow implementations, the system estimated a wide range of motion 

patterns, both slow and fast. 

Rotational Flow 

A novel method for rotational flow compensation enaljled by the population coded 

representation of velocity was u.sed. It did not require extra-visual input, although such 

information could be integrated in the future to further enhance performance. The 

techniciue allowed the robot to continu(> moving forward in the pre.sence of (obstacles. 

sinuUtaneously estimating their time to collision while turning. In contract, previous 

work required stopping forward translation ^'ii or (obstacle detection (hiring turns. 

The technique used here also eliminated the need for mechanical gaze stabilization and 

saccades 19.20. lUj. or multiple cameras 12;. enabling the u.se of a single, hxed position, 

imaging device. The technique shared some features with that of Perrone iSGi. although 

he was more concerned with detecting the focus of expansion: this dissertation assiuned 



ir Wius H known con-stanr. Pcrrone newr iuipit^niented hi> work on a roliot to rt-sr his 

nuKiel. Neven also subtracted a global rotation estimate, but the technique \v;u-^ mure 

simple than the one used here, and b;ised on optic tiow. 7!. 

Symmetric Flow Anomaly 

Previous work reported the syinnietric tiow anomaly occurring with honeybee in

spired. How balancing robots being conhised by corners and walls. 9. Iflj Corners were 

not encounteretl in this dissertation, but the synunetric flow anomaly did occur when 

the robot headed towartls an obstacle centered in the field of view. In this case, the 

tactical controller generated an imsuitalile nuiltiniodal c-ontrol output that signaled the 

robot to turn right and left at the same time. Although not demonstrated, it wiis argued 

that this situation is etisy to detect, and the detection c-ould be u.sed to add a rightward 

or leftward bicus to the tactical controller. This dissertation wa.s not the first publication 

to make this unproven claim. Oi 

Parallax Blind Spot 

The paralla.x blind spot, instead of being a problem, actually improved the rotation 

estimates used to compensate for rotational flow. Because there was no expansive flow 

near the FOE by definition, it offered a reliable region tcj visually estimate rotation, 

whenever the FOE WrLs free of the difl'u.se regions problem. 

Like previous work 20.7!. however, the collision estimates near the paralUix blind 

spot were unreliable and not considered by the c-ontroller. In general, the system wa.s 

robust and large enough to successfully operate without the inclusion of the FOE region 

by the controller, and without the need for multii)le camercus I'iOi or tcjrtuous. complex 

paths. _3.19. 17 
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Sensory and Behavior Integration 

Ohstaclc time to collision information drove the tac tical obstacle avoidanc-e behavior, 

which Wiii; integrated with the waypoiut ba^ed strategic navigation behavior. Previous 

work hii-s integrated .similar behaviors both with 7 and without "21: vision, with widely 

differing implementations. The technique used here did not preclude the addition of 

even more navigational behaviors integrated in a similar wav. 

Body Clipping 

The original body clipping phenomenon described in Chapter 1 and reported (but 

not addressed) in previous work 20. 22i wtus solved primarily by simply momuing the 

imager at the rear of the robot, so the whole chiussis wa^s in view of the imager. In this 

configuration, it wa^; harder, although not impossible, for obstacles to "sneak" up to 

the chassis while remaining out of view. Previous literature did not label this issue JUS 

"body clipping" or anything t^Lse. Previous authors also did not make the distinction 

between body clipping and ditfu.^e regions as done here. 

A different type of body clipping wa^^ found to be a problem in these experiments. 

The robot occtusionally turned to avoid an obstacle and lost track of the it (US the obstacle 

left the field of view. In this case, the system could not "remember" where the obstacle 

w;us. so it firematurely reverted to waypoiut finding behavior. The obstacle could then 

suddenl>" reappear ;is the robot re-turned towards the waypoiut. .us the cluussis had not 

moved forward far enough for avoidance ciuring the tactical avoidance move. In this 

situation, it W;L~; usually too late to perform a .second tactical move and a collision with 

the obstac-le occurred. This prol)lem wa>; addressed by giving the robot some primitive 

"memory" of the ol)stacle by low pjuss filtering the control signals with a simple first 

order. IIR filter. Slower and smoother contnjl signals encouraged more forward motion 
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and lass rapid riirnins. and rediued the probltMu with this variant of body clippinjj;. A 

related approach, usins a ••sustaining " beliavior. \v;us previously proposed by N'even 7L 

in a significantly ilifferent implementation than usetl here. 

.A. more sophisticated technique to handle both variants of body clipping could im

prove the robustness of this and other robot implementations. The filters used here 

required experimental tuning, which undoubtably had negative implications for differ

ent. imtested enviromnents. Previous authors suggested, but did not implement, the 

use of an environmental maps. 20. 2'2i The mapping problem ha.s been addressed by 

the AI coninmnity for quite .some time without tremendous success for general purpose 

machines. The l)od\- clipping problem is hard to solve in a robust manner, and a bio

logically inspired .solution may recjuire much improved inulerstanding of cognition and 

general brain ftmction. 

Computational Latency 

The software architecture of the prototype implementation produced a ten frame 

latency due to its pipelined design, required for high throughput. This latency had 

minimal effect on the collision feature estimates because the latencies iissociated with 

the motion energy stage were much more significant. The only other researchers to 

address this problem computetl layers cisynchronously .so the fii^ter computations could 

proceed at their naturally higher rates, but this technique raised new issues. [201 

The latencies introduced by the motion energy temporal filters were significant, and 

represented the biggest problem with the overall strategx" studied in this di.ssertation. 

In order to reduce the latencies to a point where the robot had enough time left to 

avoid tletectetl obstacles, the temporal bandwidths of the motion energy filters were 

incre;used. The wide temporal bandwidths severely degraded the discriminatory power 
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of the morion energy features. The result \v;is too many of the motion energy features 

simultaneously activaring. resulting in wide velocity, translation, and rotation tunings. 

The tunings were narrowed with lateral inhibition in the velocity computations, which 

partially overcame the problem. 

Tlie motion energy latency is fundamental to the computation of motion t>nergy due 

to its temporal filtering retiuirements. An important characteristic of this is prol)leni 

is that it would occur in any implementation: unlike the software architecture induced 

latency, it is not related to the discrete time system s sample rate. Even analog filters 

have latency associated with them; it is a function of their frequency responses. A 

potential way to alleviate this problem, not yet demonstrated or proven, might be to 

increjuse the spatial resolution of the the stinuilus image. All else being equal, visual 

features in the scene would then move faster across pixels, even though they would 

be moving at the same physical rate in degrees per second across the retina or CCD's 

imaging area. The increiused temporal speeds would be good for several things. First, 

the temporal filters could be tuned to higher frecjuencies. directly decreasing latency. 

More importantly, both spatial and temporal bandwidths could be reduced, improving 

the discriminatory capability of the motion energy* detectors. Increai^ed frequencies 

could take advantage of higher speed digital implementations. Without increa^iing the 

image resolution, there is currently not nmch point in increasing the temporal sample 

rate due to the motion energy filter latencies. Finally, analog implementations would 

be simplified because high frequency filters require smaller integrated components like 

capacitors and resistors. 

.\ final observation is that the computation latency problem may be related to a 

current problem in neuroscience. Xeuroscientists find cells in early vision systems that 

have broad spatiotemporal tunings in \'l. and broad velocity tunings in MT. similar 
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to the fiisineered resuhs shown here. However. rt>al hunuins and animals demonstrate 

atxiiracv detecting visual features far beyond what the broad tuning curx'es suggest. 

The biological mechanism that computes narrowly tuned features from l^roadly tuned 

motion energy and velocity inputs ha.s not yet bt>en found. The similarities with this 

dissertation suggest that evolution may also have had a problem with achieving narrow 

temporal bandwidths. If this w;us true, then natural systems may have already solved 

the problems described here; we just have to figure out what the solutions are in the 

neuroscience laboratory. 

6.2 Future Work 

The first and e^usiest problem to fix is the robot chcussis. There are several conunercial 

protlucts available, popular for use in experimental robotics that uudoubtably work 

better than the toy used here. The biggest problem with the tank chiissis wa^; the 

cocu-se. unpredictable control capabilities of the motor control circuit. This problem led 

to unrepeatable, fragile experiments and it complicated the control eciuaiious with the 

arbitrary factors oci and 0(-j. With a constant speed control setting, the robot would 

often move with widely changing groimd spwls. The effect of turning controls were 

even more problematic, because they actUiilly changed during the tricils ;us obstacles were 

encoimtered. In theory, a robust control algorithm could adapt on the fly to counter 

these problems: in fact, that is why the rotation features R) were reciuire>d. If 

the algorithm could have trusted the turn signal C7- to be accurate, then it ct)uld have 

been used insteatl of estimating R). It wo>ikl he convenient, however, to start witii 

a more reliable cluussis so more pressing issues could be addressed first the overall 

strategy matured. A better technique would be to spoil the control characteristics of 
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a rohtist chiussis part of ciuantitativf testing instead of dealing with wildly iinknown 

faetors ;us Wius done here. 

A better understanding is needed of the transient nature of motion energ>- filters and 

their integration into veloeity features. Tlie theor>- in the original neuroseienee sources, 

and the related empirical data gathered from laboratory twperinients. was concerned 

primarily with the steady state responses of neurons in the cat's visual cortex. It is 

routine procedure in neuruscience to trnncate the initial portion of neuron activations 

when reporting and analyzing data. It turns out that in the robotic application, these 

tr insient effects that cU-e often ignored by neuroscientists dominated the behavior of 

the motion energy responses at critical times. The problem manifested itself when mo

tion energ>' filters tuned to high temporal frecjuencies activated quickly relative to the 

slower ones ;is they responded to high frecjuency transients. These broadband tran

sients occurred, for instance, when a stinniliis pattern first appeared in a receptive 

field. Regardless of the feature s motion characteristics, the sudden appeju-ance of the 

feature created high frequency temporal transients that the motion energy- detectors. 

LLS implemented here, could not flistinguish from fcist motion. The result wtus under

estimated collision features D). and the related overreaction by the tactical 

controller (^.)• This i.ssue is related to the discussion above in the context of 

computational latency, and may have a similar solution. 

An unaddre.s.sed i.ssue w;is the dynamic range requirements of the vision system. 

These were related to normalization factors and thresholds \i.sed in the current impli^ 

mentation. The results repcjrted here all used nuLxinunn contrtLst stinuilus: usually 

black paper ptisted on pure white Ple.xighus sheets. The contnuit of uaturtU obstacles 

will never be con.stant like tho.se. In the existing implementation, certain thresholds 

were u.sed to determine when an activation wa:s noi.se. or accurately reflected the state 
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of narure. These threshoUis. aiul the activati<3U levels of the motion energy motlel. were 

proportional to the stininlns contnu^t (hnt not the c-ontra.^t polarity). Allowin;^ the 

stinuihis contnust to vary will introdnce new complications that nnist be adclressecl for 

truly robust robot behavior. In addition, the tlyiianiic range recjuirements of the system 

will strongly impact new implementations. The prototype used 32 bit Hoats. a luxury 

probal)ly not available in special purpose circuits, especially analog tec-hnologies. Tech

niques are therefore needed to constrain the dynamic range recjuirements. and itlentify 

what those constraints are. 

The feature space tunings . and Q t ^vere set in this dissertation primarily 

bribed on computational fciisibility and hand tuning. The system needed to operate in 

real time, so the network size Wius trinmied to get the frame rate above an arbitrary ten 

frame per second threshold, and then empirically timed to navigate the obstacle course 

given the computation constraints. quantitative study woukl show how changing 

the cjuantity and specihc values of the parameter tunings affects specific performance 

metrics, wiiich also need to be defined. 

The notion of "motion bandwidth" neetls to be developed further. It is related to 

the Nyquist sampling theorem, except the theoretical limit woukl be velocity speed 

instead of a sampling rate. Tlie temporal sampling rate would be a factor, rus would the 

Gabor spatial frequency tunings (.•<. A satisfactory result woukl impose constraints on 

the motion energy tunings Q\/ for some nuixiimim image speed. Tlie nuxxinmm image 

speed would al.so constrain the allowable speeds and rotation rates (jf the robot if.self 

to guarantee not exceeding the motion bandwidth. In the current implementation, the 

motion bandwidth w.us qualitatively controlled by limiting the .speed of the robot and 

choosing a large set of Q\/. A theoretical result would enable much better selectivity 

in picking V.\i. with implications for increased robustness by quantitatively managing 
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the motion handwidtli much like a signal processing engineer controls the sample rate 

of a digital system. 

•A. biological vision simulation of this size controlling, in reiil time, an autonomous 

robot operating in the real world is a novel and exciting result. Xow that hcisic closed 

loop functionality luus been achieved, it is etusier to make incremental improvements to 

particular parts of the system and test the effects of the changes. Before a successful 

closed loop e.xperinient Wius performed, it wsis not always clear if the bfUiic ideius would 

work at all. Now that the concept hai> been proven, there is a bai^elino functionality to 

compcU^e new results against, which shoidd accelerate the pace at which new research 

could be done. 
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APPENDIX A 

OPTIC FLOW IMPLEMENTATION 

Chapter 4 compared a population coded velocity representation with a traditional 

optic How approach. The optic How data wa^; computed witii the Lukius-Kcuiade algo

rithm described in this section. The development and implementation u.sed here closely 

follows the implementation described by Barron, et al. iTCi and Fleet ami Langley ;71^ 

A.l Theory of Differential Optical Flow 

•Many techniques have been proposed to estimate the 2D motion field associated 

with points in a 3D environment projected onto a 2D spatioteniporal data stream 

like video. These optic flow algorithms are broadly classified into categories including 

differential, frequency bcisefl. and correlation ba>;ed techniques. 28! The population 

coded technique described in the main body of this di.ssertation is frequency biised. 

Correlation based techniques have their own .set of i.ssues and are not <li.scussed here. 

The most popular optic How techniques by far are the differential technique's, including 

algorithms originally proposed by Horn and Schunk 183] and Lubus and Kanade [8-4!. 

These algorithms are Iji-used on the conservation of image intensity in local spatial regions 

and short time intervals de.scribed by the optical flow conatraint equation 

VSlIy.f)-F~ = 0 (A.l) 
at 
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where V S l I . t )  is rhe spatial gradient of the spatioteniporal data stream 5(.r. f  I and r is 

the optieal How estimate at I\ . In the context of this dissertation, the veloc ity variable 

in Eq.  (A.  11 corresponds to the velocity tuning space parameters  in V. \  :  r  =  r^^B\  .  

The spatial location is F\ in both representations. 

L'nfortimately. r is a twn dimensional vector and Eq. (A.l) only provides one con

straint. Differential optic How estimation algorithms are distinguished by how a .second 

constraint is generated to solve for r. .A popular technicjue that performed well in Bar

ron. f t al.'s conipcU-i.son. originally proposed by Lukiii; and Kanade. is to assume that r 

is constant in a local rc^gion A' aroimd x\ . This overconstrained problem is .solved l)y 

minimizing 

that often includes a spatial biius to empluLsize constraints in A' nearer to .Fi . 

Following Fk^et and Langkv :71L the solution of Erj. (A.2) is 

• >  

r i r ( j )  V 5 ( j . n . r - (A.2) 

A ^ \ V A - r =  . V w - h  (A.3) 

where, for r i  point.s € A' at instant t .  

A = ;V5(J i .n  V5(7„ .n j .  (A.4) 

H 

h  

diag[ir(T|). 

Of • Of 
(A.G) 

(A.5) 

Solving for r. 

F = ' A ^ \ V A ] - ^ A ' \ V b  (A.7) 
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A^WA = 

^  I j - j  - / . - - ( / . f  
tT \  i  

-, —\ / i.t; 

Hiul 

L r i X  

A^Wb = 

'>•1 

Y. n'(7i 
/•s.v 

V iri,r-l(!^) 
•T-zX 

< X.t  i (/>'( S.r I 
7G TTt 

^ n"( 7) 
l i X  ihj itt 

A.S) 

(A.9) 

A.2 Implementation Details 

In order to reduce tlie cdiiusing and quantization effects iLssociated with limited motion 

bandwidth, the input 5(.r. //./) Wcus preprocessed with a low ptuss spatiotemf)ora] {liter. 

Spatially, the filter had a Gaussicui impulse response 

1 

2-rr-r 
(A. 10) 

with width ay = 1 pixel implemented in the frequency domain with a 2D FFT ba^sed 

algoritlun. The temporal filter i.s of the cci^-caded exponential type described in Sec

tion 2.3.2 with o, = Ji. n = .'3; 

" : { ( ' )  =  

:  f  >  0  
tA.ll) 

t  <  0 

From Fleet and Langley 71;. the temporal derivative of Eq. (A.II! for n = is 

( I d - . i i t )  

( I f  
=  ' j U I ' l t )  —  ( i M t ) '  A. 12) 
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wlik li provided a eoiiveiiient and fiust way to compute because (/jlH is compiitetl 

in the process of computing 

The spatial gradients were computed 

O S (XN. t )  /(./• — 2. ! / J )  —  S I ( j -  - I. t / . f )  - r  8/(.R -i- 1. //. t )  - r  { ( . r  - r  2 .  i / . f )  

O x  ~ 12 
O S ( x „ . t )  f ( X . t /  -  2 . f )  —  S [ ( x . t /  -  l.M -r  S I ( X . I /  T- l .n  H- f ( x . ! /  - r  2 . f )  

Ol/ ~ 12 

Once obtained, these quantities were useil to compute Ecj. (A.8) and Eq. (A.9) and. 

hence. Eq. (.A.7). 
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APPENDIX B 

PARAMETER TUNING TABLES 

Paraineters tliat varied ;LS a function of retinotopic location were not shown in the 

graphics and tables in the main text. p;irticularly in Chapter 4. This appendix tabulates 

those specific parameter choices for the temporal frecjuencv tuning f,. velocity speed 

tuning and translation speed i-j- The two trial sets of Chapter 4. Approach and 

Tiu'n. and the closed loop experiments of Chapter 5 each used different tuning sets. The 

.Approach sets were chosen to be rus simple as possible, the Turn .sets were chosen for 

high accuracy', cind the clo.sed loof) .sets were c-hosen for adequate accuracy with real-time 

performance. The temporal frequency tuning .sets of are tabulated tis the inverse 

L-, for c-ompactness. etusier understanding, and because the software implementation 

represented the values this way. 
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